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Abstract:
Hardware concurrency is common in all contemporary computer systems. Efficient use of
hardware resources requires parallel processing and sharing of hardware by multiple workloads.
Striking a balance between the conflicting goals of keeping servers highly utilized and maintaining
a predictable performance level requires an informed choice of performance isolation techniques.
Despite a broad choice of resource isolation mechanisms in operating systems, such as pinning
of workloads to disjoint sets of processors, little is known about their effects on overall system
performance and power consumption, especially under partial load conditions common in practice.
Performance and performance interference under partial processor load is analyzed only after
the fact, based on historical data, rather than proactively tested.

This dissertation contributes a systematic approach to experimental analysis of application
performance under partial processor load and in workload colocation scenarios. We first present
a software tool set called Showstopper, capable of achieving and sustaining a variety of partial
processor load conditions. Based on arbitrary pre-existing computationally intensive workloads,
Showstopper replays processor load traces using feedback control mechanisms to maintain the
desired load. As opposed to performance log analysis, Showstopper enables system administrators
to reproduce a particular load scenario or replay a load trace an arbitrary number of times, taking
additional measurements and observations as necessary. Showstopper’s modular design makes
it easy to rapidly test diverse types of partial processor load while also facilitating portability
across multiple operating systems and hardware platforms.

We leverage the Showstopper tool to determine the dependency of application throughput on
partial processor load, an insight hard to obtain using benchmarks and stress tests. Furthermore,
we design and demonstrate a methodology to analyze the effects of processor sharing on multi-
chip and multi-core SMP systems, putting popular processor pinning recommendations under
test. Last but not least, we compare two different virtualized environments available on Linux in
terms of resource isolation, performance efficiency and overall system power consumption. Our
results reveal that contrary to popular belief, there is no universally optimal processor pinning
configuration. Dynamic adjustments to processor pinning can potentially improve both overall
system performance and power efficiency, especially when colocating workloads that constantly
exploit their assigned processor time with workloads of varying resource demands. To identify
optimal pinning configurations for a particular workload combination and hardware platform,
we propose an automated benchmarking methodology based around Showstopper.
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Abstrakt:
Hardwarový paralelismus je běžný u všech současných počítačových systémů. Nutnou podmínkou
efektivního využití hardwarových prostředků jsou paralelní výpočty a sdílení hardware mezi
několika výpočty. Hledání rovnováhy mezi mezi dvěma protichůdnými cíli — vysokým využitím
serverů a předvídatelným výkonem — vyžaduje informovanou volbu prostředků určených k izolaci
v oblasti výkonu. Navzdory širokému výběru izolačních mechanismů v operačních systémech,
například připínání („pinning“) výpočtů k disjunktním množinám procesorů, je stále známo
velmi málo o vlivu těchto mechanismů na celkový výkon systému a na jeho spotřebu energie,
především v podmínkách částečné zátěže, které jsou v praxi běžné. Místo proaktivního testování
se výkon i vzájemné ovlivňování výkonu při částečné zátěži analyzuje pouze zpětně, na základě
historických dat.

Tato disertační práce přispívá systematickým přístupem k experimentální analýze výkonu
aplikací v podmínkách částečného zatížení procesorů a agregace výpočtů. V úvodu popisujeme
sadu nástrojů zvanou Showstopper, schopnou dosáhnout a udržet rozmanité typy částečné
zátěže. S využitím libovolných předem daných programů náročných na procesor přehrává
Showstopper záznamy o zatížení procesorů, s využitím mechanismů zpětnovazebního řízení
k udržení požadované zátěže. Na rozdíl od analýzy záznamů o výkonnosti umožňuje Showstopper
systémovým administrátorům opakovaně navodit daný typ zatížení procesorů a opakovaně
přehrávat záznamy o zatížení za účelem doplnění dalších měření a pozorování podle potřeby.
Modulární návrh Showstopperu usnadňuje rychlé testování rozličných typů částečného zatížení
procesorů a zároveň přináší přenositelnost napříč několika operačními systémy a hardwarovými
platformami.

Využíváme Showstopper k určení závislosti propustnosti aplikací na částečném zatížení procesorů,
což je vhled, který lze těžko získat pomocí benchmarků a zátěžových testů. Dále navrhujeme
a předvádíme metodiku pro analýzu vlivu sdílení procesorů na vícečipových a vícejádrových
SMP systémech a prověřujeme známá doporučení týkající se připínání („pinning“) procesorů.
V neposlední řadě srovnáváme dvě různá virtuální prostředí dostupná na Linuxu z hlediska izolace
hardwarových prostředků, účinnosti a spotřeby energie celého systému. Naše výsledky ukazují,
že v rozporu s rozšířeným přesvědčením neexistuje všeobecně optimální konfigurace připínání
procesorů. Dynamické změny připínání procesorů mohou potenciálně zlepšit jak celkový výkon
systému, tak i jeho energetickou účinnost, zejména při souběhu výpočtů soustavně využívajících
celé přidělené procesorové kapacity s výpočty, jejichž výpočetní náročnost se s časem mění.
K zjištění optimální konfigurace připínání pro danou kombinaci výpočtů a hardwarovou platformu
navrhujeme automatickou metodiku benchmarkování založenou na Showstopperu.

Klíčová slova:
částečné zatížení, zpětnovazební řízení, reprodukovatelné zatížení, agregace výpočtů,
ovlivnění výkonu
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1. Introduction
Benchmarks and stress tests play an important role in many areas of information
technology, including (but not limited to) regression testing in software develop-
ment, software and hardware performance evaluation and comparison, hardware
resource provisioning and performance problem investigation. Each area gives rise
to a variety of specialized benchmarking software, mostly aimed at bringing hard-
ware resources to their capacity limits in an attempt to establish their maximum
performance.

Apart from memory of diverse types and purposes and communication channels
such as networking, processors are by far the most performance-critical compo-
nents central to all computer systems. Processor performance evaluation by virtue
of running computationally intensive workloads is a popular methodology assist-
ing system operators in both hardware resource provisioning and performance
comparison.

However, virtually all processor benchmarks are designed to stress the un-
derlying hardware to its limits, failing to simulate the most frequent operating
conditions a computer system will encounter throughout its production lifetime —
partial processor loads. The large gap between computationally intensive bench-
marks that assume the form of stress tests and practical production deployments
stems from a multitude of differences between stress tests and common practical
operating conditions of systems under test:

1. Most systems run underutilized with spare capacity reserved for peak loads.

2. Processor load on production systems varies over time.

3. Partial processor load is not a simple scalar quantity.

4. Performance metrics are not observed on production systems all the time.

5. Production workloads mostly do not operate in isolation from each other.

Sections 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 describe the issues summarized above in more
detail, briefly outlining our solution to each of the problems, aimed at bridging
the gap between benchmarking and practical workloads.

1.1 Thesis structure
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 1 (this chapter) gives a brief overview
of the key differences between benchmarks and practical workloads. We also
outline our approach to making benchmarks more realistic and easily reproducible
by virtue of a partial processor load model that describes diverse load states and
scenarios, combined with our tool set called Showstopper, which replays partial
load specifications using arbitrary computationally intensive programs. Chapter 2
lists our main contributions in the area of performance evaluation under partial
processor load.

Chapter 3 describes the architecture of the Showstopper tool set in detail,
focusing especially on areas not covered by the collection of papers in Part II. The
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architecture of our tool set and its configuration parameters also constitute the
full specification of our partial processor load model. Chapter 3 concludes with
a technically inclined description of how the model is instantiated and replayed as
a reproducible test.

Part II contains conference and journal papers related to our research in work-
load colocation and partial load, starting from a study that sparked the idea of
reproducible partial-load experiments (Chapter 5), briefly introducing the Show-
stopper tool set and its capabilities (Chapters 6 and 7), presenting a comprehensive
set of Showstopper-based workload colocation experiments (Chapter 8) and, last
but not least, evaluating Showstopper’s stability and accuracy in achieving and
sustaining partial processor loads in combination with a broader set of partial
load and workload colocation experiments (Chapter 9).

Part III concludes the thesis and provides references to related work in Chap-
ter 10, focusing strongly on work with similarities to our Showstopper tool set.
References to research in the area of workload colocation experiments can be
found in the corresponding papers in Chapters 8 and 9.

1.2 Most systems run underutilized

Virtually all large scale computing environments must strike a balance between
high system utilization and high availability of hardware resources, aiming at low
latency and predictable throughput. This implies, in most cases, that processors
in production servers are rarely fully utilized and despite numerous known coun-
terexamples [25], processor loads above 80% are often considered risky in terms of
overall reliability. A stress test therefore does not say much about the behavior of
a system under common operating conditions in production.

Our benchmarking methodology takes partial processor loads for granted and
focuses on achieving and sustaining partial loads rather than on stress testing.
Our benchmarking tool set, Showstopper, features the ability to achieve and sustain
a predefined partial processor load using arbitrary computationally intensive
programs. We can therefore explore a broad range of scenarios that fall between
idle systems (or virtualized environments) and fully loaded ones.

1.3 Processor load varies over time

Virtual machines hosting user-facing services exhibit typical daily and weekly
processor load fluctuations [2016b-tnsm]. Although high-performance computing
deployments need not meet stringent latency requirements or adhere to human
users’ daily schedule, their processor load is influenced by the throughput charac-
teristics of storage and network subsystems as well as by the degree of parallelism
a particular software can achieve. Most computing environments therefore work
with partial processor loads that vary over time. Standard stress tests cannot be
easily used to mimic this prevailing mode of operation.

Our benchmarking methodology makes varying processor loads easy to induce
and observe. Our tool set, Showstopper, features the capability to replay arbitrary
processor load traces and to observe the consequences of processor load changes in
a reproducible manner. The ability to change processor load during a benchmark
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brings an additional benefit of initializing and warming up a benchmarking
program only once, before repeating measurements under a number of diverse
partial load conditions induced by Showstopper.

1.4 Processor load is not a scalar quantity

Existing stress tests mostly execute a single computationally intensive algorithm
to exploit all the processor time and capacity at their disposal. However, common
partially loaded production systems exhibit many different types of partial load
behavior characterized by the frequency and duration of their computations,
interleaved by periods of inactivity, such as waiting for network, storage or
completion of other computations.

The possibility to explore diverse forms and types of partial processor load is
an integral part of our benchmarking methodology. The Showstopper tool set has
the capability to control the distribution of processing time over absolute time
as well as over the a group of benchmarking programs under its control. This
makes it feasible to simulate and reproduce diverse types of burstiness, latency
distribution and other common partial load artifacts.

1.5 Reproducibility of performance observations

During a performance problem investigation, a need may rise for performance
data not collected on the particular system or no longer available. This may leave
important questions unanswered, e.g., whether a particular processor load increase
could have been the root cause of further issues observed in other parts of the
hardware and software stack. Stress tests focus solely on loading the bottleneck
component of a system to the limit, lacking the ability to reproduce a particular
time series of processor load data.

Our benchmarking methodology makes partial processor load scenarios re-
producible. The Showstopper tool set makes it possible to replay a particular
partial processor load scenario an arbitrary number of times, so that additional
performance observations can be taken. Apart from additional insights gained by
reproducing measurements that may be missing in production performance traces,
the ability to replay partial load scenarios also makes it possible to evaluate and
compare the impact of observation techniques with a performance penalty, such
as code or binary instrumentation.

1.6 Workloads do not operate in isolation

Sharing of hardware resources is a common case [2016b-tnsm]. Resource efficiency
on contemporary highly parallel hardware demands workload colocation. However,
colocating workloads whose behavior and resource demands change over time may
pose risks of system underutilization or performance interference. Stress tests can
be only used to analyze extreme cases of workload colocation situations, failing
to explore the partial processor load dimension. For example, if a stress test
affects colocated virtualized environments in an unacceptable way and all of them
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perform normally in absence of the stress test, this gives the system administrator
virtually no information on the amount of additional load that can be added to
the system. The only outcome would be a vague conclusion that the additional
load should be less intense than the stress test. Additionally, a stress test says
nothing about the dependency of the colocated workloads’ performance on its
intensity, which cannot vary in an easily controllable way. Last but not least,
a stress test also yields no information concerning the best choice of performance
isolation mechanisms so that a sufficient level of isolation is guaranteed while
achieving the best overall system performance or the best performance-to-power
ratio for a given partial processor load.

Our benchmarking methodology investigates colocation scenarios under partial
processor load, focusing on situations where workloads do not compete for processor
time. This exposes a range of subtle performance interference artifacts related
to hardware resources shared among processors, such as caches and memory
bandwidth. To demonstrate how performance interference phenomena can be
investigated with the help of the Showstopper tool set, we compare two types
of virtualized environments and four processor pinning configurations. Under
operating conditions involving partial processor loads, we evaluate performance
interference between colocated virtualized environments and overall system power
consumption and power efficiency.
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2. Overview of Contribution
This chapter briefly summarizes our contribution in the area of reproducible
performance evaluation under partial processor load.

2.1 Deriving performance metrics from load
The relationship between performance metrics and processor load can be inves-
tigated only after-the-fact, based on load traces accompanied by performance
observations. Existing benchmarks and load tests can be adapted, to a certain ex-
tent, for experiments that reveal the dependency of processor load on application
performance. Our contribution includes a systematic approach to deriving the
reverse dependency, i.e., the dependency of application performance on processor
load, on a variety of partial processor load characteristics and, last but not least,
on varying processor loads induced in virtualized environments that share the
same physical server. We leverage our Showstopper tool set to observe the de-
pendency of application throughput on processor load in a reproducible manner.
We also demonstrate that observations made using our approach align with those
obtained using various naïve methods of achieving partial processor loads, at least
for the narrow choice of partial processor load characteristics that lay within the
naïve methods’ possibilities.

2.2 Portable load controller framework and API
We implement the Showstopper tool set, a portable processor load controller easy to
run in user space without the need to modify the operating system. Showstopper’s
modular architecture makes it possible to follow arbitrary processor load traces,
to read diverse sources of processor load feedback provided by operating systems
and to distribute running time quanta among benchmarks under control in many
different ways. We also put the stability and reliability of various load control
mechanisms under test, reproducing solutions available in existing tools and
environments [5], [6], [26] and providing solutions unused in the realm of discrete
load control thus far, to our best knowledge. Our modular and highly configurable
tool set facilitates experiments on diverse software environments and hardware
platforms using a unified command-line interface.

The modular nature of Showstopper makes it easily extensible by new types
of load traces, sources of load feedback data, feedback controller algorithms as
well as methods for the distribution of running time quanta across absolute time
and among multiple benchmark instances controlled in parallel.

2.3 Testing of processor pinning configurations
Our partial load benchmarking methodology enables us to thoroughly test some
of the rules of thumb commonly used in resource isolation settings. Using two
virtualized environments colocated on a physical server in such a way that they
do not compete for processor time, Showstopper makes it possible to observe the
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(subtle) effects of varying processor load in one of the virtualized environments
on its neighbor. Although we confirm that the common processor pinning con-
figuration based on isolating each virtualized environment to a separate NUMA
node provides the strongest resource isolation guarantees, we also observe that
it may be one of the worst options in terms of overall system performance and
power efficiency.

2.4 Reproducible performance observations
We leverage the Showstopper tool set to observe performance interference, resource
isolation and resource efficiency under more than 100 pairs of workloads colocated
on a physical server. Automated benchmarks driven by Showstopper make it
feasible to compare all the colocated workload pairs in combination with two
types of virtualized enviromnets, four processor pinning configurations and various
partial processor load characteristics determined by Showstopper configurations.
Besides application performance characteristics, we also observe low-level processor
performance metrics and overall system power consumption to get a better insight
into the behavior and overall efficiency of workload combinations under test.
Showstopper’s ability to replay load traces and repeat partial load experiments
plays an important role in this case, making it possible to evaluate the impact
of various performance monitoring tools on system behavior by simply repeating
an experiment with different monitoring configurations.
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3. Showstopper
This chapter describes the architecture of Showstopper, our modular load control
tool set based on feedback control. The architecture and configuration parameters
of Showstopper constitute a generic model of partial processor load. The model
describes, for example, how processor load is observed, how it changes over
time, how to maintain a particular processor load using feedback control, how to
distribute partial load among multiple parallel processes and, last but not least,
how to distribute partial load over time. The large parameter space provides the
flexibility to mimic a rich set of partial load scenarios. Model parameters used in
our experiments are described in more detail in [2013c-mascots], [2014a-mascots],
[2015a-ccgrid] and [2016a-fgcs]. In this chapter we focus on architecture and
implementation aspects of Showstopper not fully covered in our published work.

3.1 Introduction
Showstopper is a harness for generating partial processor loads1. Unlike load
generators, Showstopper does not contain any workload or benchmark of its own.
It uses existing benchmarks, expecting them to hog processors entirely when
uncontrolled. Processor-bound benchmarks from the DaCapo [11], Scalabench
[31] or SPECcpu [2] suite can be used, for example.

Showstopper can control an arbitrary number of instances of a benchmark in
parallel. The optimum number of instances depends on the benchmarks’ multi-
threadedness and on the number of processors. Showstopper achieves and sustains
partial processor loads by interrupting the execution of the controlled benchmarks.
The fraction of time a benchmark spends in a runnable state (on average) is called
the duty cycle. Basically, Showstopper sustains the required partial processor
load by observing the actual load and adjusting the duty cycles of the controlled
processes (mutually independently) in such a way that the observed processor
load approaches the required value.

Although a partial processor load is often expressed with a single scalar value
(e.g., a percentage), there are multiple degrees of freedom in the way a partial
load is generated.

1. There may be multiple possible definitions of processor load, based on the
way load is measured and estimated.

2. The required partial load specification can range from constant loads to
time-varying load requirements, i.e., replaying of load traces.

3. Numerous feedback control algorithms exist, taking expected and actual
processor loads for inputs and calculating the duty cycle that should be
enforced in order to converge to the required load.

4. Throttling of a group of running benchmarks to a given average duty cycle
can be done in many ways. For example, duty cycle can be spread evenly
among the controlled benchmarks.

1Thanks to Showstopper’s modular structure, a straightforward extension could provide the
possibility of partially loading hardware resources and components other than processors.
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5. There are many ways of spreading a duty cycle over time with respect to
a single controlled process. Durations of idle and runnable states of the
process can be derived from a constant base quantum, from a more complex
statistical distributions, etc.

Each of the five degrees of freedom mentioned above is represented by a module
class in Showstopper. A Showstopper-driven experiment can be partially described
by the chosen implementations of the five module classes and their parameters.
To make the description complete, the benchmark programs to start (and control)
and the number of its instances need to be specified.

From a low-level technical standpoint, Showstopper is a POSIX application
written in C that spawns the required number of benchmark processes (controlled
in fact as process groups, so that they remain under Showstopper’s control when
they fork) and interrupts and resumes their execution periodically (yet mutually
independently), using standard POSIX signals SIGSTOP and SIGCONT. The
frequency and duration of the benchmarks’ runnable and idle states is computed
using five dynamically loaded modules, each of them impelemting one of the five
module classes mentioned above, and re-computed on each emission of a SIGSTOP
or SIGCONT signal for each of the controlled processes.

3.1.1 What is processor load

In this text, the term processor load represents the fraction of time a processor
spends running a thread with respect to the total time elapsed. Despite what
graphical load monitoring tools might suggest, processor load is not a continuous
function of time. At any given instant, a processor is either working (loaded
by 100%) or idle (loaded by 0%). Partial load values stem from averaging the
percentage of time a processor spends working over a sufficiently long time window
that contains at least one working↔idle transition.

This definition of processor load does not consider time spent waiting for main
memory, caches, atomic instructions or, more generally, events of a granularity
finer than context switches. Nor does it consider “efficiency measures” such as
instruction-level parallelism, pipelining, etc. Basically, the definition of processor
load used by Showstopper is equal to the common meaning of the term in operating
systems and load monitoring parlance.

Having a process capable of hogging a processor completely (i.e., a process
that performs intensive computations without the need to block and wait for
secondary storage or network), a partial load can be induced by interrupting the
process’ execution periodically to achieve the desired duty cycle. This summarizes
the core principle behind Showstopper.

3.2 Module classes

For the sake of usability and extensibility, Showstopper has a modular architecture
with five module classes2. Implementations of the five module classes and their
parameters, combined with a processor-intensive workload, constitute a model

2The number of classes may change if complex functionality extensions are implemented.
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of a partial-load experiment that can be instantiated using Showstopper. Show-
stopper’s modular architecture brings two advantages. First, there is no need to
maintain multiple versions or branches of Showstopper when modifications need
to be tested. A new implementation of a module class can be rapidly developed
and compared to existing alternatives. Second, Showstopper can retain a small
memory footprint, no matter how many module implementations exist. Modules
are loaded dynamically upon demand.

executor dithering
control

space

trace

feedback

Figure 3.3

Figure 3.4Figure 3.6

Figure 3.5
Figure 3.7

Figure 3.1: Dependencies among Showstopper’s module classes. Details about each
dependency can be found in separate figures, in the form of an interface (API) expressed
in the C language.

Figure 3.1 shows the dependencies and interfaces among Showstopper’s modules.
Each dependency is represented by a programming interface (API). In summary,
Showstopper’s executor processes function independently, sending SIGSTOP and
SIGCONT signals to the process group of the benchmark they spawn at the
beginning of the experiment. After each signal, executor queries dithering to find
out how long to wait before issuing the next signal. To answer the query, dithering
first queries the control module to obtain the global duty cycle that should be
enforced at the moment and then queries the space module to translate the global
average duty cycle into a local one, enforced on the benchmark process group
under the executor’s control. The control module implements a feedback control
mechanism that obtains the expected load from the trace module and the actual
load from the feedback module, returning the average duty cycle to enforce on all
Showstopper-driven benchmarks in order to make the trace and feedback outputs
converge.

Figure 3.2 shows the structure of a small experiment driven by Showstopper.
In this experiment, Showstopper controls two instances of a benchmark (mutually
independently) in order achieve the required load, specified by the trace module
and monitored by the feedback module. As Figure 3.2 suggests, some of the
modules’ data structures are replicated in each executor and some reside in memory
areas shared among the executor processes. Presumably, this is implementation-
dependent and each module implementation can create shared or private data
structures as needed — for example, there is no obligation to use replicated
dithering data structures and globally shared feedback data structures. Many
implementations fall between the two categories, striking a balance between
efficiency, low contention, implementation simplicity and other criteria.

3.2.1 Representation of processor load and time

Throughout the Showstopper implementation, time quantities are stored as 64-bit
integers in nanoseconds. Because most existing platforms do not provide time
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Figure 3.2: Structure of a Showstopper-driven experiment controlling two instances
of a benchmark. Rectangles with dotted and solid borders represent processes and
Showstopper modules, respectively. Double lines represent the POSIX process hierarchy.
Dotted lines indicate communication via POSIX signals. Solid lines represent library
calls within a single process. Background colors in Showstopper modules represent the
extent of data sharing and collaboration among executor processes for each module.
While the main executor loop and the dithering module are mostly local to a particular
executor process, control and space implementations often consist of both shared and local
components. trace and feedback are global artifacts in the sense that all executors should
observe a mutually consistent output of these modules. However, their implementations
may be in fact replicated to avoid synchronization and contention.

sources of this granularity, the actual clock resolution will vary. A millisecond
resolution is fully sufficient for Showstopper to function correctly and all contem-
porary platforms can do better than that.

System load values are represented by 32-bit integers from 0 (a 0% load)
through 230 (a 100% load). The same representation is used for duty cycle values.
This provides enough room for a fine-grained load trace resolution.

Reasons behind the choice of integer representations are based on requirements
posed by commom kernel environments — may it ever become necessary or bene-
ficial to port Showstopper or some of its components into a kernel environment,
floating-point calculations would not be acceptable3. Existing Showstopper mod-
ules that use floating-point arithmetics are optional and can be reimplemented or
simply excluded when porting Showstopper into integer-only environments.

3.2.2 The trace module class

Showstopper can induce a dynamically changing partial processor load. Data
describing the dynamically changing load are managed by a trace module im-
plementation. The trace module contains an implementation-dependent source
of trace data and provides the control module with instantaneous system load
requirements. To avoid the need for trace history storage, trace modules obtain

3Most kernels do not store and restore floating-point processor registers on context switches
among kernel threads, for the sake of efficiency.
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trace_p /* new trace class instance */
trace_new( /* pre-fork() constructor */

const char *arg, /* trace class argument */
uint32_t nproc /* number of parallel executors */

);

uint32_t /* current required load */
trace_load( /* get current required load */

trace_p trace, /* trace class instance (this) /
uint64_t timestamp, /* absolute time in ns */
uint64_t elapsed /* ns since last query */

);

Figure 3.3: trace API in C (without common methods)

the time elapsed since the preceding query as an argument and are not expected
to keep track of wall clock time internally. Instead, wall clock time is tracked
centrally in another module (dithering), which keeps absolute time synchronized
across all modules and avoids unnecessary clock requests.

The trace class C API is listed in Figure 3.3. The trace_new method instan-
tiates a trace module and passes it a command-line argument provided by the
user. The trace_load method returns the processor load required at the moment,
based on the elapsed time argument, and advances its trace data source accord-
ingly. In general, the wall clock time in timestamp is ignored by trace modules;
however, the API definition requires timestamp to grow monotonically and in
accordance with elapsed.

3.2.3 The feedback module class

feedback_p /* new feedback class instance */
feedback_new( /* pre-fork() constructor */

const char *arg, /* feedback class argument */
uint32_t nproc /* number of parallel executors */

);

uint32_t /* current load estimate */
feedback_load( /* make a load estimate */

feedback_p feedback, /* feedback class instance (this) */
uint64_t timestamp, /* absolute time in ns */
uint64_t elapsed /* ns since last query */

);

uint64_t /* load sampling interval */
feedback_interval( /* get load sampling interval */

feedback_p feedback /* feedback class instance (this) */
);

Figure 3.4: feedback API in C (without common methods)
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The feedback module class gives Showstopper the possibility to observe the
effects of its actions and to adapt its control mechanisms to changes in behavior of
the controlled processes and to background load changes. Modules of the feedback
class calculate (in most cases) processor load estimates, based on data obtained
from the underlying operating system environment. The observed load metric
should be directly influenced by Showtopper’s actions, as is the overall processor
load (available on virtually all systems), the physical processor load (available
e.g. on the AIX operating system), the fraction of load induced by a group of
processes etc.

The feedback module class C API is listed in Figure 3.4. The feedback_new
method instantiates a feedback module and passes it a command-line argument
provided by the user. The feedback_load method returns the processor load
estimate available at the moment of invocation. The time-related arguments of
feedback_load are ignored by most implementations; they are only used when
the processor load observation method is expected to change over time. The
feedback_interval method returns the duration of the time window used in
processor load calculations, hinting at how stable and how responsive the load
estimate will be in face of load changes and fluctuations. Certain control module
implementations leverage the feedback_interval information to achieve higher
control stability. Most feedback modules used in our experiments do not actually
use regular fixed-length time intervals and rely on more advanced algorithms
instead, as described in Section 3.3.2.

3.2.4 The control module class

control_p /* new control class instance */
control_new( /* pre-fork() constructor */

const char *arg, /* control class argument */
trace_p trace, /* trace class instance */
feedback_p feedback, /* feedback class instance */
uint32_t nproc /* number of parallel executors */

);

uint32_t /* average duty cycle */
control_global_dc( /* compute average duty cycle */

control_p control, /* control class instance (this) */
uint64_t timestamp, /* absolute time in ns */
uint64_t elapsed /* ns since last query */

);

Figure 3.5: control API in C (without common methods)

One of Showstopper’s goals is to maintain the required processor load as
precisely as possible. A direct interpretation of the required processor load as
a duty cycle would lead to inaccuracy in most cases. For example, each controlled
process may spawn numerous threads and child processes that generate more load
than a single main thread. Apart from multi-threading, users of Showstopper are
free to run a higher number of processes than the number of processors on the
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system under test, in which case the overall system load would be also higher than
the average duty cycle. On the other hand, a number of runnable threads strictly
lower than the number of available processors yields overall processor loads lower
than the average duty cycle. Yet regardless of the circumstances, Showstopper
is still required to precisely follow its processor load trace, as far as processes
under its control can generate enough load. Last but not least, Showstopper’s
processes, the operating system kernel and all other processes running in the
same operating system may generate additional background load that may not
be negligible, increasing the overall processor load with respect to Showstopper’s
duty cycle. Feedback control mechanisms help Showstopper compensate for all
the sources of inaccuracy described above.

The control module depends on two other modules, feedback and trace. The
purpose of a control module is to calculate an overall average duty cycle Show-
stopper should enforce on processes under its control, in order to bring the load
reported by feedback as close as possible to the load required by trace. Implemen-
tations of the control module provide a variety of feedback control mechanisms
capable of coping with dynamic changes in background load as well as in the
controlled processes’ behavior.

The control module class C API is listed in Figure 3.5. The control_new
method instantiates a control module and passes it a command-line argument
provided by the user. The trace and feedback arguments of control_new link
the control module to its two dependencies. The control_global_dc method
returns the global average duty cycle Showstopper should enforce at the moment
of invocation, based on the inputs from trace and feedback and on the built-in
feedback control algorithm. The time-related arguments of control_global_dc
are ignored by most control implementations and simply passed up the call
hierarchy to trace and feedback.

3.2.5 The space module class

space_p /* new space instance */
space_new( /* pre-fork() constructor */

const char *arg, /* space class argument */
uint32_t nproc /* number of parallel executors */

);

uint32_t /* local duty cycle */
space_local_dc( /* compute local duty cycle */

space_p space, /* space class instance (this) */
uint32_t global, /* average duty cycle */
uint64_t timestamp, /* absolute time in ns */
uint64_t elapsed /* ns since last query */

);

Figure 3.6: space API in C (without common methods)

The space module transforms a global duty cycle value into its “local” counter-
part, i.e., the duty cycle a specific controlled process will be granted. The global
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one-dimensional duty cycle is transformed into a vector of local duty cycles with
an average equal to the global duty cycle. For example, a 50% average duty cycle
with two controlled processes can be achieved by letting both processes run with
a duty cycle of 50% or by letting one process run uninterrupted (100%) while
keeping the other one idle (0%).

Large multiprocessor systems provide a lot of flexibility in terms of distribu-
tion of parallel processes across processors. The space module controls how the
required global duty cycle is distributed among the controlled processes, making
no assumptions about the kernel’s scheduling decisions. The kernel may, pre-
sumably, schedule the processes in many different ways and combinations, not
necessarily on all processors, which is beyond Showstopper’s control. The class
name space refers to a virtual space of processes rather than to the physical space
of processors. There are means to force a kernel to spread load across processors
if a particular way, but none of them expose a standard portable interface.

Obviously, space could be an internal node in the tree of modules shown in
Figure 3.1, queried by dithering and querying control. However, there may be
a future benefit in revealing the global duty cycle information to dithering modules,
in addition to the local duty cycle they are supposed to enforce. Future advanced
dithering modules may leverage that information to improve their dithering accu-
racy.

The space module class C API is listed in Figure 3.6. The space_new method
instantiates a space module and passes it a command-line argument provided
by the user. A dithering module first queries the control module to obtain the
global average duty cycle value. Afterwards dithering calls the space module’s
space_local_dc method which transforms the global duty cycle value into its
local counterpart. The time-related arguments of space_local_dc are ignored
by most space implementations, but can be used when the distribution of load
across the controlled processes is supposed to vary over time.

3.2.6 The dithering module class

The dithering module depends on two other modules, control and space. dithering
is the root of the module dependency tree, queried by Showstopper’s executor
processes’ control loops. The name dithering is derived from Showstopper’s first
implementation of the module class, based on a one-dimensional version of the
famous Floyd-Steinberg dithering algorithm [17].

At a given point in time, processors can be either idle or fully loaded. Sustaining
a partial load is a matter of alternating between idle and runnable states of
the controlled processes. Showstopper attempts to approximate a partial processor
load by interrupting the execution of processes by virtue of the SIGSTOP and
SIGCONT POSIX signals. The dithering module translates a duty cycle value into
a sequence of time intervals a controlled process should spend in runnable and
stopped (idle) states. However, Showstopper makes no attempt at controlling
which processors the controlled processes run on and whether they actually run or
remain unscheduled due to competing workloads outside Showstopper’s control.

There are many different ways to translate a duty cycle into a sequence of
idle and runnable states. Implementations of the dithering module can assist in
simulating a broad range of workload characteristics, including burstiness (while
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dithering_p /* new dithering instance */
dithering_new( /* pre-fork() constructor */

const char *arg, /* dithering class argument */
control_p control, /* control class instance */
space_p space, /* space class instance */
uint32_t nproc /* number of parallel executors */

);

typedef uint64_t /* time between signals */
(*dithering_state_t)( /* interval methods type */

dithering_p dithering /* dithering class instance (this) */
);
dithering_state_t dithering_stop; /* ns from STOP to CONT */
dithering_state_t dithering_cont; /* ns from CONT to STOP */

typedef void
(*dithering_report_t)( /* setup and reporting methods type */

dithering_p dithering /* dithering class instance (this) */
);
dithering_report_t

dithering_start; /* initialize clocks */
dithering_report_t

dithering_stopped; /* report STOP completion */
dithering_report_t

dithering_continued; /* report CONT completion */

Figure 3.7: dithering API in C (without common methods)

servicing asynchronous client requests), regularity (when processing a steady data
stream from an input device) or combinations thereof.

Showstopper’s executor loop queries the dithering module to determine for how
long its controlled process should remain in a stopped or runnable state and emits
SIGSTOP and SIGCONT accordingly. Each process controlled by Showstopper has
its dithering intervals determined independently of other controlled processes. The
time intervals between SIGSTOP and SIGCONT are recalculated each time a signal
is emitted. Showstopper’s executor processes always query their entire module
hierarchy (with dithering being the entry point) to obtain the latest update on
the subsequent idle or runnable interval duration.

The dithering module class C API is listed in Figure 3.7. The dithering_new
method instantiates a dithering module and passes it a command-line argument
provided by the user. The control and space arguments of dithering_new
link the dithering module to its two dependencies. The dithering_stop method
assumes that the executor loop has already waited for a sufficient amount of time
after a preceding SIGCONT and calculates the amount of time the executor should
wait after the subsequent SIGSTOP. The same logic applies to dithering_start,
in reverse order. When dithering_stop returns zero, the executor loop can
omit the SIGSTOP emission and query dithering_cont directly, also omitting
the subsequent SIGCONT emission. The same applies, in reverse order, when
dithering_cont returns zero. It is the dithering module’s responsibility to ensure
that the control mechanism is updated with a reasonable frequency even in such
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extreme states, i.e., dithering must avoid blocking in any of the two extreme states
for an inordinate amount of time.

The API of the dithering module class contains methods that enable the
executor to report back the operating system’s SIGCHLD response to SIGSTOP
and SIGCONT. The dithering_stopped and dithering_continued are invoked
by the executor to report the occurrence of a SIGCHLD after a SIGSTOP or
SIGCONT, respectively. Based on the wall clock it maintains internally, dithering
uses the SIGCHLD announcements to determine and compensate for the latency4

between SIGSTOP or SIGCONT and the state change of the controlled process.
This mechanism, called signal delay compensation, enables dithering to adjust its
time quanta in advance, so that a slightly higher timing accuracy is achieved.
For example, when dithering determines that SIGSTOP needs, on average, τ µs to
yield a SIGCHLD, it may prolong the subsequent stopped time of the controlled
process by τ

2
µs, in order to compensate for the long stopping delay throughout

the preceding cycles.
Although all kernels respond to a SIGSTOP with a subsequent SIGCHLD (once

the requested process has been stopped), not all kernels respond the same way to
SIGCONT. For example, while Linux generates a SIGCHLD in response to both
SIGSTOP and SIGCONT, AIX only generates a SIGCHLD in response to SIGSTOP.5

The dithering module’s C API lacks time-related arguments. This is because
dithering modules maintain Showstopper’s global wall clock internally and serve
as a time source for their dependencies. The executor loops are also free of wall
clock time handling; they merely send signals to their controlled process groups
and sleep between signal emissions based on time intervals calculated by their
dithering modules.

3.2.7 Common module methods

typedef module_p /* initialize module instance */
(*module_init_t)( /* child constructor and destructor type */

module_p module, /* module class instance (this) */
uint32_t seq /* executor sequential number */

);
module_init_t module_init; /* post-fork() constructor */
module_init_t module_deinit; /* pre-wait() destructor */

void /* required load value */
module_delete( /* deallocate the module */

module_p module, /* module class instance (this) /
);

Figure 3.8: Common module methods in C

4In absence of contention, SIGCONT yields a shorter signal delay than SIGSTOP, because
SIGCONT does not provide the same memory and /proc file system consistency guarantees as
SIGSTOP. Programs with many threads, such as a JVM, often take more time to stop than
single-threaded programs.

5POSIX does not specify whether SIGCHLD has to be generated after SIGCONT and the
availability of this feature is therefore platform-dependent.
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Figure 3.8 lists methods common to all modules, with the string “module” used
as a generic place holder for feedback, trace, control, space and dithering.

The module_delete method is a destructor executed once all Showstopper’s
executor processes using a particular module have terminated. The main purpose
of the destructor method is to release shared state the module may have been
using during its operation, such as shared memory, external helper processes
and local data structures. The destructor method is currently only invoked by
automated cleanup methods when Showstopper exits; explicit invocations could
be used in the future for the sake of dynamic instantiation and destruction of
multiple sets of Showstopper modules. Existing Showstopper experiments do not
require this level of flexibility; therefore all module class implementations are
instantiated as singletons and deallocated on process exit.

The module_init method is a process-local constructor invoked after the
main Showstopper process forks its child executor processes. The executor process’
sequential number is an argument to module_init. The sequential number can
be used, for example, by space module implementations that do not distribute
the average duty cycle evenly among the controlled processes. The process-local
constructor is, by convention, obliged to call the module’s dependencies’ process-
local constructors. The module_init method can either update the module data
structure it obtains, or deallocate the original data structure and return a new
one instead.

The module_deinit method should clear all state left over by the correspond-
ing module_init call. By convention, it is obliged to call the module’s depen-
dencies’ process-local destructors in the reverse order of construction called from
module_init.

3.3 Implementations of module classes

3.3.1 Implementations of the trace module

Showstopper provides a number of different trace module implementations to fit
the specific needs of a particular experiment.

• The constant load trace maintains a given processor load indefinitely. This
functionality is similar to what cpulimit [5] or cpuloadgen [6] can do.

• The sinus load trace assumes the form of 229(sin2πFt+ 1) for frequency F ,
time t and processor load representation ranging from 0 to 230 (as described
in Section 3.2.1). It draws a sinusoid in various load monitoring tools,
as shown in [2014a-mascots] (Chapter 7). A smoothly and continuously
changing load can be used in a variety of load response experiments and
control module fine-tuning.

• The random load trace generates a pseudo-random sequence of partial pro-
cessor load values spread evenly across time and uses linear interpolation to
obtain a continuous load trace. Parameters of the random implementation
include the time separating the generated load values and a random seed to
make the outcome reproducible.
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• The file load trace enables the user to define arbitrary load traces. We
describe the file trace module in more detail in the rest of this section.

The file load trace

To replay arbitrary load traces, either user-defined or recorded in production
environments, Showstopper can read trace data from a file. A load trace is
represented by pairs of values — a time stamp and a load observation. Linear
interpolation calculates the desired processor load at an arbitrary moment in
time. We exploit the possibility to define arbitrary load traces to dramatically
reduce the duration of our partial load experiments aimed at workload colocation,
performance interference and system power consumption. Most benchmarks,
including the DaCapo [11] and Scalabench [31] suites used in our experiments,
require a long warm-up time before reaching a steady state performance suitable for
throughput readings. In an experiment that needs to scan over a range of partial
load steps and record system performance at each load step, using a constant
load trace would require a separate warm-up period for each step. Because the
warm-up period usually takes longer than the subsequent performance observation,
elimination of the warm-up period can dramatically reduce the overall duration
of our experiments. We therefore configure Showstopper to follow a load trace
called “staircase” after letting the controlled benchmarking processes warm up.
The “staircase” trace scans across the range of partial processor loads from 5%
to 95% (with 5% increments), still using the same (warmed-up) benchmarking
processes. Performance observations taken throughout the experiment can then
be evaluated for each of the partial load steps in isolation.6

Figure 3.9 shows the “staircase” trace used in various partial load experiments
presented in [2015a-ccgrid] (Chapter 8) and [2016a-fgcs] (Chapter 9). This illus-
trates how a user-defined trace for Showstopper can be encoded. Another trace
definition example can be found in [2014a-mascots] (Chapter 7). The latter exam-
ple demonstrates the implicit linear interpolation, unlike the “staircase” trace that
defines instantaneous changes by assigning two partial load values to the same
moment in time.

3.3.2 Implementations of the feedback module

Implementations of the feedback module abstract away the differences in load
monitoring among operating systems, providing Showstopper with load estimates
in a consistent representation.

feedback implementations in Showstopper evolved from a centralized periodic
load monitor (similar in principle to top) to a decentralized solution with Show-
stopper’s executor processes updating a shared load estimate on-demand, without
the need for a centralized load monitor and without a fixed load monitoring period.

Since processor time and load are neither continuous nor observable in a con-
tinuous manner, load observations need to strike a balance between the amount
of noise and the responsiveness to abrupt load changes.

6Presumably, this requires the average duration of the benchmarks’ iterations to take a much
shorter time than one partial load step on the “staircase” trace. Iterations overlapping multiple
partial load steps could distort our throughput calculations.
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00:00:00 95%
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01:54:00 95%

Figure 3.9: The symmetrical “staircase” trace used in partial-load experiments. The
trace makes it possible to reuse running and warmed-up benchmark processes for a broad
range of partial load measurements. The trace contains 38 steps taking 3 minutes each,
19 of which descend from 95% of load down to 5%, followed by symmetrical 19 steps
climbing back to 95%. The symmetry of the trace makes it easier to verify that the
performance observations exhibit the same type of symmetry, without unexpected time
shifts or performance degradation over time.

Centralized periodic load feedback

The centralized feedback implementation spawns a separate monitoring daemon
(similar in principle to well-known load monitoring tools, e.g. top) that periodically
writes its processor load observations into a shared memory area for Showstopper’s
executor processes to read.

The processor load estimate for the nth time period is calculated based on the
time processors spend working (Tw

n ) and idle (T i
n) over the period, as shown in

(3.1). The duration of the observation period (i.e., T i
n + Tw

n ) remains constant
throughout an experiment.

Ln =
Tw
n

T i
n + Tw

n

(3.1)

This load estimate is prone to a varying latency in responding to load changes,
which stems from its fixed observation period. The fact that preceding load
estimates (e.g. Ln−1) are completely ignored can impair stability (“smoothness”)
over time: A quick transient load observation change can temporarily overwhelm
the estimate, causing a substantial amount of noise. Yet paradoxically, an actual
system load change may take a long delay, up to an entire load monitoring period
T i
n + Tw

n , to influence the load estimate.

Decentralized dynamic load feedback

The decentralized implementation is also based around shared memory, but no
central monitoring daemon is used and no strictly periodic updates are made.
Instead, each executor process attempts to update a “shared knowledge” about
the system load each time it emits a signal to its controlled processes, based
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on the latest data available. This includes computing a weighted average of the
load estimate accumulated in the past and a new, up-to-date, yet possibly less
precise and less stable load estimate calculated over a (presumably) shorter time
interval elapsed since the preceding update. The weighted average of the two
estimates represents the tradeoff between quick response to load changes and
stability (“smoothness”) of the load estimate. Both properties cannot be optimized
at the same time.

In formal terms, a load estimate Ln is computed based on the preceding estimate
Ln−1 and the latest load estimate Tw

n

T i
n+Tw

n
. The latest estimate can be updated

arbitrarily often; we therefore give the latest and preceding estimates different
weights, 1−ωn and ωn, respectively, based on the time interval the latest estimate
stems from, as shown in (3.2) and (3.3). Estimates that stem from shorter time
intervals are considered less stable and receive a lower weight.

Ln = ωnLn−1 + (1− ωn)
Tw
n

T i
n + Tw

n

(3.2)

The weight ωn is derived from the time elapsed since last update (T i
n + Tw

n )
and a user-supplied constant δ, as shown in (3.3). The constant δ specifies the
time interval equivalent to a weight of 1

2
in the weighted average (3.2). In a certain

vague sense, δ can be considered a counterpart to the fixed load monitoring period
in the centralized load monitoring implementation.

ωn =
δ

δ + Tw
n + T i

n

(3.3)

By substituting ωn from (3.3) to (3.2), we get the formula used by Showstopper
to update the decentralized load estimate Ln based on the preceding estimate
Ln−1 and the idle and working time (T i

n and Tw
n ) elapsed since last update:

Ln =
δLn−1 + Tw

n

δ + Tw
n + T i

n

(3.4)

All our experiments presented in [2013c-mascots], [2014a-mascots], [2015a-ccgrid]
and [2016a-fgcs] use the decentralized feedback implementation.

Keeping load feedback non-blocking

Both load monitoring methods, centralized and decentralized, do not require
blocking synchronization. Both of them also avoid parallel computation of (costly)
load observations by all Showstopper’s processes.

The centralized load observation method simply does not synchronize on the
load estimate data, letting memory coherency protocols propagate the shared
memory updates from the monitoring daemon to Showstopper’s executor processes.
Delays induced by coherency protocols are much shorter than those caused by
explicit synchronization and context-switching. Accessing stale data (a load
estimate that has been already updated) for a brief period of time does not pose
any risk to the executor process or to Showstopper at large.

The decentralized load observation method tries to acquire a lock over the
shared data structure in a non-blocking fashion. If the lock cannot be taken,
the feedback module returns a cached load estimate value and no attempt is
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made to update the shared estimate, because it is safe to assume that another
executor process is already working on updating the estimate. If the lock can be
taken, the executor acquiring the lock first makes sure that a sufficient amount of
time (sufficient in terms of processor load observation granularity typical for the
particular system and experiment) has elapsed since the preceding update. If the
time elapsed is unlikely to have covered a sufficient number of context-switches
for a decent load estimate accuracy, the feedback module yields the lock without
updating the shared estimate and returns its cached value instead. Another
executor process will eventually update the estimate at a suitable future time,
once enough processor load data is available. On Linux, we usually consider
16 sampling ticks7 a sufficient amount of load data. This corresponds to 160
milliseconds on a uniprocessor or to 10 milliseconds on a 16-processor system.

Tracking diverse load quantities

Depending on the requirements of a particular experiment, feedback implementa-
tions are available for tracking of stolen time (processor time a virtual machine’s
runnable threads are deprived of, by decision of the host operating system han-
dling other concurrent computations), guest time (processor time a host operating
system assigns to virtual machines running on it) and other quantities exposed by
the underlying operating system.

On the AIX operating system running on the IBM Power architecture, it is
possible to track logical processor load and physical core load separately. A phys-
ical core is considered active when at least one of its hardware threads (logical
processors) is active.

For LXC containers on Linux, a specialized feedback module variant is required
to restrict processor load monitoring only to processes running in a particular
container, instead of reading the global load data visible on the host system as well
as inside LXC containers. We use this functionality in our extensive experiments
with LXC [2015a-ccgrid] [2016a-fgcs].

It is also possible to make Showstopper observe gauges other than processor
load — for example, it can sustain a given system power consumption (observed
using a modified feedback module) by varying the system load.

3.3.3 Implementations of the control module

We test a variety of control algorithms to evaluate their accuracy and stability in
the discrete realm of partial processor load. Implementations range from simplistic
ones that set the duty cycle equal to the required partial load, ignoring the
feedback, to more sophisticated feedback controllers.

• The linear controller completely ignores the feedback value and expects
a linear relationship between the trace input and the resulting duty cycle to
yield the required processor load. In other words, linear makes it possible to
set up experiments in which a duty cycle trace is followed. We use the linear
controller as a base line configuration to compare with feedback controllers
in [2016a-fgcs].

7Linux sampling ticks (“jiffies”) became a purely virtual concept since the introduction of
microstate accounting in Linux 3.7. However, the /proc/stat interface is still using them.
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• The PI controller implements a standard proportional-integral algorithm
that can compensate for both short-term irregularities and long-term bias.

• The geom controller uses a simplified exponential (sometimes called geomet-
ric) controller algorithm similar to cpulimit [5] and to the algorithm that
governs processor load sharing among Solaris containers [26].

The PI controller

Our initial experiments included a full PID controller, i.e., a controller with
a derivative term. However, for a quantity neither continuous nor continuously
observable, such as processor load, obtaining a stable estimate of its derivative
over time is mostly impractical. Numerous derivative estimates have been tested,
mostly based on weighted linear regression. However, none of the PID controller
variants outperformed the PI controller in terms of accuracy and stability.

In the PI controller, the difference e (“error”) between the nth load estimate
Ln and the corresponding target load L∗

n is accumulated into an error sum In
(“integral”), weighted by the duration between updates (∆n). For nth update,
the error is defined as en = L∗

n − Ln, and the weighted error sum is updated as
In = In−1 + en∆n, where ∆n represents the duration between nth and (n− 1)th

update.
The PI controller computes the output duty cycle Dn as

Dn = kpen + kiIn, (3.5)

where kp and ki are the proportional and integral coefficients, respectively, set to
a fixed value of 1 in all of our measurements.

It is common in PID controller algorithms to sum the proportional, integral and
derivative terms with weights other than 1. For example, a controller operating
in a noisy environment may put a stronger emphasis on the integral term than
on the proportional term. Our experiments included, among other methods,
an application of a dynamic “on-line” variant of the Ziegler-Nichols method [38].
However, we have never found a configuration to outperform constant weights
of (1, 1, 0) for the proportional, integral and derivative terms kp, ki and kd,
respectively. The unit used in the integral term is 1 second at full processor load.

Our PI controller algorithm differs from the theoretical model in one important
aspect — it has to be resilient towards uncontrolled accumulation of the integral
term when Showstopper is unable to increase or decrease the processor load above
or below a certain threshold, respectively.

For example, with 20% of a background processor load outside Showstopper’s
control, a load trace requiring loads lower than 20% may lead to an unbound
error accumulation in the integral term. Similarly, Showstopper controlling four
single-threaded processes on an 8-processor system will be unable to surpass 50%
of processor load when so required by its load trace. In both of these corner cases,
the integral term accumulation must be capped and prevented from unbound
growth.

The geom controller

The geom controller works on a straightforward principle represented by a single
variable. A duty cycle value, Dn, is derived from the previous value, Dn−1, and
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the ratio between the required load value (L∗
n) obtained from a trace module and

the observed load value (Ln) obtained from a feedback module:

Dn = Dn−1
L∗
n

Ln

. (3.6)

The geom controller may perform better than a PI controller in certain special
cases, but PI outperforms geom in a vast majority of experiments. Advantages
of the geometric controller include a very low probability of overshooting. Dis-
advantages include an inherent control delay (as there is no equivalent of PID’s
“proportional term”) and a higher sensitivity towards load feedback (in)accuracy.
This type of controller is used by numerous existing tools, such as the cpulimit
throttling utility [5] (which uses it to control a single process group) and the
Solaris kernel [26]. We compare geom to PI in [2016a-fgcs].

Cooperation among executor processes

Each control module implementation has a variant that exploits a shared memory
area to consult the recent controller outputs of other executor processes. This
approach helps in cases prone to oscillations, such as unpredictable benchmarks
with varying numbers of runnable threads or quickly changing load traces.

The cooperative control modules use exactly the same algorithms as their
isolated counterparts, up to the point where they produce a duty cycle estimate
Dn. Data obtained from a shared memory data structure are then used to post-
process the result in cooperation with peer control modules in other executor
processes. The latest duty cycle estimates of κ peer control modules are averaged
with the local result. We set the constant κ to 2 for PI and 3 for geom, no matter
how many Showstopper processes are running. Further increases in κ exhibit
no measurable improvements in our test runs with multi-treaded avrora, sunflow
and xalan benchmarks. An executor process always consults the latest duty cycle
values recorded by the same group of κ− 1 peers.

Formally, instead of returning the duty cycle value of Dnk
= Dk

nk
directly,

a control module in an executor process with index k returns an average value of

Dn1 =
1

κ

k+κ−1∑
i=k

Di mod N
ni mod N

(3.7)

.
Other executor processes follow the same pattern, modulo N for a total number

of N executor processes. Finally, the value computed in (3.7) is stored into the
shared memory area for other executor processes to read. No synchronization is
performed while traversing the shared data structure, because stale values are
not a problem and substantial costs of explicit synchronization would not bring
a tangible benefit.

The average may be computed using a number of peers’ results smaller than κ.
This happens when N < κ or when some of the executor processes are no longer
operational, e.g. after benchmarks under their control exit.

Under normal circumstances, computations related to the shared data structure
always take a constant amount of time, no matter how many executor processes are
running, because exactly κ of them are considered. This may change once some
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of the controlled benchmarks (and their executor processes) terminate, because
terminated executors have to be identified and skipped in the shared data structure.

The PI controller combined with the stability improvement described above is
used in the vast majority of our workload colocation experiments in [2015a-ccgrid]
and [2016a-fgcs].

3.3.4 Implementations of the space module

Showstopper includes multiple space module implementations. For the control
module (and Showstopper at large) to function properly, a space implementation
transforming a global average duty cycle D into a vector of local duty cycles Di

in an experiment with N controlled processes must satisfy the following rule:

1

N

N∑
i=1

Di = D (3.8)

The even distribution

The global duty cycle average is distributed evenly among the controlled processes.
For example, if all controlled processes on average are supposed to be granted
a duty cycle of 45%, each of them gets exactly 45% of duty cycle.

Virtually all our Showstoper experiments use the even space module. We
compare even and uneven in [2016a-fgcs].

The uneven distribution

uneven distributes duty cycle among the controlled processes as unevenly as
possible. A subset of controlled processes remains completely idle, another subset
runs uninterrupted and only one process at a time can be granted a non-trivial
(partial) duty cycle. For instance, if a 45% average global duty cycle is requested
and the number of controlled processes is 10, then 4 processes run at full throttle,
5 processes remain idle and one process is actively controlled at a 50% duty cycle.

The polynom distribution

The polynom space distribution is an example of a non-trivial and non-linear space
function. For an even number N of executor processes and for a global average
duty cycle D, local duty cycles Di are set to Di = D2 for i = 1 . . . N

2
and to

Di = 2D −D2 for i =
(
N
2
+ 1

)
. . . N . For an odd N , DN+1

2
= D and for i 6= N+1

2
,

local duty cycles Di are set the same way as in the even N case. It is easy to
verify that the polynom space distribution satisfies the requirement specified by
3.8.

Applications of space distributions

The even space function may correspond to a thread pool accepting asynchronous
requests in parallel, as can be seen in web server front ends, for example. Network
routing and filtering workloads may also load processors partially in this fashion.

The uneven space function may correspond to long-running computations.
These computations do not exhibit the randomly interrupted nature of workloads
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handling asynchronous requests. Instead, processes involved in long-running
computations either hog processors completely or remain idle.

The polynom space function is a non-trivial implementation of an uneven duty
cycle distribution. It distributes the global duty cycle unevenly, yet none of the
controlled processes is completely deprived of processor resources, which may be
a concern with the uneven space function.

Non-trivial duty cycle distributions are common in complex multi-threaded
software. Future work should make it possible to generate space functions auto-
matically based on profiling data.

3.3.5 Implementations of the dithering module

dithering implementations in Showstopper stem from two different approaches.

• A trivial 1-dimensional derivative of Floyd-Steinberg dithering [17] is called
fixedq. In this computer graphics analogy, duty cycle corresponds to a shade
of gray and a sequence of equal time intervals corresponds to pixels.

• Dithering based loosely around the idea of splitting adjacent time itervals of
equal duration into one active and one inactive subinterval is called averageq.

A dithering module must approximate the required duty cycle accurately,
so that the control module receives meaningful load estimates from the feedback
module. In particular, the average duration of stopped and runnable process states
enforced by the dithering module should be on par with the feedback module’s
settings for good controller stability.

Average quantum

The averageq dithering algorithm uses a base quantum τ (a user-defined parameter)
and computes the controlled process’ runnable time from the required duty cycle
Dn as Dnτ . The idle time is then equal to (1−Dn+1)τ , presumably. A runnable
time interval and the subsequent idle time interval (or vice versa) do not necessarily
sum to τ because Dn is refreshed (i.e., recalculated using control and space) on each
emission of SIGSTOP or SIGCONT to the controlled process. Sums of adjacent
runnable and idle time intervals are equal to τ when the duty cycle is constant
over time.

The averageq approach is suitable for systems with fine-grained clocks. With
a coarser clock granularity, Showstopper might either fail to achieve loads ap-
proaching the marginal values of 0% and 100%, or “snap” to these marginal values
prematurely.

Unlike fixedq, averageq avoids issues related to long process inactivity time
under a low duty cycle (or vice versa), because the longest possible time between
two state changes of a controlled process is capped by τ .

Fixed quantum

The fixedq dithering algorithm uses fixed-size time intervals (“pixels”) and fills
them with either black (running) or white (idle). Pixels in the future are initially
colored gray; the exact gray shade represents the duty cycle expected at the
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corresponding point in time. As time goes by, the fixedq dithering algorithm
converts the sequence of gray pixels into black and white, preserving the overall
average gray value as precisely as possible. Each gray value is rounded to the
nearest trivial value (0% or 100%) and the rounding error is transferred to the
subsequent “pixel” (time interval).

fixedq will work even on systems with coarse-grained clocks, because it will
never generate arbitrarily small time intervals. However, extreme loads (near to
0% or near to 100%) may lead to long periods formed by subsequent “pixels” of the
same “color” (black or white), wich may have a negative impact on the feedback
controller’s performance. To mitigate these pathological cases, the accumulation
of adjacent idle or active time intervals (and hence also the load fraction) must be
capped. The longest tolerable interval without a status change can be set using
a module parameter.

Simplified average quantum

The altavgq dithering algorithm is a simplified variant of averageq that does not
use the signal delay compensation improvement described in Section 3.2.6. In
other words, altavgq ignores the dithering_stopped and dithering_continued
events (Figure 3.7) reported by the executor loop. It can be used to assess the
overall influence of signal delay compensation on load control and on Showstopper-
driven experiments in general.

Applications of dithering algorithms

Dithering with fixed quanta (fixedq) mimics a situation where servers handle
a stream of requests of the same size. An ATM WAN network with its short cells
aligned in time would be the closest analogy. Active periods (processing of a cell)
always take the same time and always align with periodic timer windows.

Dithering based on average quanta (averageq) may correspond to stream data
processing, such as playing music. A music player has to fill the sound card’s buffer
on a regular basis, which corresponds to the base quantum τ . If the processor
decompresses data k times faster than needed by the sound card, then periods of
τ
k

of activity and (k − 1) τ
k

of idling will alternate.
A VoIP call would be a mixture of the two principles described above. The

incoming SIP packets are of roughly the same size and may come in bursts, which
makes their initial processing and decompression similar to fixedq. Afterwards
the VoIP software feeds the sound data stream into a sound card, in a load
pattern similar to averageq. Future work will develop more complex and combined
dithering algorithms, so that Showstopper can mimic workloads of this nature.

3.4 Concluding notes on Showstopper

This section summarizes our answers to questions frequently asked about Show-
stopper — why Showstopper runs in user space rather than in the kernel and
whether Showstopper’s overhead has a strong impact on overall system behavior
and application performance.
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3.4.1 Kernel versus user space

Multiple mechanisms are available to interrupt the execution of a process, possibly
increasing the overall amount of time processors spend idle. First, virtually all
operating system kernels implement preemption internally and most of them also
provide precise time accounting and kernel threads prioritized over any user space
processing. Second, user space processes on POSIX operating systems can be
stopped and resumed using the SIGSTOP and SIGCONT signals, both of which
can be issued by other user space processes.

Implementing Showstopper inside a kernel might bring severe portability
issues and the amount of platform-specific code would grow beyond tolerable
limits. This is the main motivation behind a portable user space solution, albeit
imperfect for certain corner cases. User space code is not only much faster to
develop and debug, but also portable across virtually all POSIX operating systems.
Additionally, the kernel threads’ advantage of absolute priority over user space can
be approximated by a suitable priority configuration of Showstopper’s executor
processes with respect to the controlled processes.

A frequently raised objection states that a kernel-level priority could make
Showstopper immune against typical scheduling contention scenarios (ones that
could potentially impair Showstopper’s ability to master the benchmarks under
control). However, such a hypothesized scenario is somewhat flawed in the
sense that Showstopper’s goal is to load a system partially; therefore a situation
with heavy contention does not make much sense and should not arise during
Showstopper-driven experiments. A scenario with system-wide contention might
make sense in a heterogeneous stress test consisting of two (or more) separate
components and requiring a precisely defined split of the (full) processor load
among the components. For such a case, however, it is much more convenient to
use existing native scheduling mechanisms, readily available in operating system
kernels. Showstopper specializes in achieving and sustaining of precise partial
processor loads, not in splitting of a full processor load among multiple competing
workloads.

3.4.2 Overhead of Showstopper

Showstopper is more portable and more flexible than native kernel load control
mechanisms, at the cost of a higher run-time overhead and (presumably) a lower
control accuracy. The former cost can be deemed negligible, as long as time quanta
enforced by Showstopper are long enough, e.g. on the same order of magnitude
as scheduling quanta used by operating systems, mostly based around human
perception of time and its resolution (tens of milliseconds). The latter cost is
somewhat hard to quantify, considering that none of currently available kernels
implement a subset of Showstopper’s features large enough for a direct comparison.

The run-time overhead caused by Showstopper’s activity mainly includes
context-switching to Showstopper’s executors and back to other processes. Com-
paring the processor time needed for Showstopper’s calculations and context-
switches (on the order of microseconds) and the most common mean time between
state changes of the controlled processes (tens of milliseconds), it is safe to as-
sume that the overhead of Showstopper can not distort application performance
observations in a significant way. Experiments comparing the performance of
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Showstopper-driven benchmarks to that of carefully selected baseline experiments
free of Showstopper confirm this hypothesis. The baseline experiments as well as
experiments with different dithering time quanta are described in [2015a-ccgrid]
and [2016a-fgcs].
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4. Preface
Research based on the Showstopper partial processor load model and tool set was
published in conference papers and in a journal article. This part includes the
relevant papers and articles verbatim. A complete list of the author’s publications
can be found at the end of the thesis.

The TNSM article [2016b-tnsm] (Chapter 5) summarizes a research project
started in [2013a-dsn] that eventually inspired the development of a systematic
approach to partial processor load experiments. The article describes physical and
virtual machine usage patterns in a large data center environment, confirming that
most systems run underutilized and partial processor loads are indeed a common
condition. In the process of data collection and evaluation, it became obvious that
situations where important quantities are entirely missing from the available data
or where only a small range of a quantity (e.g. processor load) is observed over
a long period of time are both common and troublesome. Such circumstances can
make it prohibitively difficult to properly analyze dependencies between quantities
of interest, such as processor load and throughput, based on historical trace data
alone. The problem reveals the inherent limitations of after-the-fact performance
data evaluation, leading to the key idea behind Showstopper — the ability to replay
load traces in a reproducible fashion yields a deterministic way of filling the gaps
in available performance trace data. Setting up a Showstopper-based experiment
to match a system’s recorded behavior and leveraging the same experiment for
driving the system into load conditions not captured in the available performance
traces is the initial, rough idea that sparked the Showstopper project.

Our short MASCOTS 2013 paper [2013c-mascots] (Chapter 6) gives an initial
description of the Showstopper tool and its partial processor load model. First,
the paper briefly describes the algorithms behind distributed processor load
feedback observation, load control and duty cycle distribution. The paper also
demonstrates how precisely Showstopper sustains a constant partial processor
load, in comparison to pure duty cycle enforcement without feedback control
and to a naïve method based on running fewer benchmark processes than the
number of available processors. Finally, the paper shows how the dependency of
application throughput on processor load can be explored using Showstopper.

The MASCOTS 2014 tool paper [2014a-mascots] (Chapter 7) highlights new
features of Showstopper and shows its load control accuracy on a sine-shaped load
trace. The paper also gives an example of a load trace definition replayed using
a set of processes running a DaCapo [11] workload. Last but not least, the paper
presents our processor pinning experiments in their early stage of development and
proposes the “staircase” load trace (described in Section 3.3.1), a concept suitable
for benchmark warm-up time elision and for systematic scans across a range of
partial processor loads while gathering performance data and checking for their
reproducibility at the same time (based on the trace’s symmetry).

The CCGrid 2015 paper [2015a-ccgrid] (Chapter 8) was honored with the
Best Paper Runner-Up award. The paper focuses on our workload colocation
experiments. Accompanied by a large set of online supplementary materials, the
resesarch project evaluates 100 pairs of colocated workloads running in two KVM or
LXC containers on a shared server system. Because the colocated workloads do not
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compete for processor time, we were able to isolate and observe other, more subtle
effects of processor sharing on NUMA systems. Apart from workload combination
and virtualized environment type, our experiments include an important additional
dimension: processor pinning configuration. We compare four processor pinning
configurations in terms of system power consumption and overall resource efficiency.
Our findings suggest that the most commonly recommended processor pinning
configuration, i.e., isolation of colocated workloads by NUMA nodes, may not
be the best solution in most cases. It appears that even though pinning of
workloads to NUMA nodes yields the strongest resource isolation and may also
perform well under stress tests saturating the entire system, its performance
often becomes inferior to other pinning configuration when a loaded virtualized
environment is colocated with a lightly loaded neighbor. Apart from hardware and
power efficiency analysis, we also quantify the level of performance interference
between pairs of colocated workloads and evaluate how strongly various workload
combinations interfere in different processor pinning configurations and virtualized
environments. Showstopper and its ability to achieve and sustain partial processor
loads, combined with the “staircase” load trace, makes experiments of this nature
feasible.

The FGCS article [2016a-fgcs] (Chapter 9) is a comprehensive summary of
the entire research project aimed at partial processor load experiments. It first
describes the Showstopper tool set and its features, putting Showstopper’s load
control accuracy under test with both constant and variable load traces. Variable
load traces are also replayed at multiple different speeds, to establish whether
experiment duration can be shortened without a prohibitive loss on accuracy.
Showstopper’s ability to determine the dependency of benchmark throughput
on processor load is evaluated on systems running Linux and AIX. Finally, the
workload colocation experiments from [2015a-ccgrid] are presented in more detail,
extended by a study on performance impact of virtualization (KVM) in comparison
to resource containers (LXC) across the entire spectrum of workload combinations,
processor pinning configurations and partial processor loads.

4.1 Special hardware configuration
All our experiments strictly avoid hardware configuration adjustments that differ
from standard production environments. Disabling advanced processor features is
a common practice in performance modelling studies, as discussed in [2016a-fgcs].
By contrast, the key goal of Showstopper is to make partial-load experiments as
realistic as possible. All our experiments keep features such as hyper-threading, low
power states, frequency scaling and frequency boosting enabled, as recommended
by the hardware manufacturer and as configured by default. Showstopper is
supposed to bring a system into a state similar to an actual partial load. Such
a state should definitely include processor frequency changes, idle and low-power
states of unused processors, hyperthreading and related scheduling artifacts and
many other phenomena. Disabling any of the advanced features may make the
system more suitable for performance modelling, i.e., conformant to a set of
formuli, yet different from configurations used in practice.
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Abstract—Virtualization has become a mainstream technology that
allows efficient and safe resource sharing in data centers. In this paper,
we present a large scale workload characterization study of 90K virtual
machines hosted on 8K physical servers, across several geographically
distributed corporate data centers of a major service provider. The
study focuses on 19 days of operation and focuses on the state of the
practice, i.e., how virtual machines are deployed across different physical
resources with an emphasis on processors and memory, focusing on
resource sharing and usage of physical resources, virtual machine
life cycles, and migration patterns and their frequencies. This study
illustrates that indeed there is a huge tendency in over-provisioning
CPU and memory resources while certain virtualization features (e.g.,
migration and collocation) are used rather conservatively, showing that
there is significant room for the development of policies that aim to reduce
operational costs in data centers.

Index Terms—Data Centers, virtualization, private cloud, workload
characterization.

1 INTRODUCTION

Management of virtual machines (VMs), such as provisioning,
de-provisioning, and migration, is central to the operation of
data centers, which constitute contemporary cloud environments
where applications execute in the form of VM instances.
Naturally, each VM instance varies in terms of its required
virtual resources. In addition, throughout its lifetime, a VM
may be collocated on the same physical host with a different
number of other VMs. VMs can be easily suspended, restarted,
and migrated on different hardware to better meet performance
objectives from the points of view of the individual applications
and of the data center.

A data center’s ability to gracefully deal with persistent
workload fluctuations strongly depends on its ability to re-
configure and migrate VMs. There has been a lot of research
into the costs of dynamic reconfiguration, consolidation, and
migration [1]–[3], but most experimental work reports on small-
scale and easily controllable hardware environments. Yet, there
is no clear view of the current state-of-the-practice — how
production data centers are used by their tenants and what
are their common VM characteristics, resource sharing, and
migration patterns.

In this paper, we aim to fill this gap by providing a detailed
characterization study of VM usage in corporate data centers in
the private cloud of a major provider. Our objective is to provide

a better understanding of how virtualization is deployed and
specifically the general conditions that drive VM management
policies that trigger migration and VM consolidation.

We inspect multiple corporate data centers used by more
than three hundred customers from a variety of corporations,
including banking, industrial, automotive, retail, and media
industries, geographically dispersed across different countries
and continents. The trace data focus on a specific time window
of 19 days ranging from September 1, 2012 to September
19, 2012, of several data centers, serving more than 90 VMs
hosted on over 8K physical servers. This data set provides
insights into a broad range of both physical and virtual hardware
configurations running a diversity of operating systems and
applications. The data centers considered here are within a
private cloud, i.e., their tenants and applications are stable.
The broad variety of hardware that populates the data centers
coupled with the vast number of VMs allows to gain insights
into physical hardware usage, VM routine usage, VM on/off
activity, as well as migration and consolidation patterns. Note
that the data centers of our study are hosted by different
entities of the provider, so migration and consolidation policies
may not be the same across data centers. Yet, the nature
of the data allows us to provide a bird’s eye view of the
degree of consolidation reached in data centers as well as
the overall volume of VM migrations, provisioning, and de-
provisioning. Beyond the overall view, we also focus on how
resource allocation and utilization are affected by different VM
management policies, in terms of long-term and instantaneous
trends (i.e., within the allowable time granularity of our
measurements).

Our findings can be summarized as follows. Among the
various resources, CPU is commonly over-committed while
this happens rarely for memory. Up times of VMs are long, with
a significant percentage of them to be always on, throughout the
19-day time period. VM commissioning and decommissioning
follow specific time patterns and this activity is highest during
midnight, ditto for VM migration. There is a strong tendency
to not migrate VMs and even if migration happens, it only
involves a restricted set of physical servers with the same
hardware characteristics. Migrations appear to aim at moving
VMs to physical boxes with smaller resource utilizations than
the source ones, pointing at improved load balancing and better
performance.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
an overview of the collected data. Characterizations of VM vir-
tual resource allocation, consolidation, life cycle, and migration
are summarized in Sections 3, 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
Sections 5 and 6 focus on how resource management policies
affect resource allocation and utilization, respectively. In
Section 7 we give an overview of lessons learned from the
VM management analysis. Section 8 positions this paper
within other works. Conclusions and future work are given in
Section 9.

2 DATA COLLECTION
We survey ∼90K VMs, hosted on ∼8K physical servers from
different data centers in the world, serving over 300 corporate
customers over a 19 day period starting September 1, 2012.
Thanks to these sheer numbers, we can deduce meaningful
statistics. These systems are used by different industries and
are based on various operating systems. The virtualization
technologies used are from major vendors, such as VMware
and IBM.

Due to the nature of the trace data available to us, our study
has some limitations. Although the trace data identifies unique
VMs (via a unique VM id), we are unaware of the exact
applications each VM runs due to business confidentiality. We
are also not aware of the response time of each VM at the
transaction level (if the application is transaction-based) but we
are aware of the end-to-end time of an application. In addition,
the trace data is only collected in 15-minute periods, i.e., this
is the finest available data granularity.

While a 15-minute sampling interval may be considered
relatively long and may compromise the completeness of the
data set with respect to very frequent events, we argue that it
actually has a negligible effect given the typical liveness and
migration characteristics of most VMs in this data set. Our
evaluation suggests that provisioning and de-provisioning as
well as migrating are much less frequent than data sampling in
the vast majority of cases. For a more detailed description of the
trace data and data center workload characteristics (but without
considering the VM perspective), we direct the interested reader
to our previous work on the same data set that focused on
evolution of data center resource demands across a two-year
period [4] and also on seasonal utilization patterns to enhance
autonomic resource allocation policies [5].

For the purpose of the work presented in this paper we collect
two types of virtualization statistics, namely on virtual resource
provisioning and on VM deployment. Virtual resource provi-
sioning focuses on the amount of virtual resources assigned to
each VM. VM deployment focuses on how physical resources
are shared by VMs on a physical server. We concentrate on the
number of VMs and on their virtual CPU and virtual memory
capacity demands, and how those are shared on their physical
counterparts where the VMs are deployed. Throughout this
paper, we use the terms server and host to denote a VM’s
physical counterpart. We also use the generic terms processor
and CPU interchangeably to denote a thread slot visible to the
operating system.

A physical server equipped with multiple physical CPUs
(pCPU) and sufficient physical system memory (pMEM) hosts

Figure 1. The definition of VM on, off, host and migration
times.

multiple VMs. Each VM in turn is configured with multiple
virtual CPUs (vCPU) and virtual system memory (vMEM) of
a certain size. The total number of vCPUs is independent of
the number of pCPUs on a physical server. A vCPU can use
only up to one pCPU at a time, whereas a pCPU may be shared
by multiple vCPUs. Similarly, the total size of vMEM used
by the VMs is independent of the available pMEM.

VM deployment may be static or dynamic, i.e., a VM may
be bound on a physical server throughout its lifetime or not.
We focus on the dynamic handling of the VMs over the entire
period by looking at VM life cycles (on/off patterns) and VM
migrations. We consider a VM on, if the VM is running and
its activity is traced during the 15-minute sampling interval;
we consider the VM off otherwise. Naturally, on/off periods
and migration can be intertwined: i.e., a VM can be turned off
and and then turned on at a different physical host. In such
cases, we consider that both a VM life cycle and migration
occur. Live migrations are also possible: i.e., a VM migration
without the VM being suspended or turned off.

For a better understanding on how and what we measure,
see Figure 1. The figure illustrates an example of VM dynamic
behavior over time. The VM first runs on server A, then B, then
C, i.e., two migrations occurred. When the VM is migrated
from server A to server B, it is also turned off during three
time intervals. Migration from B to C has no gaps, either
because of live migration or because the off time is hidden
by the sampling interval. Based on this example we further
illustrate the four basic time intervals we measure: the on and
off times (i.e., the sum of all consecutive time periods in which
the VM is in the same on or off state), the host time (i.e., the
time spent by the VM on the same physical server irrespective
of being on or off), and the migration time (i.e., the off time
between changing physical hosts) which can be zero.

3 RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In this section, we give an overview of the degree of sharing
in physical and virtual machines. We also give an overview of
the common resource configurations at the physical servers as
those are provisioned to the VMs.

3.1 Representative Physical Machines
In this subsection, we present statistics on the physical
resources, and in particular on processors and memory, that
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Figure 2. Physical resources available on today’s servers: (a) number of CPUs, (b) memory size [GB], and (c) ratio of
memory (size) per CPU. Note the log-scale on the x-axis for (b) and (c), to better illustrate the higher densities that are
associated with smaller memory requirements.

are available in today’s servers. In Figure 2, we give an
overview of physical resources available. Figure 2(a) shows
the histogram of pCPUs per server. The histogram reflects
the availability of commercial configurations. In the most
common case (i.e., 34.5%) servers have eight pCPUs. Other
common configurations are 12, 16 and 32 pCPUs. The pMEM
configurations have a much wider range, see Figure 2(b). The
highest peaks in the histogram are between 2 GB and 50 GB
and account for 56% of servers. Overall, servers have abundant
resources with an average of 14.95 pCPUs and 60.6 GB of
pMEM. Some high-end machines exist even at 64 pCPUs and
1 TB of pMEM. In addition, there is a non negligible portion of
“resource limited” servers with 4 pCPUs and less than 2 GB of
pMEM. Figure 2(c) gives a sense on how balanced the physical
servers are in terms of processors and memory by presenting
the histogram of the ratio between these two resources. The
average value is 3.98 GB memory per CPU.

The main message of Figure 2 is that today’s servers
have very powerful computational capacity (on average 15.95
pCPUs) and a reasonable size of memory (on average 60.6 GB
of pMEM) making room for resource sharing by VMs (on
average 10.8 VMs per server). The histograms depicted in Fig-
ure 2 also allow to identify representative server configurations
useful for system and resource allocation studies.

3.2 Representative VM Configuration

Knowing that many VMs are co-located on a physical server,
a natural question to ask is if they share resources equally,
i.e., how VMs are provisioned in terms of virtual resources.
Figure 3(a) illustrates that VMs use mostly a small number
of vCPUs. Most VMs have either 1 vCPU (39.5%), 2 vCPUs
(40.6%), or 4 vCPUs (17.2%).

Similar observations hold for the vMEM size (see Fig-
ure 3(b)): most VMs (87.2%) have between 1 and 9 GB of
vMEM with specific peaks around 2, 4, and 8 GB. On Amazon
EC2 five instance type exists: micro, small, medium, large, and
x-large. Of those, micro and small have 1 vCPU while the rest
of instance types have more than 2 vCPUs [6]. vMEM ranges
are from 0.615 GB (for micro) up to 244 (for the more “rare”
8x-large cases), while small and large are within a range of
3 to 15 GB. Indeed, our data confirms that the most popular
VM configurations in our trace data correspond to those of

EC2. Finally, as indicated by the different histogram shape
in Figure 3(c), the memory/processor ratio is scaled down:
on average 2.3 GB of vMEM per vCPU. Overall, our key
observation is that VMs are “smaller” than physical machines,
in terms of number of CPUs and memory. In addition, as
reported in the previous subsection, the daily averages and
percentile values are remarkably stable across time. One can
use these statistics to size VM resources, especially within
cloud solutions.

4 VM MANAGEMENT

4.1 Consolidation
One of the first issues of interest is the consolidation levels
on the various physical machines, see Figure 4. Figure 4(a)
shows the discrete data histogram of the empirical density of
the number of VMs per physical server. The figure shows that
10% of servers host only one VM, i.e., there is no consolidation.
90% of servers host at least two VMs. The average number
of VMs hosted on a physical server is 10.8 but this average
can be deceiving. Indeed, the CDF counterpart of Figure 4(a)
(not reported here due to lack of space), shows that the 95th
percentile of VM consolidation is 31.

For completeness, we present two more histograms. The first
one is the histogram of the number of VMs handled by the
same management unit (i.e., an external entity used to monitor
and deploy the VMs, such as vsphere from VMware), see
Figure 4(b). In general, a manager handles many VMs, 173.3
VMs on the average. Since central VM managers can become
the bottleneck, such information can be useful for capacity
planning of management units.

Figure 4(c) depicts the histogram of the number of different
customers sharing the same physical server. We see that there
is almost no flexibility here: 96.5% of servers host VMs all
belonging to the same customer. This further confirms that
the statistics presented in this paper are mostly from private
clouds.

In this subsection, we present how virtual processors,
physical processors, and memory are related. We start with how
vCPUs compete for pCPUs on a physical server. Figure 5(a)
shows the histogram of the ratio between the total number
of all vCPUs from all VMs and the number of pCPUs of
the underlying hosting physical server. If such a ratio is less
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Figure 3. Allocation of virtual resources per VM: (a) number of vCPUs of a VM, (b) memory size of a VM, and (c) ratio
of memory size per vCPU. Note the log-scale on the x-axis for (b) and (c), to better illustrate the higher densities that
are associated with smaller memory requirements.
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Figure 4. Statistics related to VM consolidation: (a) number of VMs hosted on physical servers, (b) number of VMs
under a managing unit, and (c) number of different enterprises running VMs in a single physical server.

than 1, then vCPUs are likely not able to “stress” pCPUs:
i.e., the server is under-populated. Ratios greater than one are
necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for processor resource
contention. Roughly 35.2% of servers are under-populated,
4.3% even with ratios lower than 0.1, while the rest of the
servers have ratios greater than 1 and up to 8.25. Overall,
the average is 1.56 vCPUs per pCPU. This is not surprising,
considering that efficient physical resource sharing is in fact
the purpose of virtualization.

Next, we study how pMEM is shared among the vMEMs
allocated to each VM. To this end, we compute the ratio
between the sum of all vMEMs and the pMEM of the
underlying physical server. Figure 5(b) depicts such ratios
and illustrates that it is very rare for VMs to request more than
the available pMEM.

We summarize the statistics discussed in this section as fol-
lows. Consolidation of multiple vCPUs on pCPUs is prevailing,
as expected, especially considering the main motivation for
virtualization – efficient consolidation of resources. The degree
of over subscription is roughly at 50%, indicated by the mean
value of vCPU/pCPU. On the opposite, memory is never over
committed, i.e., the total vMEM requested is just slightly less
than the pMEM of the hosting server. Resource sharing is more
conservative for memory than for CPU.

4.2 Life Cycle of VMs

The ease of commissioning and decommissioning VMs, to-
gether with the promise of performance isolation, contribute
to the popularity of using VMs in data centers. Since the trace

data come from data centers within privately administered
clouds, our observations are bound to the private clouds only.
In this section we focus on the frequencies at which the VMs
are turned on and off, the durations of the on/off times, and
whether the VMs are bound to the physical servers where they
execute.

4.2.1 VM On/Off Frequencies and Times
We start by reporting on the number of on and off states for
each VM across the observation period of 19 days. Naturally
the numbers of on and off states are tightly related, since an off
(on) state is always going to be followed by an on (off) state,
respectively. Provided that we observe each VM over a fixed
time interval, the number of off states is at most the number of
on states ±1, depending on whether we observe a leading or
trailing off state without a corresponding on state. Figure 6(a)
presents the frequencies of on and off states during the 19-day
observation period, computed over the set of all VMs. As
expected, the lines are almost overlapping with few deviations
(e.g., the starting points of the two curves). In the rest of this
section we only comment on the frequency of the off states.

One can immediately see that most of the frequency mass
is located at the beginning. To better illustrate the results,
Figure 6(a) shows only the initial part of the PDF, while
Figure 6(b) shows the complete cumulative distribution function
(CDF), including its tail. 11% of VMs have zero observed off
states, i.e., these VMs are continuously operating during the
entire 19-day interval. The absence of off samples suggests
that these VMs have never been turned off, therefore we treat
them as if they are turned on once. Furthermore, 23% of VMs
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Figure 5. Comparison between the amount of virtual and
physical resources per physical server. Note the log-scale
on the x-axis for (b) to better illustrate the higher densities
that are associated with smaller memory requirements.

have only one observed off state throughout the 19-day interval
or, estimating based on the observation period, only 0.053 off
states per day. For the remaining VMs, the density functions
rapidly decay into a long tail which extends almost to the
maximum possible value given by the 15-minute sampling
interval, i.e., 48 times per day. This suggests that some VMs
stay on for one sampling interval and off for the subsequent one
throughout the whole observation period. Figure 6(b) shows
the complete CDF that illustrates the presence of a long tail,
i.e., there are at least 2% of cases where the number of on/off
states per day is more than 20. Note also that the two CDF
curves nearly completely overlap.

Next we focus on how long a VM stays in either the on or
off state. We call these durations “on/off times”. Figure 6(c)
presents the CDFs of the on and off times across all VMs.
Again, the line corresponding to the off state is either roughly
overlapping or above the line corresponding to the on state,
suggesting that off periods are in general shorter than on periods.
In general, we see that for almost 90% of the VMs the on
or off times are less than a portion of the day, while a small
percentage corresponds to very long on/off durations.

4.2.2 More on VM On/Off Durations:
Here we provide information about the specific times when
VMs are turned on and off. Figure 7 presents the empirical
frequencies of the fraction of VMs that are turned on and off
as a function of the time of the day across the entire 19-day
period. For each time period, two bins are reported, one that
corresponds to on and one that corresponds to off. Graphs
are stacked on top of each other in order to illustrate the

relationship of on and off frequencies. Remarkably, there is
a strong repeating pattern on the frequencies of on/off time
periods, i.e., the time stamps at which VMs are switched on
are repetitive, featuring a daily spike. In the rest of the time
periods the fraction of VMs that are turned on or off is more
of less stable. Looking more closely at the numbers, 12% of
all VMs in the entire time period are started at midnight, while
almost 6% of VMs are shut down in the same time period
and 3% right before this time. Such repeatable patterns clearly
point to routine VM deployment or perhaps maintenance work.

4.3 VM migration
In this section we focus on one of the most important features
of virtualization: migration. Migration plays an indispensable
role in bridging two key aspects of virtualization: server con-
solidation and scalable resource provisioning. Most of existing
migration studies are done within controlled environments of
small scale, for more details see Section 8. Here, our data allows
to provide the big picture on current migration practices in the
private cloud. First, we focus on the frequency of VM migration,
and how much this frequency varies from VM to VM. Second,
we are interested in isolating observable migration patterns,
trying to see whether VMs migrate regularly. Finally, we also
report on how many physical servers the VMs migrate on. In
this section we concentrate on the large-scale characteristics of
VM migration, without attempting to evaluate its performance
impacts.

4.3.1 Migration Frequency and Inter-Migration Times
In the following, we split the data into two sets and draw the
empirical distribution functions for (i) the entire set of VMs,
which we call the full set, and (ii) the set of VMs that migrated
at least once within the 19 days, referred as migration-only
set.

Figure 8(a) shows the frequency of VM migration, i.e., how
often a VM migrates between physical servers. The main
plot zooms on the initial part of the PDF across VMs. This
illustrates the fact that most VMs are unlikely to migrate: 78%
of them never migrated throughout the whole 19 days, i.e., the
migration frequency was equal to zero. However, as shown in
the inlet of Figure 8(a), the right tail of the CDF also includes
a few VMs that migrated more than three times per day.

Figure 8(b) shows the cumulative frequencies of the average
residence time of a VM on a physical server before migrating
to another server. This is an alternative representation of
the results shown in Figure 8(a), confirming that most VMs
exhibit relatively long inter-migration times. In particular, only
about 3% of VMs belonging to the migration-only set have
inter-migration times of 2 days or less. There are four peaks
of increasing intensity at 3.8, 4.8, 6.3 and 9.5 days which
are influenced by the length of the observation period and
correspond to fractions of 19 days. The full set is skewed
even more towards longer inter-migration times, due to the
considerable number of VMs that never migrate and remain
active for the whole 19 days. This can be seen from the big
jump at the end of the CDF. Since the full set includes the
migration-only set, the full set’s density function exhibits the
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Figure 6. Statistics related to VM on/off cycles: (a)(b) daily frequency, (c) duration of on/off periods

Table 1
Statistics for migration: frequency, inter-migration times, and number of unique servers visited

Migration Frequency [#/day] Migration Time [days] Servers Visited [#]

Mean Std. Percentiles Fig. Mean Std. Percentiles Fig. Mean Std. Percentiles Fig.
Dev. 5% 50% 95% Dev. 5% 50% 95% Dev. 5% 50% 95%

All 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.10 8(a) 13.76 6.12 2.00 17.52 19.00 8(b) 1.36 0.80 1.00 1.00 3.00 8(c)
MigOnly 0.11 0.12 0.05 0.05 0.31 8(a) 7.18 2.51 2.51 8.51 9.51 8(b) 2.01 2.24 1.00 1.00 6.00 8(c)
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Figure 7. Fraction of VMs that are turned on and off at
specific time stamps, across the entire observation period.

same jumps scaled in intensity as the one corresponding to the
migration-only set.

The main message is that most VMs (78%) never migrate.
Furthermore Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) both point towards
rather long periods between migrations. In particular the highest
peaks are either just slightly shorter than a week, i.e., 6.3 days
for 10% of migrating VMs, or just slightly longer than a week,
i.e., 9.5 days for 28% of migrating VMs.

4.3.2 Migration Timings and Patterns
Herein, we focus on VMs experiencing migrations, particularly
their timings of occupancies and spatial patterns on underlying
servers. Figure 9 reports on the fraction of VMs that migrate
across the entire 19 day period. The figure shows a strong
repetitive pattern: most migrations occur at specific time stamps,
that appear to repeat across the entire 19-day period. Looking
at the same information but as an aggregate within 24 hours,
it is clear that almost 70% of all VM migrations occur at
midnight.

Regarding the spatial patterns of migration, i.e., where VMs
migrate, we look at (i) the number of distinct physical servers
visited and at (ii) the probability of transitions among those
servers. Figure 8(c) shows the PDF of the number of distinct

physical hosts visited by a VM over the 19 days. A value
of one means that the VM stayed on the same physical host
for all 19 days. Again, we observe that 78% of VMs do
not migrate, which is consistent with our previous results.
Even considering the migration only set, mostly the set of
physical servers visited by a VM is relatively small: 68% of
VMs visit only two servers. Table 1 summarizes statistics for
migration frequencies, intermigration times, and numbers of
unique servers visited.

Table 2 gives an overview of the overall migration pattern:
where each row (column) represents the origin (destination) host
during migration and the associated numerical value reflects
the transition probability from the origin to the destination.
Such a transition probability set is computed for each VM
and the servers are labeled according to the order of their
first occurrence within the observation period: the first host is
labeled A, the second one B, and so on. Naturally, the shape
of the empirical frequencies in Figure 8(c) directly affects the
transition probabilities: i.e., all migrating servers have at least
one A to B transition, while only few VMs migrate as far as
to a J. One can also observe how the probability to migrate
to the next or previous server in the sequence is much higher
than skipping servers: i.e., the values next to the diagonal in
Table 2 are significantly higher. The table demonstrates that
even when VMs migrate, they tend to stay always within a
restricted set of servers: i.e., one can expect ping-pong patterns
between two servers to be the most frequent migrations.

To summarize, in this section we provided a description
of contemporary migration processes in data centers. Conse-
quently, the statistics presented here can be used to validate
basic assumptions about workload migration patterns. Other
uses are also possible, e.g., the frequency of VM migrations can
be used to estimate how much additional load the underlying
data center network infrastructure has to handle and the
knowledge of existing migration patterns can be useful when it
comes to improving VM placement strategies. Finally, Table 1
summarizes the main statistics for the plots presented in this
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Figure 8. Statistics about VM migration: (a) how often it happens in a day, (b) how long does it take between migrations,
and (c) how many different servers a VM visits.

Table 2
The transition probabilities (expressed as percentages) of VM migrations: moving from a physical server to another one.

TO
HOST A B C D E F G H I J

FR
O

M

A 0.00 91.69 4.98 1.95 0.72 0.32 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.02
B 36.43 0.00 56.59 4.24 1.48 0.58 0.36 0.18 0.10 0.05
C 20.94 31.38 0.00 42.11 3.47 1.19 0.42 0.28 0.13 0.08
D 18.47 17.72 24.89 0.00 34.01 2.22 1.51 0.79 0.40 0.00
E 15.75 13.65 15.49 22.66 0.00 27.82 2.10 1.22 1.05 0.26
F 11.31 13.10 12.30 12.70 15.48 0.00 29.17 3.17 2.18 0.60
G 11.30 13.36 7.53 12.67 8.22 18.15 0.00 26.03 2.05 0.68
H 15.20 12.87 7.60 9.36 11.70 9.36 17.54 0.00 14.62 1.75
I 19.59 16.49 4.12 13.40 10.31 8.25 11.34 10.31 0.00 6.19
J 12.00 4.00 16.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 8.00 28.00 24.00 0.00
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Figure 9. Fraction of migrating VMs across the entire
observation period

section.

5 RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND VM MANAGE-
MENT
In this section, we study how resource allocation on boxes
and VMs interacts with VM management policies. We are
interested in two viewpoints: (1) long term averages on the
entire duration of the trace, and (2) short term changes (that we
also dab “instantaneous”) within the smallest time granularity
of the trace, i.e., within 15 minutes. Our purpose is pattern
discovery aiming to better understand VM consolidation, by
exploring the conditions that trigger migration from source to
destination boxes, on/off patterns, and resource capacities. As
in the previous analysis, we adopt two perspectives, one that
focuses on the virtual machines and one that focuses on the
physical boxes. We first categorize VMs/boxes by their levels

of consolidation, on/off activity, and migration. Within each
category, we compute the following statistics of interest: the
median value, as well as the 25th and the 75th percentiles.

5.1 Consolidation
First, we focus on how the average CPU and memory capacities
within each box are related to the VM consolidation level,
i.e., the number of collocated VMs within a box. Results are
summarized in Fig.10. The figure illustrates 25% and 75%
percentiles for number of CPUs and memory capacity in the
form of whisker plots but also the corresponding medians in the
form of bars. The figure clearly depicts that high consolidation
levels are strongly and positively correlated to more hardware
resources, both with respect to CPU counts and to memory
availability. When comparing CPU and memory, one can see
roughly 3X and 10X increments in number of CPU and memory,
respectively, from the lowest to the highest consolidation level.
Such a finding resonates to our previous results that the VM
multiplexing level of memory is conservative and that memory
has a linear relationship to the consolidation level on boxes.

5.2 On/off frequencies
5.2.1 VMs
Our first objective is to see whether there is any relationship
among VM resources (i.e., vCPUs and vMEM) and the fre-
quency that a VM is turned on/off. Results can be summarized
as follows. There is no clear relationship among the size of a
VM, the allocated resources, and the on/off frequencies. Data
shows that big or small VMs have no difference in their on/off
frequencies and that their resource allocation remains constant.
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Figure 10. The impact of consolidation level on physical
resources (number of CPUs and memory).

5.2.2 Boxes
The graphs in Figure 11 show the number of CPUs and memory
allocated right after the VM is turned on again. Looking at the
pCPU allocation (Figure 11(a)) there are distinctive trends for
the number of allocated pCPUs and on the number of on/off
times. Figure 11(b) focuses on physical memory (pMEM)
allocation and shows a different pattern: there is a clear linear
relationship on the allocated memory and the number of times
the VM has been set on/off. In general, we observe that the
number of times the VM is turned on/off relates to the number
of its assigned pCPUs and it has a linear relationship with its
allocated pMEM.

5.3 Migration
5.3.1 VMs
The main question here is whether smaller VMs tend be moved
more frequently due to their lower migration overhead, due
to the size of their active memory. Although the number of
CPUs remains naturally the same, irrespective of the number
of migrations, there is a clear negative trend that relates the
number of migrations and allocated memory, see Figure 12.
We also note that the resource allocation of VMs does not
change during migration, i.e., the CPU number and memory
size remain unchanged before and after migration. All in all,
VMs with bigger vMEM allocation tend to be migrated less
often.

5.3.2 Boxes
One objective of our investigation is to discover whether
there is any dependency between resource allocation and VM
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Figure 11. Boxes’ average resource allocation v.s. number
of on/off
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Figure 12. Average memory allocation per VM as a
function of migration frequencies

migration frequencies and if VMs are migrated across similar
boxes, i.e., equipped with similar CPU/memory capacities, by
checking their instantaneous differences in the 15-minute period
right before and right after migration. Fig. 13 summarizes
the hardware differences in boxes as a function of migration
frequencies. For pCPUs, the differences are truly negligible,
hovering at around zero. Note that the 25% and 75% whiskers
are plotted but not even visible. For pMEM, although the
median relative values are very close (with a maximum average
difference of only 3 GB), the fact that the whiskers marking
the percentiles are quite apart, indicates that memory can vary
significantly. Yet, looking at medians, a difference of 3 GB
is rather small considering the fact that the average memory
allocation per box is around 60 GB. In sum, Figure 13 shows
that in the majority of cases migrations occur across “similar”
boxes.
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Figure 13. Instantaneous differences in boxes visited
before and after migration (CPU and memory), as a
function of migration frequencies

6 RESOURCE UTILIZATION AND VM MANAGE-
MENT

In the previous section we focus on resource allocation per VM.
Here, we do a similar analysis but we focus instead on physical
resource utilizations, aiming to develop a better understanding
of how VM management policies change data center usage
given that we have no means of knowing the exact policies
used for management. From our statistical analysis one can
infer the general policy and explore whether there is room to
improve data center usage. We focus on both average utilization
values as well as instantaneous differences (i.e., within the next
15 minutes after an action occurs), aiming to discover the
condition that triggers VMs to be turned on/off as well as
migration.

6.1 Consolidation

We first focus on the relationship of median box utilization
levels relatively to the VM consolidation on each box. One
would expect that boxes with higher consolidation levels have
higher resource utilization. The results in Figure 14 confirm
the expectation that both pCPU and pMEM utilization increase
nearly linearly as a function of the consolidation level.

Figure 14 should be viewed in conjunction with Figure 10
where VM consolidation levels are present together with the
number of pCPUs and the size of pMEM used. Figure 10
allows to better understand the increments in CPU and memory
utilization observed in Figure 14. Indeed, factoring in the
availability of more CPU and memory resources, we see
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Figure 14. Average resource utilization on boxes vs. VM
consolidation levels.

that indeed current consolidation strategies do take excellent
advantage of the hardware availability.

6.2 On/Off
6.2.1 VMs
The question of interest here is which type of VMs are
subject to frequent on/offs, i.e., is it the ones with higher
or lower utilization. The results are not shown here in the
interest of space, but can be summarized as follows. By
inspecting the average CPU and memory utilization as a
function of different on/off frequencies, we remark that there is
no dependency between them. This leads to the conclusion that
VMs experiencing frequent on/offs have no specific resource
characteristics, i.e., neither resource utilization nor allocation
(see also Section 5.2.1).

We also observe a similar relationship looking at the average
instantaneous resource utilizations, i.e., observing the 15-minute
window utilization statistics after an off event. Across the entire
spectrum of VM on/off frequencies, the average differences
in pMEM as well as pCPU utilizations are negligible, i.e.,
below 0.5%, before and after turning off a VM, which clearly
implies that VMs are not turned off due to physical resource
utilizations. We reach to a similar conclusion when considering
long term average of resource utilization: VMs are not turned
on/off due to resource utilization reasons.

6.2.2 Boxes
Our aim here is to understand whether VMs are turned on/off as
a means to modulate resource utilization. We plot the average
resource utilization and instantaneous difference of resource
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Figure 15. Average resource utilization vs. on/off frequen-
cies on boxes

utilization with the number of VM on/off experienced by boxes
in Figure 15. Figure 15(a) illustrates that VMs, that are not
turned on/off frequently, tend to reside on boxes that are the
least utilized. This is possibly an effect of capacity planning
since important VMs (e.g., a web server VM that needs to
be continuously operating) needs to have excellent response
times. pMEM utilization shown in Figure 15(b) seems to not
be related as strongly to the on/off frequency of the residing
VMs.

6.3 Migration
6.3.1 VMs
The focus here is to identify if VMs with higher resource
utilization are subject to more frequent VM migration. As in
the previous section, we focus on average resource utilizations
as well as instantaneous (i.e., within the upcoming 15 min-
utes) resource utilizations. Figure 16 depicts the vCPU and
vMEM utilization values as a function of the VM migration
frequency. The figure shows that CPU(memory) utilization
roughly increases from 6%(8%) to 9%(25%), as a function
of the number of migrations. While average vCPU utilization
values remain overall low, the 75% percentiles show a different
trend, i.e., there is a clear tendency for a good percentage of
VM utilizations to be high and be associated with the number
of migrations. Average vMEM utilization values are more
strongly related with the number of migrations, as also are
percentiles. The observed utilization trends are clearly more
pronounced for vMEM rather than for vCPU.

We have also looked at the instantaneous differences in
resource utilization before and after migration, results are not
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Figure 16. VMs’ average resource utilization v.s. migration
frequencies

plotted here in the interest of space but can be summarized
as follows. VM resource utilization levels remain unchanged
after migration.

6.3.2 Boxes
Here, we focus on resource utilization of the hardware boxes
before/after migration to answer the following questions: (1)
do VMs migrate across boxes with similar utilization levels,
(2) what happens to the resource utilization level of the source
boxes, and (3) what happens to the resource utilization level
of the destination boxes. We first focus on the average box
resource utilizations changes as a function of the number of
migrations, see Fig. 17. The figure illustrates a clear trend
in increasing pCPU utilization with respect to VM migration
frequencies: boxes that experience many migrations tend to be
more utilized. The trends for pMEM utilization show instead
that the average number of migrations per box is independent
of its memory utilization. In sum, the figure corroborates that
migration is more related to the box CPU utilizations rather
than its memory utilization.

We next focus on the instantaneous resource utilization
difference split by time of migration. For each VM we plot
the exact difference in resource utilization at the source and
destination hosts, see Figure 18, looking to see whether most
migrations occur toward more or less “busy” boxes. Since most
migrations happen around midnight, as seen in Section 4.3,
we distinguish migrations around midnight – 11 pm to 1 am
– from all other migrations. Positive numbers indicate that
migrations are toward less utilized boxes. Indeed, for both
categories the box plots (see the width between the 25% and
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Figure 17. Average resource utilization in boxes as a
function of VM migrations.

75% percentiles) indicate that the overall tendency is toward
migrations to less busy boxes. Nonetheless, for VMs that either
migrate a lot or migrate a lot but not on midnight, the average
tends to be zero. Comparing the midnight migrations versus
all others, we see that utilization differences are significantly
higher than those that occur during the day, hinting that these,
although pre-scheduled, aim to better load balancing. Better
pCPU (rather than pMEM) load balancing seems to drive these
migrations.

The next interesting question related to migration is what
happens to resource utilization levels of source and destination
boxes, before and after VMs migrate in/out of them. In
Figure 19, we summarize the instantaneous pCPU/pMEM
utilization differences at the source and destination boxes,
right after a VM migration. Across both source and destination
boxes, we see that median utilization differences grow with
the VM migration frequency, especially for pCPU. Another
observation that is worth mentioning is that the values of
utilization differences in the source boxes are lower than
destination boxes, for both CPU and memory. Overall, there
is a clear tendency to “equalize” resource usage across boxes
as a function on migration activity.

7 SUMMARY OF VM MANAGEMENT

The scope of our study here is in a way restricted by the
deluge of actual data, both a blessing and a curse. In this
section, we attempt to give an overview that summarizes
most aspects of VM management and resource usage. To
this end, we use the Pearson correlation coefficient, a simple
mathematical structure that projects the relationship of two
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Figure 18. Instantaneous resource utilization difference
between source and destination boxes, split by time:
around midnight (MDNT) and away from MDNT.

data sets into a single number that ranges from -1 to 1.
Correlation values greater than 0 imply that high/low values
in one set correspond to high/low values in the second set,
respectively. Negative values indicate that low/high values
in one set correspond to high/low values in the second
set, respectively. Values close to zero indicate independence
among the two sets. Here, we consider correlations among
consolidation levels, on/off frequencies, migration frequencies,
CPU/memory allocations and CPU/memory utilization. As
some of the metrics are varying over the observation periods,
such as consolidation levels, resource allocation and utilizations,
we use the average values across time for each VM and box.
Results are summarized in Table 3 and 4 that give the per VM
and the per box view, respectively.

The correlation coefficient values are rather low in Table 3,
i.e., all values are less than 0.09, showing with a single number
what we have seen with the box-plots in the previous section:
VM activity is independent of VM resource requirements.

Table 4 focuses on boxes and shows a more interesting
perspective from the point of view of resource management
and load balancing. Here, the correlation coefficients are
significantly higher. Looking at the first row of Table 4, it
is clear that there is a very strong positive correlation between
the number of VMs hosted on a box and every other reported
measure, from its hardware capacities to their utilizations
and VM activity. Boxes with high resource capacities tend
to host a high number of VMs that are very active. The
number of migrations is clearly strongly correlated with the
box CPU utilization, with migration been driven by resource
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Figure 19. Source and Destination boxes: instantaneous resource utilization before and after VM migrations.

Table 3
VMs’ correlation coefficient matrix: based on the average values of migration, on/off, resource allocation and utilization

Migrations [#] 1.00
On/Offs [#] 0.04 1.00
CPU [%] 0.02 0.01 1.00
MEM [%] 0.00 0.00 0.02 1.00
CPUs [#] 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.02 1.00

Memory [GB] 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 1.00
Migrations [#] On/Offs [#] CPU [%] MEM [%] CPUs [#] Memory [GB]

Table 4
BOXs’ correlation coefficient matrix: based on the average values of migration, on/off, resource allocation and utilization

VMs [#] 1.00
On/Offs [#] 0.38 1.00

Migrations [#] 0.22 0.08 1.00
CPU [%] 0.45 0.18 0.26 1.00
MEM [%] 0.29 0.04 0.13 0.42 1.00
CPUs [#] 0.44 0.21 0.00 0.12 0.07 1.00

Memory [GB] 0.52 0.21 0.08 0.09 0.02 0.68 1.00
VMs [#] On/Offs [#] Migrations [#] CPU [%] MEM [%] CPUs [#] Memory [GB]

management and load balancing. Section 6.3 also provides the
same perspective: box resource utilization is shown to be clearly
related to migration activity rather than on/off frequencies.
Finally, the last four rows of Table 4 clearly show that hardware
capacities and utilizations are closely related to one another:
the number of CPUs strongly relate to boxes’ memory, larger
boxes are less utilized than smaller ones, and CPU and memory
are naturally provisioned together.

8 RELATED WORK

In the past decade there has been a host of research focusing
on the development of robust virtualization technologies and
management policies. Virtualization-related works can be
roughly classified as those that focus on virtual resource
provisioning, those that focus on how to best consolidate
applications with different workload characteristics, those that
put an emphasis on how to dynamically allocate resource
capacity to better meet changing user demands, and those
that relate to efficient ways to apply VM migration. In this
section, we give an overview of some representative works;
an exhaustive survey is not possible due to space restrictions.

Understanding the relationship of physical to virtual re-
sources is motivated by the need to accurately estimate resource
demand and allocate virtual resources to VMs, which share or
compete for the limited physical resources. Lu et al. [7] propose
a methodology that uses a directed factor graph to model the
multivariate dependence relationships among different resources

(CPU, memory, disk, network) across virtual and physical
layers. Wood et al. [8] use benchmarks to understand how the
CPU utilization of an application is altered when moved from
native to virtualized hardware, and develop regression-based
models that can predict the CPU demand. Similar work is done
in [9].

Consolidating different VMs on the same physical servers
and their performance interference has been the focus of
many works. Satisfying collectively the fluctuating capacity
requirements of multiple VMs by best matching “peaks and
valleys” is addressed in [10], [11]. The use of a control-
theory approach for sharing resources among competing VMs
whose SLOs or resource requirements fluctuate over time is
reported in [12]. A queuing-network based methodology uses
workload characteristics for predicting the performance of VM
consolidation [13] by classifying applications as CPU or IO
intensive. Wood et al. [14] propose a methodology for VM
co-location based on application memory access patterns. The
communication pattern of applications can be also used to
guide VM consolidation [15]. Numerous works also address the
VM consolidation problem from the perspective of optimizing
power usage [16], [17].

The ability to migrate a VM to different hardware when
performance conditions deem it necessary provides additional
flexibility in resource allocation and consolidation in a data
center setting. Clark et al. [1] present a tool that can effectively
achieve live migration of executing applications and illustrates
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the performance slowdown due to migration. A cost-sensitive
approach that considers the adaptation cost of migration in
multi-tier applications is given in [2]. A model that predicts
the duration of live migration and its impact on application
performance in a cloud setting is presented in [3]. Yet, the
conventional wisdom is that the cost of live migration is
high, therefore techniques that avoid such live migration
are preferable [18]. Gmach et al. [19] present a tool for
consolidating workloads that evaluates whether a fixed-capacity
VM resource configuration is preferable to finer resource
sharing, and discuss the merits of re-consolidating workloads
after a fixed time period or using an automated consolidation
process.

The combination of VM consolidation and migration yields
various dynamic reconfiguration strategies. Proactive resource
provisioning based on time series analysis and on forecasting
combined with feedback control is proposed in [20]. Multi-
ple input-multiple output [21] and Kalman filter-based [22]
feedback controllers aware of multi-tier applications are used
for CPU resource provisioning. Genetic algorithms can optimize
VM consolidation [23], with a special emphasis on the
possibility of dynamic VM resource capacity adjustments.
Distributed artificial neural networks facilitate resource allo-
cation [24], optimizing based on a custom utility function
evaluated in cooperation among VMs. The multi-dimensional
nature of resource allocation naturally leads to algorithms
based on simulated annealing [25] and distributed plant
growth simulation [26]. A dynamic optimization framework
for OpenStack [27] is developed [28], providing a testbed for
a diversity of configurable algorithms for VM consolidation
and resource allocation.

The intent of this paper is to present a detailed workload
study from corporate data centers and try to shed light on the
problems of configuring VMs’ virtual resources, VM liveness
and migration patterns. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first workload characterization study on corporate data
centers that shows the current practice in VM configuration,
consolidation, liveness, and migration. The extent of the study
is what sets us apart from other related work: we do not report
the behavior of a small, experimental system in a laboratory
setting but instead we report on the actual usage patterns in
the corporate world.

9 CONCLUSIONS

We present a detailed characterization study of virtualization
technologies in today’s data centers, based on vastly diversified
systems. We focus on how physical resources, i.e., processors
and memory, are shared by VMs through virtual resources
and give a summary of statistics describing physical hardware
and VM configurations. Furthermore, we show the common
characteristics of VM lifetimes and their migration patterns,
including migration frequency and transition probabilities
across different physical servers. The presented statistics
provide an overview of how virtualization technologies are used
in practice. Our findings illustrate that conservative approaches
are the prevailing ones: i.e., most of VMs never migrate, and
those that migrate do not do so often. In addition, VMs tend

to migrate with specific spatial patterns, i.e., the transition
probabilities from certain physical servers to certain others
reflect strong affinities among physical servers. Distinct patterns
are also found at times when the majority of VMs are turned
on and when they mostly migrate (at midnight), pointing to the
prevalence of routine applications (perhaps maintenance ones).
We also reported on the durations of VM on and off periods
and saw that a significant percentage of VMs are continuously
on in contrast to those that are switched on and off.

In this paper, we provided a generic view of how virtual-
ization technologies are utilized in contemporary data centers
in the private cloud. In the future, we intend to continue this
work and conduct a more detailed study that can shed more
light on differences and similarities across data centers used
by specific industries.
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Abstract—Today’s computing systems monitor and collect
a large number of system load statistics, e.g., time series of
CPU utilization, but utilization traces do not directly reflect
application performance, e.g., response time and throughput.
Indeed, resource utilization is the output of conventional
performance evaluation approaches, such as queueing models
and benchmarking, and often for a single application. In this
paper, we address the following research question: How to turn
utilization traces from consolidated applications into estimates
of application performance metrics? To such an end, we devel-
oped “Showstopper”, a novel and light-weight benchmarking
methodology and tool which orchestrates execution of multi-
threaded benchmarks on a multi-core system in parallel, so
that the CPU load follows utilization traces and application
performance metrics can thus be estimated efficiently. To
generate the desired loads, Showstopper alternates stopped
and runnable states of multiple benchmarks in a distributed
fashion, dynamically adjusting their duty cycles using feedback
control mechanisms. Our preliminary evaluation results show
that Showstopper can sustain the target loads within 5% of
error and obtain reliable throughput estimates for DaCapo
benchmarks executed on Linux/x86-64 platforms.

Keywords-benchmarking; partial load; load control; consol-
idated applications;

I. INTRODUCTION

Resource usage, e.g., CPU utilization, is the most pre-

vailing performance metric collected on today’s computing

systems, such as multi-tenant data centers. Cloud providers

also provide resource monitoring services to clients, such as

Amazon Cloudwatch [1]. One can glimpse into how systems

are utilized and shared among application workloads, and

resource management policies are developed accordingly

[2], [3]. However, utilization values do not really reflect

on performance metrics related to applications, such as

response time and throughput. The challenge faced by

today’s systems’ providers is how to leverage such a rich

set of monitoring data, i.e., utilization values, to infer

application performance metrics without profiling workloads

on production systems or using intrusive instrumentation

techniques, which often depend on a particular platform or

the availability of source code.

The benchmarking approach, i.e., executing a set of

benchmarks that mimic a real-life application, is a widely

adopted approach to obtaining the performance estimates of

applications on the target system. Benchmarks are typically

executed in an isolated system to drive the resource uti-

lization, typically CPU, to its maximum value, assuming

full control over the system’s resources. However, with the

advancement of virtualization, applications in a production

environment are most likely co-located on a shared platform.

Additionally, servers are mostly not fully saturated, which

would lead to poor user experience. That said, real appli-

cations only cause partial loads, i.e., CPU utilization is less

than 100%. The conventional benchmarking approach may

fall short in answering the performance-related questions for

a production environment where partial loads are commonly

observed.

The particular research question we address is how to

approximate the performance indexes associated with uti-

lization traces, e.g., throughput, on the target system. We

propose a novel benchmarking methodology, i.e., (1) exe-

cuting a set of benchmarks resembling real-life workloads

on the target systems in such a way that the resulting loads

follow the utilization traces in a fast-fowarding manner and

(2) measuring the corresponding performance indexes. We

design a tool, Showstopper, which comprises five types of

modules, namely trace, control, feedback, space and dither-

ing. Showstopper controls a set of benchmarks, e.g., from

the DaCapo suite [4], in a distributed fashion, by alternating

their execution states between runnable and stopped based

on feedback controller, called geom. To evaluate the us-

ability of Showstopper for load generation and performance

inference, we run Showstopper on an x86-64 based Linux

system.

II. SHOWSTOPPER

We develop a partial-load benchmarking methodology

and tool, Showstopper, which orchestrates multiple bench-

marks simultaneously such that the desired CPU load

trace is followed on the target system. While generating

the desired load, Showstopper can assist in approximating

the performance indexes related to partial loads. To such

an end, Showstopper controls execution states of multiple

benchmarks, i.e., alternating runnable and stopped states,

in a distributed manner. We term the fraction of time

a benchmark spends in a runnable state (over a control

epoch) the duty cycle. Essentially, Showstopper achieves the

desired partial CPU load by controlling the duty cycles of

multiple concurrent benchmarks.

In the following, we first elaborate on the definition of

CPU load and duty cycle, then outline the high level design
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of Showstopper, and last we describe how Showstopper

maps target partial loads to duty cycles.

A. CPU Loads and Duty Cycle

Before illustrating the design and methodology of Show-

stopper, we would like to make a clear distinction between

CPU loads, L, and duty cycles, D, which are the outputs

and control variables of Showstopper, respectively.

We use the term CPU load of the entire system to denote

the fraction of time processors spend working over a sam-

pling interval. The duration of sampling intervals is crucial

for the precision of CPU load observations. Particularly,

CPU load is not a continuously differentiable function, i.e.,

in any given moment, a CPU is either working (100%)

or idle (0%). Values between 0% and 100% stem from

averaging the fraction of time a CPU spends working over

a time interval. Let us take an example of a system with 4

processors observed for 1 minute. All four processors are

working in the first 30 seconds and idle for the second 30

seconds. On one hand, the resulting CPU load is 50% for

this one minute; on the other hand, the CPU load is 100%

and 0% for each half minute. Overall, it is very important to

choose a suitable sampling interval for computing observed

CPU loads, in order to reflect the long term trend as well

as the transient change.

Duty cycles denote the fraction of time a benchmark is

runnable (i.e., allowed to run) over a control epoch. Due

to parallel execution of multiple benchmarks, the actual

execution time of a benchmark depends on the OS scheduler

and thus can be shorter than what the duty cycle suggests.

The duration of control epochs is very influential in the

precision and stability of load control. Note that as the

number of runnable threads in a benchmark changes during

the execution, the total execution time of a benchmark

is not equivalent to the total time the processors spend

working. Moreover, the kernel might schedule benchmarks

in runnable states in many possible ways and combinations,

not necessarily on multiple processors, which is currently

beyond Showstopper’s control.

In summary, Showstopper controls duty cycles of all

benchmarks, Di, i ∈ [1, N ], such that the induced CPU

load, L, follows the target load value, L∗.

B. Design of Showstopper

Showstopper controls N benchmarks in parallel via N

executors. In our experiments, N is chosen to be the same

as the number of processors. The reason is twofold: (1)

one single benchmark may not be able to induce enough

CPU load to reach the target value specified in the trace,

due to a lower degree of parallelism, and (2) in reality,

multiple applications, considered equivalent to benchmarks

in Showstopper, are indeed executed in parallel, based on

the number of available processors.

Figure 1. Modular structure of Showstopper controlling two benchmarks.

Executors control benchmarks using standard POSIX sig-

nals called SIGCONT and SIGSTOP in an asynchronous

manner, i.e., executors do not synchronize their signals with

each other. When sending SIGCONT and SIGSTOP, execu-

tors compute the duty cycle through the five modules of

Showstopper, and translate the duty cycle into the durations

of runnable and stopped states. In the following, we illustrate

the structure and functionality of each module.

Module structure: For high extensibility and flexibility,

Showstopper has a modular structure with five module

classes: trace, feedback, control, space, and dithering. Imple-

mentations of the five module classes are dynamically loaded

library modules. The structure of Showstopper is shown in

Figure 1, which illustrates how Showstopper orchestrates

two benchmarks (N = 2).

Trace modules read (or generate) a load trace for Show-

stopper to follow. Feedback modules collect the current

value of the observed load metric. Control modules compute

the average duty cycle for Showstopper to enforce, using the

target load dictated by a trace module and the actual load

reported by a feedback module. Space modules decide the

local duty cycle of each benchmark such that the average

duty cycle corresponds to the output of the control module.

The dithering module of each benchmark queries the space

module for the local duty cycle and then computes the

durations of runnable and stopped states.

In summary, each executor first obtains the latest target

load value from trace and estimates the current load us-

ing feedback. Next it computes the average duty cycle in

control, obtains its local duty cycle via space, and finally

translates the local duty cycle into the durations of a stopped

or runnable state using dithering. These computations are

performed each time a SIGSTOP or SIGCONT is sent.

C. From Duty Cycle to the Target Loads

In this section we describe the design and implementation

of each module.

1) Observing Load: Our feedback module implementa-

tion provides load estimates computed as a weighted average

of the previous load estimate and new load information,

i.e., a fraction of the working time of processors since

the preceding estimate. To trade the responsiveness and

stability of load estimates, we employ a weight factor, ω, that

dynamically changes according to the comparison between

a constant base period, δ, and the time elapsed from the last

update. The rationale behind this approach is that on each

update the new load information obtained from a period
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shorter than the base period gets a lower weight than the

previous (“cummulative”) load estimate (and vice versa).

In particular, the feedback module computes the load

estimate of nth update, Ln, using the previous load estimate,

Ln−1, and working time Tw

n
and idle time T i

n
spent by

all processors between nth and (n − 1)th updates, in the

following

Ln = ωnLn−1 + (1− ωn)
Tw

n

T i
n
+ Tw

n

. (1)

We propose to compute the weight on the previous

estimate, ωn, for nth estimate as

ωn =
δ

δ + Tw
n

+ T i
n

. (2)

A longer base period δ means a slower response of the load

estimate to quick changes in load. Combining equation 1

and 2, we essentially update Ln as

Ln =
δLn−1 + Tw

n

δ + Tw
n

+ T i
n

. (3)

Note that our load estimate is updated each time the

feedback module is queried by any of the executors.

2) Deciding Average Duty Cycle: A control module de-

cides the average duty cycle across all the N benchmarks

using load estimates from the feedback module and target

load values from the trace module. We present a controller,

called geom, which simply computes the average duty cycle

on the nth update, Dn, as the product of the previous duty

cycle, Dn−1 and the proportion of the target load to the load

estimate, Ln∗

Ln

.

Dn = Dn−1

L∗
n

Ln

. (4)

This type of controller is commonly used to throttle

a process to a particular fraction of CPU time by tools

such as cpulimit [5], or control the time sharing among

groups of processes on the OS level, as implemented in

the Illumos kernel [6]. This type of controller is simple to

implement but lacks an immediate response to the error term

of en = L∗
n
− Ln, which might make it less stable than

a more complex PID controller.

To improve resilience towards fluctuations in the load

feedback estimates, the control module averages its output

duty cycle value with the most recent outputs of κ neigh-

boring benchmarks, whose executors calculate the average

duty cycle independently in a de-centralized manner to avoid

locking issues. The value of κ is tuned for each controller

algorithm; we used κ = 3 for the geom controller in our

experiments.

3) Deciding Local Duty Cycle: A space module trans-

forms the average duty cycle given by the control module

into local duty cycles for all N benchmarks, spreading it

across the “space” of benchmarks. Given an average duty

cycle, Dn, a space module returns the local duty cycle value,

Di

n
, so that ∑

N

i=1
Di

n

N
= Dn.

Showstopper currently provides one option, namely,

even. The even function assigns each benchmark the

same values as the required average duty cycle. Let us take

an example of an average duty cycle of 50% over three

benchmarks. The even function assigns each benchmark

a duty cycle of 50%.

4) Deciding Execution States: Our dithering module

adopts a base quantum, τ , to translate a duty cycle to the

durations of runnable and stopped states after SIGCONT and

SIGSTOP, respectively. These durations are computed as

Dnτ and (1 − Dn+1)τ , respectively. For example, let us

assume that the executor of benchmark i obtains a local

duty cycle Dn = 20% from the space module. In this

case, dithering returns 0.2τ of runnable state duration to the

executor. τ essentially represents the average control epoch

duration for enforcing the local duty cycles. We choose

this particular implementation of dithering because it causes

an almost constant number of context-switches per time unit

across all duty cycles.

Nevertheless, there are alternatives to translate a local

duty cycle value into a series of runnable and stopped state

durations, so that a broader range of possible workload

characteristics can be reflected, such as burstiness (when

servicing asynchronous client requests), regularity (when

processing a steady data stream from an input device) or

combinations thereof.

III. EVALUATION

We evaluate Showstopper’s performance in achieving

target loads from synthetic traces and in inferring appli-

cation throughput, using the DaCapo benchmark suite on

Linux/x86-64. The first set, described in Section III-B,

focuses on Showstopper’s precision of steady partial load

generation. The second set, described in Section III-C, ex-

plores the non-trivial dependency of application throughput

on load.

A. Testbed and Alternatives

We run benchmarks driven by Showstopper on a server

system, hereafter referred to as “Linux”. This system is

an IBM System x3650 M4 server with 32 GB of RAM

and one Intel Xeon E5-2620 processor (6 cores, 12 logical

processors), running Fedora 18 with kernel version 3.7.8

and OpenJDK 1.7. The DaCapo suite provides a variety

of benchmarks; we only present measurement results for

avrora, fop and sunflow for the sake of brevity.
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For our experiments, we configure Showstopper as fol-

lows: We set the base time quantum argument δ of our

feedback module to 333 ms and the base quantum argument

τ of our dithering module to 107 ms.

Additionally, we compare Showstopper with two simple

approaches, in terms of achieving a partial load and compar-

ing throughputs. The first approach, denoted as “Nbench”,

executes multiple benchmarks such that the number of

benchmarks divided by the number of processors is equal

to the target load value. The second approach, denoted

as “DC”, switches all the controlled benchmarks between

runnable and stopped states such that the duty cycle equals

the target load value (i.e., constant duty cycle is enforced

with no load feedback). Particularly, DC launches and con-

trols 12 benchmarks in parallel.

B. Achieving Constant Target Loads

In this section we demonstrate Showstopper’s capability

to achieve and sustain target partial loads of 33% and 67%
in synthetic constant traces, in comparison to Nbench and

DC. Fig. 2 summarises system load values observed twice

per second throughout one minute of running time. With

the Nbench solution, the heavily multi-threaded sunflow

benchmark saturates the processors completely even with

4 running instances. Although fop and avrora do not

hog the processors that aggressively, the observed load is

still higher than the target value in both cases. The DC

solution seems to work for fop and avrora to an extent —

there are no extreme differences from the target load, only

signs of harmonic interference. The sunflow benchmark

exceeds the target load all the time even with the DC

solution. This is mainly due to the fact that runnable periods

of the benchmark instances are not synchronized and can

overlap randomly (for the sake of similarity to real-life

workloads), using more processor capacity by virtue of

multi-threadedness than the duty cycle might suggest. In

contrast, Showstopper can dynamically adjust the duty cycle

as the benchmarks change their behavior. Consequently, the

target load value is achieved and sustained with greater

precision and without a systematic error (Figure 2(c)).

C. Partial Load and System Throughput

In this section we investigate how application throughput

can be inferred under load conditions induced by one

particular configuration of Showstopper. To such an end, we

inspect [average load, average throughput] pairs, measuring

both values during a 3 minute long constant load trace.

Additionally, we compare measured load and throughput

values obtained using Showstopper to values obtained using

the Nbench approach (for benchmarks with a lower degree of

multi-threadedness, i.e., fop, and avorora, and to values

obtained using the DC approach (for multi-threaded bench-

marks, i.e., sunflow and xalan). We suppose that Nbench

and DC correspond to the usual ways of executing mostly

single-threaded and multi-threaded workloads, respectively.

Therefore, we term these two alternative approaches the

“true line” in our figures.

Figure 3 shows 11 pairs of (load, throughput) values

(which correspond to target loads from 8.33% with a discrete

increment of 8.33%), measured on the Linux system. For the

“DC trueline”, we show 12 pairs of values corresponding to

1–12 benchmarks. Clearly, the relation between measured

load and throughput is non-linear and application-dependent.

Parallelized benchmarks, e.g., sunflow, show an almost

linear trend of throughput with respect to measured load.

Overall, Showstopper is able to retrieve the throughput sim-

ilar to the true line, under various partial loads. Particularly,

Showstopper has more accurate throughput estimate for

avrora than fop and sunflow. Because Showstopper in-

duces additional context-switching, the throughput estimates

are mostly lower than the true lines. Such an overhead in

negligible for avrora, due to its high intensity of inherent

context-switching, which leads to more accurate estimates.

This essentially suggests that throughput estimates driven

by Showstopper would be more precise with avrora-like

benchmarks.

IV. RELATED WORK

There is a host of research effort to predict applica-

tion metrics as well as resource utilization for various

systems, using various methodologies. Model-driven ap-

proaches, such as queueing models, can accurately capture

the application and system performance of modern multi-

core systems hosting multiple applications [7], [8] via de-

tailed workload profiling. To the best of our knowledge,

there is no methodology directly applicable that takes time

series of resource utilization as inputs and estimates appli-

cation performance metrics, such as throughput.

Workload generator is the fundamental building block to

validate system and analytical studies on resource allocation

in today’s computing and communication systems. Load

generators tend to either control only a limited number

of benchmarks [5], [9] or do not support partial loads

[10], i.e., are unable to throttle benchmarks to a predefined

partial load. To analyze the CPU power consumption under

partial loads on multiple CPU types, Sueur et. al. [11]

used the Siege tool (a stress tester for HTTP servers) and

modified SPECjbb2005 (a standard EJB benchmark). Load

generators and load control mechanisms exist [12] to mimic

a production environment of telecommunication servers not

only in terms of CPU load, but also in terms of cache

misses. The closest partial load generator to Showtopper

is KRASH [13], which can achieve a controlled system

load and replay load traces, but provides only a subset

of Showstopper’s functionality, e.g., space and dithering

modules are excluded.
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Figure 2. Target vs. measured partial load on the Linux system: Nbench and DC (left and middle) compared to a Showstopper (right).
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Figure 3. Inferring application throughput on the Linux system using four configurations of Showstopper.

V. CONCLUSION

Motivated by ubiquitous CPU utilization traces and the

lack of methodology to infer application metrics from them,

we develop Showstopper, a novel and light-weight perfor-

mance benchmarking tool composed of trace, feedback con-

trol, space and dithering modules. To estimate benchmark

throughputs, Showstopper orchestrates parallel executions

of multiple complex benchmarks, such that the required

load specified by a load trace follows in a shorter period

of benchmarking time. Showstopper is not only a partial

load generator but also a methodology to reverse-engineer

the application performance metrics from high level utiliza-

tion traces. Our preliminary evaluation of Showstopper on

Linux/x86-64, using the DaCapo suite, shows that steady

partial loads are achieved with error rates lower than 5%.
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Abstract—While workload colocation is a necessity
to increase energy efficiency of contemporary multi-
core hardware, it also increases the risk of performance
anomalies due to workload interference. Pinning certain
workloads to a subset of CPUs is a simple approach
to increasing workload isolation, but its effect depends
on workload type and system architecture. Apart from
common sense guidelines, the effect of pinning has not
been extensively studied so far. In this paper we study
the impact of CPU pinning on performance interference
and energy efficiency for pairs of colocated workloads.
Besides various combinations of workloads, virtualiza-
tion and resource isolation, we explore the effects of
pinning depending on the level of background load. The
presented results are based on more than 1000 exper-
iments carried out on an Intel-based NUMA system,
with all power management features enabled to reflect
real-world settings. We find that less common CPU
pinning configurations improve energy efficiency at par-
tial background loads, indicating that systems hosting
colocated workloads could benefit from dynamic CPU
pinning based on CPU load and workload type.

I. Introduction
In terms of work done per energy unit consumed,

a server tends to be more efficient at higher utilization [1].
This observation is a major reason for workload colocation,
a technique that increases energy efficiency by trading it
against certain other aspects of performance that can suffer
due to resource sharing [2–4]. Colocated workloads are
very common—in fact, the mere use of multiprocessing
technically qualifies as workload colocation. We focus on
virtualized workload colocation in server clusters, where
colocation plays a major (but neither sole nor entirely
sufficient [5]) role in improving energy efficiency.

Modern hardware can host many virtual machine
instances (VMs), but colocating workloads with coinciding
resource demand peaks increases the risk of performance
anomalies due to workload interference [6]. Although
this risk can be reduced by colocating VMs with com-
plementary workload intensities, techniques to increase
workload isolation are also required. On multi-core, multi-
processor, and especially NUMA platforms, one approach to
increasing isolation is pinning certain workloads to a subset
of CPUs [1, 7]. Unfortunately, the effect of pinning depends
on workload type and system architecture, adding further
dimensions to an already difficult optimization problem.

The effect of pinning on performance interference has
not been extensively studied—perhaps because pinning is
generally considered useful only for heavily-loaded systems,

and because common sense pinning guidelines may appear
sufficient. After all, if we consider cache sharing to be
the primary source of performance interference for many
workloads, then simply pinning such workloads to different
cores, CPU packages, or NUMA nodes should obviously
reduce cache sharing and improve memory locality, poten-
tially improving performance. However, to the best of our
knowledge, the effect of CPU pinning on energy efficiency
in general and on performance at other than peak CPU
utilization, has not been studied yet.

In this paper, we analyze the effect of CPU pinning on
performance interference and energy efficiency for pairs of
colocated workloads, simulating a scenario with a single
workload executing at peak utilization in presence of
a background workload executing at varying levels of
partial utilization. We show that while the effect of CPU
pinning meets the common sense expectations concerning
performance isolation, the effects on performance (in terms
of aggregate throughput) and energy efficiency can be
surprising. In particular, we find that unexpected CPU
pinning configurations improve energy efficiency at partial
background loads, indicating that systems hosting colocated
workloads could benefit from dynamic CPU pinning based
on CPU load and workload type.

In summary, the key contribution of this paper is
an extensive (and to our best knowledge the first) study of
the effects of CPU pinning on performance interference and
energy efficiency, depending on the type of the colocated
workloads and the intensity (in terms of CPU load) of the
background workload.

In the rest of the paper, we first provide background and
expand on the motivation for analyzing partial CPU load
scenarios. We then describe our experimental setup and
discuss the results. We conclude the paper with a detailed
overview of related work and a summary of our results.

II. Background and Motivation
To enable colocation decisions based on workload

type, various methods have been proposed to characterize
workloads with respect to contention on specific resources [3,
4, 8]. These methods are mostly based on comparing
application performance (response time or throughput)
of experiment runs executed in isolation and in colocation
with other applications—at full utilization.

While such tests may provide insights related to worst-
case colocation scenarios with multiple workloads fully
utilizing the available resources, these scenarios are neither
common nor desired in production environments, as they
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could result in poor user experience, or in Service Level
Agreement violations. Moreover, to obtain stable results
for performance comparison, researchers typically either
disable hardware features such as frequency scaling, turbo
boost, or hyper-threading, or configure them for maximum
performance, diverging even further from configurations
common in practice.

To analyze (and improve) energy efficiency, we are
interested in other than the worst-case colocation scenarios,
especially if these can be mostly avoided by colocating
workloads with complementary resource demands. Impor-
tantly, the results from the worst-case scenarios cannot
be simply “scaled down” to reflect partial loads, because
they lack information about power usage and the cor-
responding application performance. While power usage
may be modeled as a function of utilization [6, 9–11] or
frequency [12], the relation between CPU utilization and
application performance is not necessarily linear and po-
tentially complex and difficult to predict [13]. For example,
Martinec et al. [14] have shown that the throughput of the
ActiveMQ JMS broker can more than double when CPU
utilization increases from 80% to 95%, with the choke point
still safely away at almost three times the throughput at
80% utilization. In summary, without knowing the amount
of work done and the power consumed at a particular CPU
utilization, we can neither analyze the energy efficiency
of a particular colocation scenario, nor plan workload
colocation based on a given CPU utilization.

We therefore believe that to enable better decisions, we
need to systematically explore partial CPU load scenarios
with practically relevant hardware configurations. To this
end, we use the Showstopper [15] tool, which enables
performing reproducible experiments at partial CPU loads
while recording application performance and system-level
data, such as power consumption or low-level CPU and
memory performance metrics.

Even though Showstopper can be extended to reproduce
arbitrary resource utilization traces, we do not consider
network-bound or disk-bound workloads, and only focus on
CPU utilization. Besides the obvious advantage of a clearly
defined semantics of full utilization and a relative uniformity
of available hardware devices (in contrast to storage and
network), CPUs are often the most influential server
components in terms of power consumption. Additionally,
contemporary CPUs provide levels of parallelism unseen
in most network and storage devices, which motivates
our research into performance interference of colocated,
computationally intensive, and parallel workloads executing
under a variety of different circumstances.

With the increasing number of CPU cores sharing
caches at various levels and the increased availability of
NUMA machines, CPU pinning has become an effective
tool for dedicating or isolating computational resources
to or from specific workloads. When investigating per-
formance interference at full CPU utilization, one may
easily conclude that pinning independent workloads to
separate NUMA nodes is generally the best configuration.
Given the potential effect of CPU pinning on performance
interference, our study includes CPU pinning as one of
the two primary experimental dimensions (in addition to
workload type), and aims at investigating the effects of
various pinning configurations on performance interference

at partial CPU loads. Our results suggest that pinning
independent workloads to separate NUMA nodes is not
necessarily the best choice—instead, the best choice varies
with the CPU load.

III. Experimental Setup
Our analysis of the impact of (1) CPU utilization,

(2) workload type, and (3) CPU pinning on performance
interference between colocated workloads is based on data
from over 1000 experiment runs. In this section we describe
our experimental setup in an incremental fashion, starting
with a base experiment design, and extending it to cover
all three dimensions.
Experiment Design. The base experiment is designed to
evaluate performance interference between a pair of colo-
cated workloads. We execute each workload in a separate
virtualized environment (VE) on the same physical machine,
and measure the performance of the workload executing
in one VE (the foreground workload) while varying the
workload type and load intensity in the other VE (the
background workload).

At the heart of our benchmarking methodology is the
Showstopper tool, which allows executing existing (un-
modified) programs within a user-defined CPU utilization
envelope. We use Showstopper to control the execution of
the background workload so that it follows a predefined
CPU utilization trace, sweeping the range of partial CPU
loads from 5% to 95%. The foreground workload is not
controlled in any way, and we measure its performance
(throughput) at peak CPU utilization. To analyze the
impact of CPU pinning on the performance interference
between the two colocated workloads, we repeat the base
experiment with different CPU pinning configurations.
Additionally, we perform the whole set of experiments
using two different Linux-based VEs—a full-fledged virtual
machine (KVM), and a resource isolation framework (LXC).

We focus solely on scenarios with no obvious competi-
tion for CPU resources (in terms of time, preemption and
CPU overcommitment), so that the observed performance
interference can be attributed only to contention inherent
to the hardware under test rather than to preemption
and time sharing. (Time sharing is easy to predict, model
and avoid, unlike other types of contention, exposed and
explored by our study.) In particular, the total number
of CPUs in the KVMs is equal to the total number of
physical CPUs and the LXCs are pinned to disjoint sets of
CPUs, the disjoint union of which comprises all CPUs of
the physical server1.
Workload Selection. We evaluate our approach on
a broad variety of workloads targeting the JVM. We choose
the JVM as an application platform for workloads under
test, because of its popularity in many areas ranging from
cell phones to cloud services. The set of workloads in
our study is based on 10 different benchmarks—six from
the well-known DaCapo suite [16], and four from the
extended ScalaBench suite [17]. Even though workloads
from both suites execute on the JVM, the Java and the

1We use the term “CPU” in a way common for the Linux kernel
and performance monitoring tools, i.e., a CPU is an entity capable of
executing a thread. The hardware platform used for our experiments
has two CPUs/threads per core, eight cores residing on a chip, and
two chips in total.
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Scala workloads exhibit different memory usage patterns,
contributing to workload diversity. Our extensive set of
experiments includes all the 100 possible combinations
of foreground and background workloads. However, here
we only present 25 possible combinations of 5 workloads
(avrora, h2, luindex, scalac, specs) due to space constraints.
The benchmarks are chosen to represent a diverse set of
workload types. Benchmarks with short iteration times are
preferred—because we estimate application throughput
from iteration durations, shorter iterations yield more
precise throughput estimates over short periods of time
(units of minutes) and make changes in throughput easier
to observe. For complete results, we refer the reader to
our extensive supplementary materials2, which provide
the high-level power and performance metrics together
with additional low-level metrics and hardware counter
observations.
Experimental Platform. We use a Dell M620 server
with 128 GB of RAM and two Intel Xeon E5-2680 (Sandy
Bridge) chips, a NUMA system with 2 NUMA nodes and 32
processors (8 cores per chip, 2 threads per core) altogether.
The Fedora 20 Linux distribution runs on the physical
machine, on the KVM virtual machines, and inside the
LXC containers. The software environment includes the
3.14 Linux kernel series and the OpenJDK 1.7 JVM.

The system is configured to mimic a production en-
vironment, i.e., during our experiments all power and
performance management technologies are enabled. In
particular, all load and throughput observations are per-
formed with frequency scaling, CPU low-power states and
TurboBoost turned on. This constrasts with many hardware
and software performance studies that avoid advanced CPU
power management features instead of embracing them,
thus impacting the practical relevance of their results.
CPU Pinning Configurations. The colocation of two
VEs opens a large space of possible CPU pinning configura-
tions. We differentiate between four configurations, referred
to as “neutral”, “per-chip”, “per-core”, and “per-thread”.
These configurations are derived from the NUMA topology
of our Dell M620 server, and are illustrated in Figures 1a–1d.
The numbers reflect the numbering of logical CPUs used
by Linux. The background color shows which of the two
VEs can execute on the particular CPU.

The “neutral” configuration (Figure 1a) does not enforce
an explicit pinning of virtual CPUs to physical CPUs, but
each VE is allowed to use at most 16 CPUs at a time.
The operating system kernel is free to schedule the virtual
CPUs (processes in the host system) to arbitrary physical
CPUs and migrate them as it sees fit. This configuration is
available with KVM-based VEs only, because the number
of CPUs available to an LXC-based VE can only be limited
by explicitly pinning the VE to a set of CPUs.

The three remaining pinning configurations can be used
with both KVM and LXC. The “per-chip” configuration
constrains each of the two VEs to a separate NUMA node
(Figure 1b). The “per-core” configuration forces the two
VEs to share chips, i.e., each of them is pinned to four cores
of each of the two chips (Figure 1c). Finally, the “per-thread”
configuration forces the two VEs to share cores and chips,
i.e., each of them is pinned to one CPU (SMT thread) of

2http://d3s.mff.cuni.cz/resources/colloc2014
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(a) The “neutral” “pinning”: No constraints (KVM only)
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(b) The “per-chip” pinning: One guest per NUMA node
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(c) The “per-core” pinning: guests share chips
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(d) The “per-thread” pinning: guests share cores

Figure 1: Pinning of LXC and KVM guest VEs on a dual-socket
x86_64 server. Squares represent logical CPUs (as numbered by
the Linux kernel). Vertical black lines separate CPUs sharing
the same core. Thin gaps separate cores within the same chip.
A thick gap in the middle separates the two chips. Background
colors distinguish the two guest VEs.

each of the 16 cores (Figure 1d).
Putting it All Together: An Experiment Run. Each
of the two colocated VEs runs a set of processes of the same
type, i.e., JVMs running the same DaCapo or ScalaBench
benchmark repeatedly. The number of processes is equal
to the number of CPUs available to a VE, i.e., 16. The
two VEs combined can therefore hog all CPUs of the
physical system. To control the CPU load induced by the
background workload, we control the background workload
using Showstopper. Running in the same VE as the
controlled workload, Showstopper modulates the workload’s
execution to achieve and sustain a predefined partial
CPU load, regardless of the multi-threaded nature and
dynamic changes in the workload behavior. (Showstopper
periodically interrupts the processes under control (fairly
and independently of each other) based on a feedback
control loop.) We measure the throughput of the foreground
workload under 19 different background CPU loads, ranging
from 0.05 to 0.95 with an increment of 0.05.

We illustrate the output obtained from our experiments
on an example with specs in the foreground and luindex in
the background. Figure 2 shows the results for KVM-based
VEs under four CPU pinning configurations. Each plot
represents an experiment run with the displayed pinning
configuration. The broad “staircase” line corresponds to
the target CPU load (left y-axis) in the background VE,
enforced by Showstopper. The grey lines overlaying the
target load trace show the observed background CPU load3.
The black lines show the throughput of the foreground

3We always report the observed CPU load values rather than
Showstopper’s load target, although both values are expected to be
in close correspondence. Load control may be prone to oscillations in
certain configurations, especially for low target CPU loads and multi-
threaded workloads; however, Showstopper handles most situations
with reasonable stability and precision.
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Figure 2: [s]→[1], [s]→[s−1] Time line of specs throughput (right
vertical axis) depending on luindex load (left vertical axis) under
“neutral”, “per-chip”, “per-core”, “per-thread” pinnning

workload (right y-axis)4, corresponding to the background
CPU load represented by the grey lines. Because the
“staircase” load trace is symmetric, averaging over its “steps”
yields 38 [load, throughput] value pairs per experiment.
The symmetry of the trace makes it possible to detect long-
term performance changes of workloads or the execution
environment. Under a steady performance, “steps” with
the same background load yield the same foreground and
background throughput.

Because some of our Java and Scala-based workloads
require a long warm-up period (sometimes even 10 minutes)
to reach steady state performance, we exploit the ability of
Showstopper to follow predefined load traces to elide long
warm-up periods preceding each partial load experiment.
The “staircase” trace allows us to take all throuhgput
and performance measurements under 19 background load
levels for a particular workload pair in a single experiment
run, preceded by only one warm-up period. This approach
significantly reduces the duration of our experiments.

For the large volume of experimental results, we choose
a much more condensed form of presentation in the
following sections, showing only the average CPU load and
average throughput values for each “step” of the “staircase”
trace. The duration of a step is 3 minutes. The first and
last 30 seconds of each step are excluded from the average
load and throughput computations to ensure that various
transient fluctuations around the step boundary are not
included in the average values.

IV. Results and Discussion
Our results and conclusions stem from a set of more than

1000 long-running experiments based around the “staircase”
4For Figure 2, we compute throughput estimates for adjacent

intervals of 6 seconds as follows: All per-interval estimates are
initialized to zero. To each estimate, we add 1 for each workload
iteration that starts and also ends within the interval. For an iteration
spanning multiple intervals, we add values that sum to 1 to the
intervals’ throughput estimates, according to the fractions of the
iteration overlapping the intervals.

artificial load trace followed by Showstopper. We first
investigate the dependency of foreground and background
throughput on background load in Section IV-A. We define
a performance interference metric to describe the interfer-
ence between colocated VEs in Section IV-B. Section IV-C
analyzes the overall system throughput. Section IV-D
concludes with energy efficiency.

A. Background Load and Foreground Throughput
In a scenario without explicit competition for CPU time,

we first explore whether (and to what extent) the varying
CPU load in the background VE impacts application
throughput in the foreground VE where a workload runs
uncontrolled, using all the assigned CPU resources.

Figure 3 shows how foreground throughput depends
on background CPU load in two colocated KVMs for all
25 possible pairs formed by 5 selected workloads. Each
row of plots shows how a particular foreground workload
interacts with different background workloads represented
by columns. Each plot displays the results of four ex-
periments, carried out under the “neutral”, “per-chip”,
“per-core” and “per-thread” CPU pinnings. Two data sets
are plotted for each experiment, corresponding to the two
symmetric parts of the “staircase” trace (triangles pointing
downwards ( ) and upwards ( ), respectively). In
an ideal case, the two data sets should overlap. Certain
flawed benchmarks are prone to performance degradation
over time, especially fop—its performance steadily decreases
during all experiments5. The symmetry of the “staircase”
trace helps us reveal such issues.

The key lesson learned from Figure 3 stems from the
ordering of the CPU pinning configurations in terms of
performance. The “per-thread” pinning outperforms other
configurations in a majority of cases; only avrora and h2 are
sometimes an exception, especially under high background
loads. The “neutral” (unpinned) configuration mostly yields
the second best performance, showing that the default
kernel scheduler uses CPUs efficiently, even with no precise
knowledge about the workload colocation. The “per-chip”
and “per-core” pinning configurations provide a stronger
level of resource isolation (maintaining a steady throughput
in face of changing background load), yet exhibit the lowest
throughput altogether. The results for LXC are similar in
most cases; only the behavior of avrora differs5.

According to low-level hardware performance counters,
the “per-thread” pinning has certain unique characteristics.
With decreasing background load, the absolute number of
cache misses mostly increases for all three levels of caches.
However, the cache miss rate mostly decreases for the L1
cache, remains steady for the L2 cache and increases for the
L3 cache. Moreover, the number of pipeline stalls decreases
with the decreasing background load. This confirms that the
“per-thread” pinning enables the foreground VE to benefit
from additional pipeline and cache resources (e.g., twice
the L3 cache capacity compared to the “per-chip” pinning)
whenever the background VE is less active. Therefore
the “per-thread” pinnning yields a performance advantage,
despite the increased NUMA inter-node and L3 cache
traffic that can be attributed to the spreading of the
foreground VE across both NUMA nodes and all cores.

5Shown in our supplementary plots.
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The “per-core” configuration exhibits weaker performance
than “neutral” and “per-thread”, yet a much smaller impact
of background load on foreground throughput. The “per-
chip” configuration mostly yields a very small negative
(somewhat counter-intuitive) dependency of background
load on foreground throughput and provides the strongest
level of resource isolation overall.

We also test the impact of Showstopper’s configuration
(e.g., time quanta used in its duty cycle enforcement
strategy) on our results. The data presented in this paper
are gathered using a configuration that sets the runnable
and stopped periods of the controlled processes to fractions
of a 107 ms time quantum, i.e., a duty cycle of 50%
corresponds to alternating of 53.5 ms long stopped and
runnable periods. When repeating our experiments with
different Showstopper configurations, we still obtain almost
identical results. For example, results of the entire set of
25 workload combinations repeated with a base quantum
of 53 ms (instead of 107 ms) can be inspected in our
supplementary plots.

Motivated by Figure 3, we ask two additional questions:
(1) Does the improved foreground throughput in certain
pinning configurations come with a performance penalty
in the background (a lower throughput at the same CPU
load)? (2) How does background throughput depend on
background CPU load? Figure 4 answers both questions.
Rows represent background workloads under colocation
with various uncontrolled foreground workloads represented
by columns6. Figure 4 confirms earlier observations that the
dependency of throughput on CPU load (in the same VE)
is non-linear in most cases [13]. Obviously, the “per-thread”
configuration comes with a performance penalty for the
background VE, while providing a significant performance
improvement to the foreground VE. The performance
penalty is relatively strong for background loads around
0.5, yet almost negligible for both high and low background
loads7. It appears to be weaker for LXC than for KVM,
stronger for luindex and the Scala benchmarks and almost
negligible for h2 and avrora. The latter correlates with
the fact that “per-thread” is not always the foreground
performance winner for avrora and h2, as shown in Figure 3.

In Section IV-C, we investigate whether the foreground
performance improvement related especially to the “per-
thread” pinning can outweight the background performance
penalty, i.e., whether unusual pinning configurations can
indeed provide a noticeable overall performance advantage
over more common choices.

B. The Performance Interference Metric
To (crudely) represent the performance interference

between the background CPU load and foreground appli-
cation throughput by a single numeric value, we introduce
a “performance interference metric” based on correlation.
The metric not only provides a clear summary of the plots
in Figure 3, but also allows us to present more results in
a compact form.

Our metric is based on correlation between CPU load
in the background VE and throughput in the foreground
VE. For each set of 38 average load and throughput

6The data stems from the same set of experiments as in Figure 3.
7The LXC counterpart of Figure 4 in supplementary plots shows

that LXC exhibits a behavior similar to KVM.
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Figure 3: [1]→[s−1] KVM: Throughput of the foreground (un-
controlled) workload depending on the CPU load induced by
the background (controlled) workload; “neutral” ( ),
“per-chip” ( ), “per-core” ( ) and “per-thread”
( ) CPU pinning
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Figure 4: [1]→[s−1] KVM: Throughput of the background (con-
trolled) workload depending on the CPU load induced by that
workload; “neutral” ( ), “per-chip” ( ), “per-
core” ( ) and “per-thread” ( ) CPU pinning

pairs (one pair per “staircase” trace “step”) obtained from
an experiment, we derive two linear models from the
two symmetric halves of the “staircase” trace, producing
two pairs of slope and intercept values. Our performance
interference metric is defined as −100 slope

intercept . We thus
obtain two metric values per experiment and present their
arithmetic average, also reporting on their similarity and
statistical significance.

The formula −100 slope
intercept is based on the following

intuition: The intercept value represents a hypothetical
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maximum foreground throughput with an idle neighboring
VE. We normalize the slope by the corresponding intercept,
obtaining a “normalized slope” comparable among different
benchmarks with different iteration durations. Finally, we
multiply by −100 to obtain a “slowdown factor” resembling
a percentage, with values up to 1008. Negative values of our
metric represent a (counter-intuitive) foreground speed-up
with increasing background load.

Admittedly, the dependency of foreground throughput
on background load is in general non-linear, especially for
most colocations with avrora in the foreground and also
for the “neutral” pinning configuration. However, we use
the slope and intercept values merely for the sake of our
metric rather than in their rigorous statistical sense. Our
metric helps us, among others, to illustrate the negative
dependency of foreground throughput on background load
under the “per-chip” pinning, as well as other phenomena
that may not be immediately obvious from the plots. We
are aware of cases where the linear model does not fit
with a strong enough statistical significance and we report
them—in a certain sense, the cases where the linear model
does not fit confirm the fundamental motivation behind our
experiments, showing that there is often no simple (linear)
model describing partial load scenarios.

Tables Ia, Ib, Ic and Id show our performance interfer-
ence metric for KVM experiments under the four pinning
configurations, as presented in Figure 3. Tables IIa, IIb,
and IIc correspond to the LXC experiments under the three
pinning configurations available with LXC.

To facilitate the comparison of results and identification
of patterns among them, we set the background color of the
table cells based on their content (the interference metric
value). Lighter background represents a lower value of the
performance interference metric in the particular table cell,
i.e., the darker the cell, the stronger the negative impact
of background load on foreground throughput. Values
reported for avrora are excluded from the color ranges (in all
tables) to provide a broader color range for the less extreme
values. The background colors are bound together in such
a way that all the four tables with KVM results (Ia, Ib, Ic,
Id) share a common color space and the same holds for the
three tables of LXC results (IIa, IIb, IIc). This makes all
the pinning configurations easily comparable in terms of
performance interference: Tables with the “per-core” and
“per-chip” configuration contain values close to zero, even
mostly negative in the “per-chip” case. The “neutral” and
“per-thread” configurations, by contrast, yield high values
of the performance interference metric (corresponding to
dark cell background).

As already mentioned, we report on the statistical
significance of our metric, focusing on two criteria, namely
(1) whether the two metric values obtained from the
two symmetric stages of an experiment are close enough,
i.e., whether the angle between the two normalized slope
estimates differs by less than 3°, and (2) whether the linear
model is statistically significant, as reported by the R tool,
i.e., whether both slope and intercept values for both halves

8We may (rarely) obtain values over 100 when the linear model
overestimates the slope. This phenomenon sometimes coincides with
a strong sensitivity of avrora to background load on KVM, contrasting
with avrora on LXC.

avrora h2 luindex scalac specs
avrora −6.0 −3.0 −3.7 −3.1 −2.5

h2 −1.9 −2.2 −2.9 −2.9 −2.5
luindex −2.4 −2.5 −2.9 −3.0 −2.9

scalac −0.9 −1.9 −1.6 −1.8 −1.9
specs −1.9 −2.3 −2.4 −2.5 −2.9

(a) “per-chip” CPU pinning

avrora h2 luindex scalac specs
avrora 5.7 6.5 3.4 4.7 4.2

h2 0.2 5.3 1.9 3.9 4.4
luindex 2.2 10.2 5.6 8.1 8.7

scalac 3.0 7.4 4.5 6.6 6.9
specs 2.6 9.8 5.9 8.2 8.8

(b) “per-core” CPU pinning

avrora h2 luindex scalac specs
avrora 91.2 86.2 106.3 105.9 105.6

h2 44.0 40.5 39.0 42.3 43.4
luindex 44.2 45.1 43.6 45.8 47.1

scalac 49.1 43.6 42.3 48.4 49.1
specs 43.0 39.1 37.5 42.4 44.1

(c) “per-thread” CPU pinning

avrora h2 luindex scalac specs
avrora 44.9 44.3 50.8 49.3 48.6

h2 16.2 18.4 19.6 20.0 19.7
luindex 28.4 26.3 29.6 26.3 26.2

scalac 34.3 33.6 34.7 33.6 33.0
specs 28.7 28.9 30.7 30.4 29.9

(d) “neutral” CPU pinning

Table I: Performance interference metric on KVM

of the “staircase” trace are estimated with a p-value below
0.05. When both criteria fail, the corresponding number is
typeset in italics. Failures of only the first (symmetry) or
the second (p-value) criterion are represented by sans-serif
and standard font, respectively9. Results for which both
criteria are met are typeset in bold.

C. Throughput of the Entire System
We show in Section IV-A that certain CPU pinnings

can improve the foreground throughput for a majority of
partial CPU loads. However, we also reveal (and show in
Figure 4) that the foreground throughput improvement
comes at the cost of a background throughput degradation.
This leads to an obvious question whether the former can
“outweight” the latter, i.e., which pinning configuration is
actually more performance-efficient overall.

We inspect the “overall system throughput” only in
configurations where the foreground and background work-
load are the same and the throughput can therefore
be simply summed. Inspecting heterogeneous workload
combinations would require an (inherently inaccurate)
throughput normalization.

For the five “symmetric” workload combinations, we
first show the total amount of work accomplished by the
entire system on each “step” of our “staircase” trace. This

9Failures in both criteria occur in the supplementary plots. Failures
in the symmetry criterion are mainly due to flaws in benchmarks, e.g.,
in fop.
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avrora h2 luindex scalac specs
avrora −2.5 −4.8 −6.9 −3.5 −6.1

h2 −1.7 −3.3 −2.3 −2.9 −2.5

luindex −1.4 −3.2 −2.3 −2.4 −3.3
scalac −1.2 −2.2 −1.9 −2.5 −3.1
specs −1.8 −3.6 −3.0 −3.0 −3.8

(a) “per-chip” CPU pinning

avrora h2 luindex scalac specs
avrora −3.1 −4.9 0.2 0.3 −1.0

h2 1.9 5.4 3.7 5.4 6.0
luindex −0.5 5.5 2.0 4.3 3.7

scalac −0.6 2.3 0.4 1.9 2.1
specs −2.8 2.7 0.2 2.7 3.1

(b) “per-core” CPU pinning

avrora h2 luindex scalac specs
avrora 12.5 −16.2 −2.1 3.2 1.8

h2 41.5 41.5 42.9 44.4 45.3
luindex 40.4 41.5 40.4 41.7 43.1

scalac 45.6 40.9 40.4 44.2 45.5
specs 37.5 35.0 33.3 38.1 39.0

(c) “per-thread” CPU pinning

Table II: Performance interference metric on LXC
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Figure 5: [s]→[s−1] Time line of absolute system throughput
along the “staircase” load trace for 5 symmetric workload
colocations under the “neutral” ( ), “per-chip” ( ), “per-core”
( ) and “per-thread” ( ) pinning.

time line is shown in Figure 5, separately for KVM and
LXC, but with a common vertical axis range and scale for
an easy performance comparison. We can see that the “per-
thread” pinning often exhibits a performance advantage
under low background loads. Under high background loads,
the “per-chip” or “neutral” configurations sometimes yield
a better performance. Furthermore, the throughput with
LXC is higher than with KVM in all cases but avrora.

Figure 6 shows the overall throughput data normalized
against the commonly used “per-chip” pinning configura-
tion (so that “per-chip” corresponds to 100%). Clearly the
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Figure 6: [s]→[%] Time line of relative system throughput along
the “staircase” load trace. Data from Figure 5 are normalized
against the “per-chip” pinning ( ) for each “staircase” step.
Throughput values for the other pinnings (“neutral” ( ), “per-
core” ( ) and “per-thread” ( )) are shown in percentages of
the “per-chip” value ( ). Notice that the vertical axis range
and scale is not equalized in this case. LXC throughput values
follow the axis labels on the right.

relative performance of the “per-core” pinning configuration
varies with background load, but mostly stays close to the
“per-chip” performance. On the other hand, the “per-thread”
and “neutral” configurations tend to outperform the “per-
chip” configuration with background loads below a certain
threshold (around 50%), performing slightly worse once
the background load surpasses the threshold. As usual,
avrora exhibits strong irregularities that cannot be easily
interpolated from measurements taken with idle and fully
loaded neighboring VEs.

In summary, pinning “per-chip” when the background
VE is loaded and “per thread” otherwise can potentially
improve overall performance in this particular situation.
We observe that the default Linux kernel scheduler (the
“neutral” configuration) exhibits decent performance across
a broad range of situations, yet performs worse than the
ideal combination of “per-chip” and “per-thread”. The
“per-core” pinning yields inferior performance in most cases,
with a rare exception of avrora on LXC.

D. Energy Efficiency
Having explored the performance implications of CPU

pinning, we now focus on its power impliciations, i.e.,
we investigate whether a CPU pinning that exhibits
better performance requires more power and whether CPU
pinnings differ from the energy efficiency standpoint.

We sample the power input of our server (in watts)
once per second and for our long-term power consumption
computations, we simply consider each sample to be a value
in Ws (watt-seconds). Figure 7 shows a time line of
instantaneous power readings and average values computed
for each step of our “staircase” trace, illustrating the
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variance of the power readings. For the sake of brevity,
we only present these values for two symmetric colocations
that induced the lowest and highest variance in power
consumption over time (luindex and specs).

Figure 7 aligns the pinning configurations (4 for KVM
and 3 for LXC) side-by-side with the same range and scale of
the vertical axis, so that power consumption under different
pinning configurations and VE types can be compared. The
power consumption time lines are very similar in both shape
and average values for other workload colocations, both
“symmetric” and “asymmetric”. Surprisingly, LXC exhibits
a slightly higher average power consumption in most cases.

We compare the energy efficiency of KVM and LXC
pinning configurations in terms of the number of workload
iterations accomplished per watt-hour. Figure 8 shows
the energy efficiency and augments the throughput data
in Figure 5 by taking power consumption into account.
Figure 9, a power-aware counterpart of Figure 6, shows the
relative energy efficiency, normalized in such a way that
“per-chip” corresponds to 100%.

We conclude that in colocation scenarios with partial
CPU utilization, a carefully chosen CPU pinning configura-
tion can increase the overall system performance and also
enhance its energy efficiency. With the setup studied in this
paper, both improvements can be achieved at the same time
by dynamically choosing between the “per-thread” or “per-
chip” pinning according to the CPU load in the background
VE. The Showstopper methodology provides the necessary
means to explore a variety of partial CPU load scenarios
and to tailor dynamic CPU pinning to a particular workload
and platform.

V. Related Work
Workload colocation in server clusters has been re-

searched extensively, with a number of results. Researchers
have reported significant energy savings due to server
utilization management more than a decade ago—for
example, Chase et al. [18] achieves demonstrated energy
savings of 29% and projected energy savings of as much as
78% on a web workload.

Importantly, the influence of workload colocation on
both energy efficiency and system performance involves
many interacting aspects, which are difficult to capture in
a holistic manner—the research advances therefore often
tackle selected aspects individually. Without aspiring to
completeness, we list some examples:
• The basic tension between energy efficiency and system

performance motivates workload consolidation methods
that guarantee preserving the same quality of service
between isolated and colocated deployments. Song
et al. [7] present an analytical queueing model that
estimates the number of servers required to execute
consolidated workload while preserving the same request
drop rate as isolated servers would have. In the same
vein, Verma et al. [6] observe that colocating workloads
with coinciding peaks increases the risk of performance
anomalies and develop an algorithm that strives to avoid
such situations in consolidation.

• Workload consolidation presents the opportunity to cast
the relationship between efficiency and performance as
a profit optimization problem. Chase et al. [18] provide
one of the early examples, pitting the revenue expressed

in terms of customer utility functions against the cost of
resources. Among more recent research results, Ishakian
et al. [9] show that expressing application resource
requirements in terms of flexible preferences rather than
fixed demands can reduce consolidated resource waste
by up to 60%. Another economically motivated research
direction is represented by Wang et al. [19], who develop
a model for properly attributing costs in consolidated
workload scenarios.

• The inherent complexity of the workload placement
decisions is targeted by research that seeks a practically
reasonable combination of decision variables and con-
straints. Beloglazov et al. [10] show that a bin packing
heuristic can reasonably minimize energy consumption
under known processing requirements and dynamic
voltage scaling. Li et al. [12] solve a similar problem
where the processing requirements evolve over time,
Dong et al. [20] extend the solution to include the impact
of network traffic.
Our examples serve not only to show the variety

of concerns, but also to support an important general
observation—the existing research makes optimal workload
consolidation tractable by limiting the set of considered
interactions. Particularly useful is the assumption about
processor utilization being mostly additive (that is, assum-
ing that colocating n workloads with individual processor
utilizations u1 to un results in an overall processor utiliza-
tion of

∑n
i=1 ui. This and similar assumptions are known

to be approximate, and are investigated for various shared
resources, for example:
• Often investigated resources are processor caches—in

the context of workload consolidation, their impact was
studied by Govindan et al. [21], who provide a model
of cache sharing overhead calibrated on measurements.
More studies model cache sharing behavior in varying
detail [22–24].

• In other research, the shared resource is the power
budget—Raghavendra et al. [11] explain why coordi-
nated power management is necessary and investigate
a wide range of coordinated power management scenar-
ios, Sarood et al. [25] show how using more computers
with limited power can benefit energy efficiency of
certain workloads, Subramaniam et al. [1] use power
limits to improve energy proportionality.
Unfortunately, the very high and still growing number

of possible resource interactions does not lend itself to
comprehensive characterization through individual resource
models. Workloads running on a contemporary server
can influence each other through mechanisms such as
simultaneous multithreading [26], same page merging [27],
frequency boosting with thermal budgeting [28], and more.
A recent case study by Corradi et al. [29] points out that the
distance between the theoretical assumptions and the real
system behavior may make some of the research results
rather difficult to apply. In that context, it is essential
that we perform experiments evaluating the impact of such
distance on our research results—and this is where we
believe our contribution connects to the existing research
activities. We document the connection on recent research
results, focusing on two aspects of the evaluation that we
readily support—workload variety and interaction variety.

A large share of results on workload consolidation relies
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Figure 8: [s]→[(Wh)−1] Time line of absolute energy efficiency
along the “staircase” load trace for 5 symmetric workload
colocations combined with the “neutral” ( ), “per-chip” ( ),
“per-core” ( ) and “per-thread” ( ) pinning.

on simulation for evaluation [2, 6, 9–12, 20, 30, 31]. Coarse
granularity simulation often uses processor utilization
log replay to approximate realistic workloads, assuming
additive character of processor utilization. When considered,
power usage is modeled for example as a function of
utilization [6, 9–11] or frequency [12]. Here, our work can
contribute to a more realistic evaluation with an empirical
model for deriving processor utilization and power consump-
tion under workload colocation conditions—as we show,
true utilization and consumption values on contemporary
platforms can substantially differ from the results of existing
models. More rarely, full system simulation is used for
evaluation [2]. With full system simulation, the observations
collected using our work may be difficult to attribute to
the system elements tracked by the simulator.

As an alternative to simulation, many results on
workload consolidation are evaluated using experimental
measurements [3, 4, 7, 21, 29, 32–41]. We should first
observe that in these results, information about certain
platform configuration aspects—such as how the frequency
scaling mechanism was configured—is often not reported.
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Figure 9: [s]→[%] Time line of relative energy efficiency along
the “staircase” load trace. Data from Figure 8 are normalized
against the “per-chip” pinning ( ) for each “staircase” step.
Energy efficiency values for the other pinnings (“neutral” ( ),
“per-core” ( ) and “per-thread” ( )) are shown in percentages
of the “per-chip” value ( ). Notice that the vertical axis range
and scale is not equalized in this case. LXC energy efficiency
values follow the axis labels on the right.

More than half of the 14 studies examined used platforms
that support frequency scaling (8 positive, 4 negative, 1
unclear, 1 disabled). Less than half of the studies (5 positive,
8 negative, 1 unclear) were conducted on platforms that
support hardware threads. Only three platforms supported
frequency boosting (3 positive, 9 negative, 2 unclear)10.
Additionally, more than half of the studies only used full
utilization workloads (8 positive, 6 negative). Only one of
the studies [37, 38] might have used the full combination
of hardware threads, frequency scaling, frequency boosting
and partial utilization workloads together. In this context,
our work highlights the potential impact when advanced
hardware mechanisms are used with partial utilization
workloads. Showstopper can conduct evaluation experi-
ments that consider these factors together. Sensitivity of

10Intel first introduced frequency boosting in 2007 as Dynamic
Acceleration and later in 2008 as Turbo Boost.
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workloads to a variety of virtualized environments [42]
and performance-driven utilization control [43] are further
examples of emerging research directions that can benefit
from a systematic approach to partial load and feedback
control provided by Showstopper.

VI. Conclusion
The study presented in this paper illustrates the impact

of workload type, partial background CPU load, and CPU
pinning configuration on performance interference between
pairs of colocated computationally-intensive workloads. If
we only consider experiments in which the background
workloads operate at a 5% and 95% CPU utilization, the
study confirms results obtainable by traditional bench-
marking approaches, i.e., the presence of a significant
performance interference under heavy background load,
depending on the combination of the foreground and
background workload types.

However, the two other factors, i.e., the range of partial
CPU loads and the CPU pinning configurations, provide the
most interesting insights, especially concerning the impact
of CPU pinning configurations on performance interference.
This suggests that CPU pinning can be used in a dynamic
fashion in response to system utilization. On a system with
light background loads, the “per-thread” pinning configura-
tion enables more efficient utilization of resources, leading
to better performance. On a heavily loaded system, the
“per-chip” pinning configuration improves CPU resource
isolation, leading to more stable performance. Suprisingly,
the “per-thread” pinning configuration appears to be the
most predictable across diverse workload combinations.
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a b s t r a c t

Concurrent execution of multiple applications leads to varying partial utilization of shared resources.
Understanding system behavior in these conditions is essential formaking concurrent execution efficient.
Unfortunately, anticipating behavior of shared resources at partial utilization in complex systems is
difficult, realistic experiments that reproduce and examine such behavior are therefore needed.

To facilitate experiments at partial utilization, we present a tool that accurately controls the processor
utilization of arbitrary concurrent workloads, either establishing constant partial load or replaying a
variable load trace. We validate the ability of the tool to enforce the configured partial utilization on
multiple platforms, and use the tool to collect novel information on system behavior at partial utilization
levels.

In detail, our experiments show how to examine the complex relationship between utilization and
throughput, useful for tasks such as performance debugging or system dimensioning, and we show this
relationship for the DaCapo benchmarks. Further, we show that CPU pinning (a technique used to improve
workload isolation) can benefit fromdynamic response to systemutilization, improving system efficiency
with partial utilization. Finally, we show that the overhead of virtualization also changes with partial
utilization and CPU allocation.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

For reasons ranging from efficiency to maximizing achievable
performance, concurrent execution of multiple workloads is the
norm for most computer systems today. Workload colocation
has been researched extensively, with a number of results
spanning several decades—for example, Chase et al. [1] achieves
demonstrated energy savings of 29% and projected energy savings
of as much as 78% on a web workload.

To support concurrent execution efficiently, essential system
features such as task scheduling and resource allocation have to
deal with resource sharing, which influences multiple aspects of
performance [2–4]. There are numerous possible interactions—
workloads running on a contemporary server can influence each
other through mechanisms such as simultaneous multithread-
ing [5], same page merging [6], frequency boosting with thermal
budgeting [7], and more.

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Distributed and Dependable Systems,
Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic.

E-mail address: podzimek@d3s.mff.cuni.cz (A. Podzimek).

The multitude of possible resource interactions is difficult
to capture comprehensively—research advances therefore often
tackle selected interaction aspects individually. In this context,
abstracting away from certain interactions is essential to keep
the research problems tractable. At the same time, evaluating the
impact of such simplification on research results becomes equally
necessary—a recent case study by Corradi et al. [8] in fact warns
that the growing distance between the theoretical assumptions
and the real system behavior may make some of the existing
research results rather difficult to apply.

A straightforward method for assessing the impact of theo-
retical simplifications is experimental validation. Unfortunately,
evaluating resource interactions in realistic conditions is an ex-
pensive undertaking. Resource utilization depends on workload
type in complex ways and even if we can control the workload,
it is not always clear what workload intensity to use to achieve
a particular resource utilization. Our work contributes a tool that
simplifies experiments with varying partial utilization of shared
resources. Given an arbitrary executing workload, the tool ob-
serves a resource utilizationmetric of choice – processor utilization
in our case – and throttles the workload to achieve the target uti-
lization. This removes the need for implementing workload gener-
ation harnesseswith configurableworkload intensity, andmakes it

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2016.04.020
0167-739X/© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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possible to examine system behavior at a particular utilization di-
rectly. The modular tool design and the available experiment con-
figuration options are described in Section 3, the ability to enforce
configured partial utilization is validated in Section 4.

After introducing and validating the tool design, we use it
to present novel results on the behavior of computing systems
under partial utilization. In Section 5, we look at the complex
relationship betweenworkload intensity and processor utilization.
Our results provide a more accurate empirical alternative to
operational analysis, which is typically used to relate utilization
and throughput [9]. In Section 6, we look at how partial utilization
impacts the practice of pinning workloads to selected processor
cores. Against common intuition, our results show that the most
efficient and most performant pinning configurations change with
utilization. Finally, in Section 7, we briefly show how partial
utilization influences virtualization overhead. These results are
particularly relevant to cloud computing environments, where
partial utilization and virtualization is often the norm.

This article constitutes a comprehensive presentation of our
work on experimental evaluation of partially utilized systems, and
combines and extends previously published conference material.
Our extensions focus both on addingmoredepth to existing results,
as well as on entirely new experiments—ultimately providing a
more complete picture that explains the need for partial-load
experiments along with compelling experimental results.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We present a comprehensive description of the Showstopper
tool used to conduct experiments at partial CPU utilization. The
basic concepts and the high-level architecture of Showstopper
were introduced in our prior work [10,11], based on a prelimi-
nary version of the tool. Thanks to its modular architecture, the
tool has been significantly extended to provide a wider range of
control and dithering mechanisms, and to provide support for
measurement of system load inside Linux LXC containers.
Here we present a detailed description of the architecture and
the various building blocks of the control algorithm, along with
guidelines for choosing the values of critical parameters. We
validate the ability of Showstopper to enforce and maintain
the desired partial utilization, and extend the previously pub-
lished results with quantitative evaluation of accuracy of dif-
ferent configurations of the load-control algorithm.

• We introduce a novel methodology to examine the relationship
between processor utilization and application throughput, and
present experimental results that illustrate the complex nature
of this relationship. We extend our prior work [10] by intro-
ducing fast-forwarding of load traces replayed by Showstop-
per, and evaluate the effect of fast-forwarding on the accuracy
of throughput measurements. We also significantly extend the
workload and platform coverage.

• We provide a novel study of the impact of CPU pinning on
performance and energy efficiency for pairs of colocated work-
loads. Our experiments with different CPU pinning configura-
tions at varying levels of background load expose a trade-off
between workload isolation and overall system performance.
We also show that the performance increase due to pinning
configuration at certain background loads increases the over-
all energy efficiency of the system. Here we complement the
results presented in our prior work [12] with a study of the
overhead observed in the employed colocation solutions (KVM
virtual machines and LXC containers) at partial loads.

2. Motivating challenges

In this section, we demonstrate several challenges that
motivate our work on experiments with partial utilization. While

some of our examples aim for brevity, we would like to stress
that the presented challenges get even more complex in typical
computing systems with a deep software stack and sharing of
hardware among colocated virtual machines.

2.1. Controlling utilization

Resource utilization metrics serve as the basis for monitoring
and managing the quality of service provided by a computer
system. Services such as Amazon Cloudwatch [13] are commonly
available to clients of cloud computing providers, and many
resource management policies are defined in terms of resource
utilization. Combined traces of virtual and physical resource
utilization are commonly collected on contemporary production
systems for both physical and virtual machines. These traces
provide insight into allocation and sharing of resources and aid in
developing resource management policies [14,15]. Fig. 1 shows an
example of such a trace, capturing the average processor load over
a four-hour period, sampled in 15-min intervals.

Given a trace that describes realistic resource utilization
conditions, an experiment that seeks to validate theoretical results
and assumptions in the same conditions will need to achieve the
same utilization trace. Typically, the experimentwould also rely on
available benchmarks as examples of realistic workloads [16–20].
Many benchmarks, however, are designed to execute in isolation,
with all system resources at their disposal. In contrast, reproducing
realistic utilization conditions requires a partial and coordinated
use of system resources. Even benchmarks that aim to limit the
system load [21] do so by controlling application level metrics
(typically problem size or request rate) rather than by observing
and responding to system level resource utilization. The whole
problem becomes even more complex if we consider sustaining
a given partial load (see footnote 1) while executing multiple
benchmarks in parallel.

To illustrate the difficulties,we explore two solutions applicable
to achieving partial loads with existing benchmarks: (1) executing
multiple benchmarks in parallel so that the number of benchmarks
divided by the number of processors equals the desired load,
and (2) executing a benchmark with a constant duty cycle1
corresponding to the desired load. These solutions also serve as
baselines for our approach.

We evaluate the two baseline solutions on six DaCapo [22]
benchmarks with a default iteration time short enough to make
throughput estimates from short time intervals (tens of seconds)
feasible. The selected benchmarks capture various types of
multi-threaded behavior—ranging from an almost single-threaded
execution (fop, luindex), through a moderate multi-threadedness
failing to saturate all available processors (avrora, h2), to heavily
multi-threaded computations capable of consuming all CPU
capacity (sunflow, xalan). Generally speaking, the key difference
between moderately and heavily multi-threaded benchmarks lies
in the overall frequency of synchronization among threads. While
threads in moderately multi-threaded benchmarks synchronize
and block each other frequently (forming e.g. producer–consumer
relationships or participating in rendezvous events), threads in
heavily multi-threaded benchmarks spend most of their time
working on well isolated subproblems of a parallel computation,
without the need to block and synchronize with each other
frequently.

Our goal is to achieve partial loads of 33% and 75% using
the above methods. For method (1), this means executing 4 and

1 We use the terms duty cycle and partial load in an intuitive fashion throughout
this section. A more formal definition of both quantities and their interpretation by
our load control tool is given in Section 3.
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Fig. 1. An example of a trace from a production system hosting financial services. The trace shows samples of 15-min CPU utilization averages.

(a) Target load of 1/3. (b) Target load of 3/4.

Fig. 2. The desired target CPU load (dotted line), and the CPU load averages achieved by choosing the number of benchmarks (dark), and by enforcing the duty cycle of
a single benchmark (light).

(a) Instantaneous number of runnable threads, sampled once per second.

(b) Average and per-CPU utilization.

Fig. 3. Selected run-time characteristics of a single avrora benchmark on an Intel system with 12 processors.

9 benchmarks, respectively, on our 12-processor machine. For
method (2), we keep a single benchmark runnable for 1.33 and 3 s,
respectively, out of each 4-s period.

Fig. 2 shows the baseline solutions having trouble achieving
the target loads. Controlling the number of benchmarks works
better for single-threaded benchmarks, such as fop and luindex,
while controlling the duty cycle of a single benchmark favors
highlymulti-threaded benchmarks, such as sunflow and xalan. This
suggests that the difficulty in achieving a partial load condition lies
in the parallelism in benchmarks, and that a proper solution may
need to control the number of benchmarks and their execution
states simultaneously.

To further substantiate the complexity of controlling modern
benchmarks on a multicore system, we show the run-time thread
dynamics and processor utilization for a single avrora benchmark
in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. We observe that the number of
runnable threads changes over time, and although utilization also
fluctuates over time, there is no obvious dependency between the
number of runnable threads at a given point in time and CPU uti-
lization around that time. This is typical for benchmarks whose
threads block and synchronize extremely frequently (e.g. avrora).

The necessity of controlling multiple benchmarks concurrently
further exacerbates the difficulty of achieving partial loads. Sec-
tion 4 shows how our solution succeeds at enforcing partial loads.

2.2. Utilization and workload intensity

Although useful in their own right, resource utilization traces
are essentially disconnected from key application performance
metrics, such as response time and throughput. For example,
Martinec et al. [23] have shown that the throughput of the
ActiveMQ JMS broker can more than double when CPU utilization
increases from 80% to 95%, with critical overload still safely away
at almost three times the throughput at 80% utilization.

Collecting application performance metrics may require work-
load profiling or intrusive platform-dependent instrumentation,
which are generally shunned on production systems. Leverag-
ing the abundance of system-level monitoring data to infer
application-level performance metrics with reasonable overhead
and accuracy is therefore a useful practical challenge.

Fig. 4 shows an example relationship between a system-level
and an application-level metric, plotting the application through-
put against the processor load for the avrora benchmark from the
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Fig. 4. The relationship between load and throughput: executing different numbers of avrora benchmarks on an Intel system.

DaCapo suite. The relationship was measured by launching a vary-
ing number of benchmark instances in parallel on an Intel system
with 12 logical processors.2 Obviously, the dependency of through-
put on system load is non-linear, even non-monotonic, explaining
why a utilization trace alone does not tell much about application
performance, andwhyestimating application throughput by a sim-
plemethod, such as interpolation based on a single throughput ob-
servation at peak load, is not accurate.

We observe that evenmore complexmethods for describing the
relationship between response time, throughput and resource uti-
lization – such as operational analysis of queueing networks [9]
– are not sufficient for inferring detailed application-level perfor-
mance metrics from system-level utilization traces collected with
little information about the applications. More complex methods
for determining performancemetrics for consolidated applications
with complex and dynamic workloads [24–26] typically require
a workload to be characterized using parameters obtained by ap-
plication profiling—such as the number of requests (transactional
applications), or the size of inputs (computational applications).

As described in Section 5, our method of enforcing partial loads
for arbitrary applications providesmeans for efficient construction
of empirical models that relate utilization and throughput for
a given application executing on a chosen platform. Besides
providing an important insight into application behavior, knowing
the relationship is important for practical tasks such as resource
provisioning. Our solution works on real-world systems, including
both virtual and physical machines—without the need to adjust
the system or the benchmarks. This is especially useful when
examining systems with modern power and thermal management
functions activated;most of themare typically disabled in common
benchmarking exercises.

2.3. Utilization and resource allocation

Resource utilization is also an important indicator of efficiency—
in terms of work done per energy unit consumed, a server tends to
bemore efficient at higher utilization [27]. This observation stands
amongmajor reasons for workload colocation, a technique that in-
creases energy efficiency by trading it against certain other aspects
of performance that can suffer due to resource sharing. In server
clusters, colocation plays a significant (but neither sole nor entirely
sufficient [28]) role in improving energy efficiency.

Colocating workloads with coinciding resource demand peaks
increases the risk of performance anomalies due to workload
interference [29]. Although this risk can be reduced by colocating
workloads with complementary workload intensities, techniques
to increase workload isolation are also required. On multi-core,
multi-processor, and especially NUMA platforms, one approach
to increasing isolation is processor pinning, where workloads

2 Hardware configuration details are given in Section 4.1.

are simply confined to a subset of available processors [27,30].
Unfortunately, the effect of pinning depends on workload type
and system architecture, adding further dimensions to an already
difficult resource allocation problem.

The effect of pinning on performance interference has not
been extensively studied—perhaps because pinning is generally
considered useful only for heavily-loaded systems, and because
common-sense pinning guidelines may appear sufficient. After
all, if we consider cache sharing to be the primary source
of performance interference for many workloads, then simply
pinning suchworkloads to different cores, CPU packages, or NUMA
nodes should obviously reduce cache sharing and improve per-CPU
memory locality, potentially improving performance. However, to
the best of our knowledge, the effect of CPU pinning on energy
efficiency in general and on performance at other than peak CPU
utilization has not been studied yet.

In Section 6, we use our method of enforcing partial loads to
analyze the effect of CPU pinning on performance interference
and energy efficiency for pairs of colocated workloads, simulating
a scenario with a single workload executing at peak utilization
in presence of a background workload executing at varying
levels of partial utilization. We show that while the effect of
CPU pinning meets the common sense expectations concerning
performance isolation, the effects on performance (in terms of
aggregate throughput) and energy efficiency can be surprising. In
particular, we find that unexpected CPU pinning configurations
improve energy efficiency at partial background loads, indicating
that systems hosting colocated workloads could benefit from
dynamic CPU pinning based on CPU load and workload type.

3. Showstopper experimental tool

To support experiments with varying partial utilization of
shared resources, we develop Showstopper—a tool that controls
the execution of multiple applications in a distributed fashion so
as to follow a prescribed CPU load trace. Showstopper controls the
duty cycle of the executing processes by alternating their runnable
and stopped states, employing feedback control mechanisms to
translate CPU load requirements into duty cycles to sustain the
desired partial load. Showstopper is implemented in user space,
and is completely hardware-agnostic, which makes it suitable for
both physical and virtual machines.

3.1. CPU loads and duty cycle

To describe the Showstopper design, we first introduce
the necessary terminology. In the following, we make a clear
distinction between CPU loads, L, and duty cycles, D, which are
control variables and outputs of Showstopper, respectively.3

3 Showstopper can use other control variables than CPU load, but this option is
not investigated here.
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The term CPU load denotes the fraction of time processors
spend working (on average) over a sampling interval, the length
of which determines the accuracy of CPU load observations. At
any given moment, a CPU is either doing useful work (100%
utilization), or idling (0% utilization); other values of CPU load stem
from averaging observations of the two extremes over a sampling
interval and over multiple CPUs. For example, assume we observe
a 4-CPU system for 1 min, finding two CPUs idling all the time and
the other two CPUs working in the first 30 s and idling afterwards.
The CPU load average is 25% for the entire minute, but 50% and
0% for each half-minute. In summary, CPU load is not a continuous
function and the choice of the sampling interval is critical.

The term duty cycle denotes the fraction of time a benchmark
is runnable (permitted to run by the load control mechanism),
over a control epoch. With multiple benchmarks executing in
parallel, the time for which a benchmark actually runs can be
shorter than what the duty cycle allows—the OS kernel might
schedule benchmarks in runnable state in many different ways
and not necessarily on multiple processors. Also note that because
the number of runnable threads in a benchmark changes during
execution, the execution time of a benchmark is not equivalent
to the total time the processors spend working. Similar to the
sampling interval above, the choice of control epoch duration
is critical for both accuracy and stability of Showstopper’s load
control.

In summary, Showstopper controls the duty cycles Di, i ∈

[1,N], of N benchmarks so that the induced CPU load, L, follows
the target load value, L∗.

3.2. Showstopper design

At the process level, the architecture of Showstopper consists
of a master process and a set of executor processes, one for each
benchmark. The master process initializes shared memory areas
for data exchange and keeps track of the executors it spawns.
An executor starts the corresponding benchmark, repeatedly
invokes the control algorithm to determine the target duty cycle
for its benchmark, and enforces the duty cycle by controlling the
duration of the benchmark’s runnable and stopped states using
standard POSIX signals, SIGSTOP and SIGCONT.

The architecture of Showstopper controlling two benchmarks is
shown in Fig. 5, along with the modular structure of an executor.
The solid arrows indicate API invocations (and thus dependencies)
among modules. The modules themselves – trace, feedback, space,
control and dithering– are responsible for different aspects of the
control algorithm.

During operation, the difference between the current target
load dictated by the trace module and the current load estimate
obtained from the feedback module is used by the control
module to compute the global average duty cycle to be enforced
by Showstopper. To determine the contribution of individual
benchmarks to the global duty cycle, the space module calculates
a local duty cycle for each benchmark so that the average of local
duty cycles matches the global duty cycle. The dithering module
then transforms the local duty cycle into durations of runnable and
stopped states to be enforced by an executor. We now elaborate on
each module in turn.

3.2.1. Trace: replaying load traces
A trace module determines the load trace for Showstopper to

follow. It can be implemented in many different ways, and is only
required to provide an up-to-date target load value whenever
requested. Showstopper provides modules that can generate
synthetic traces on the fly, such as a sine-shaped load trace for
testing, as well as a module that replays a file-based trace in real
time.

Fig. 5. Showstopper controlling two benchmarks. Rectangles with dotted and solid
borders represent processes and Showstopper modules, respectively. Double lines
represent the POSIX process hierarchy. Dotted lines indicate communication via
POSIX signals. Solid lines represent library calls within a process.

The file-based trace contains records mandating a particular
CPU load at a particular time, and allows replaying load traces from
other systems—obtained by sampling the CPU load periodically.
The target load for moments falling between two trace file records
is approximated by linear interpolation.

The module can be also instructed to scale all time intervals
in a trace file by a given factor, which allows reproducing
a trace in a fast-forwarding fashion. We note that for this
technique to provide meaningful results, the amount of ‘‘work’’
(the total number of benchmark iterations) accomplished while
fast-forwarding a trace should be proportional to the time scaling
factor. If the proportionality requirement is not met, it may be
impossible to draw any conclusions about the original full-length
run from its fast-forwarded reproduction. Situations that fail to
meet the proportionality requirement can arise, for example,
from load traces with steep and abrupt changes or short periodic
patterns or from benchmarks with load characteristics changing
based on wall clock time or in a strictly monotonic fashion.

3.2.2. Feedback: estimating current CPU load
The choice of a load estimation method is critical for the

stability of the load control algorithm. After evaluating several
variants, we choose the method below, which leads to the most
stable load control in our experiments.

The feedbackmodule calculates CPU load estimates on demand
—as a weighted average of the preceding estimate and a new CPU
load sample. This results in a series, where the nth load estimate,
Ln, is calculated as

Ln = (1 − ωn)Ln−1 + ωn
Tw
n

T i
n + Tw

n
, (1)

with Tw
n and T i

n representing the times all processors spentworking
or idling, respectively, since the preceding request. The new CPU
load sample is a ratio of average time spent working to total time
elapsed between the (n − 1)th and nth estimate.

To account for the variable sampling interval duration, the
weight ωn of the new sample depends on the ratio of a constant
base period, δ, to the duration of the sampling interval (time
elapsed since the preceding request):

ωn = 1 −
δ

δ + Tw
n + T i

n
. (2)

Consequently, load samples reflecting shorter intervals are
assigned a lower weight and vice versa. In particular, a load
sample from an interval of length δ has the same weight as
the accumulated estimate Ln−1. The value of δ allows balancing
between responsiveness and stability of the load estimate. A longer
base period δ results in a slower response to quick changes in load,
but provides a more stable load estimate.

Because a feedback module operates in each executor process,
it is beneficial to share the latest CPU load estimates among
executors. This avoids frequent fetching and processing of CPU load
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data from the operating system when multiple executors query
the load estimate within a very short time interval. (We set this
interval to 160

P ms on a system with P CPUs.) Additionally, the
data sharing also makes the series of load estimates produced
by different executors’ feedback modules less prone to random
noise and transient mutual differences, both of which could
worsen Showstopper’s load control stability. The shared latest load
estimate is accompanied by a time stamp, so that the ωn value can
be calculated when re-using and updating the estimate.

3.2.3. Control: global duty cycle control
The control module implements a feedback controller

responsible for achieving and sustaining the target load. The
Showstopper architecture allows many controller types to be
implemented—a control module only needs to calculate a global
duty cycle for all controlled benchmarks in response to the target
and current CPU load. We evaluate two controller types.

The first controller, denoted geom, is a simple geometric
growth/decay controller, which uses the previous global duty
cycle, Dn−1, as the base value, and the ratio of the target load, L∗

n ,
to the estimate of the actual load, Ln, as the growth factor. The next
global duty cycle, Dn, is calculated based on Dn−1 as

Dn = Dn−1
L∗
n

Ln
. (3)

The fact that the duty cycle cannot grow past 100% prevents
severe stability problems, and while the controller remains
somewhat unstable, it is surprisingly effective. This controller type
is used to throttle a process to a particular fraction of CPU time by
tools such as cpulimit [31], or to control the time sharing among
groups of processes at the OS level in the Illumos kernel [32].

The second controller, denoted PI, implements a discretized
proportional–integral controller. The difference between the
target load, L∗

n , and the estimated actual load, Ln, represents the
tracking error, en = L∗

n−Ln. The sumof tracking errorsweighted by
the time elapsed between the (n−1)th and nth updates represents
the error accumulated over time, In = In−1 + en(Tw

n +T i
n). The next

global duty cycle, Dn, is then calculated as

Dn = keen + kI In, (4)

where the coefficients ke and kI determine the contribution of
the respective term to the result. After extensive evaluation, we
set the coefficients to ke = kI = 1, which outperformed our
attempts at automatic on-line tuning using a discrete adaptation
of the Ziegler–Nichols method.

The output of the controller is susceptible to fluctuations in
the actual load estimates, which influence the tracking error. To
improve resilience to such fluctuations, each executor’s control
module stores its most recent output into shared memory for
other executors’ control modules to consult. The final outcome
is an average of the local result and the most recent results
from κ control modules in other executors, which prevents
the independent and mutually unsynchronized controllers from
diverging too far apart in their duty cycle estimates.

3.2.4. Space: distributing work spatially
A space module determines the contribution of individual

benchmarks to the global duty cycle produced by a controlmodule.
Given thenumber of benchmarks,N , and a global duty cycle,Dn, the
module calculates the local duty cycles, Di

n, so that

N
i=1

Di
n

N
= Dn.

Showstopper provides even and uneven variants of themodule,
which correspond to different workload types. The even variant
keeps the contribution of all benchmarks even, assigning the same
duty cycle to all benchmarks, which corresponds to a server ma-
chine handling many requests in parallel. The uneven variant uses
as few benchmarks as possible to meet the average, which resem-
bles a long-running computation able to fully utilize a group of pro-
cessors for extensive periods of time, leaving other processors idle.

For example, given a global duty cycle of 50% over three
benchmarks, the even module variant will assign a duty cycle of
50% to all benchmarks, while the uneven variant will use the duty
cycles of 0%, 50%, and 100%.

3.2.5. Dithering: distributing work temporally
A dithering module determines how to distribute the work of

a benchmark over time according to its assigned duty cycle. Specif-
ically, the module calculates the durations of the benchmark’s
runnable and stopped states for an executor to enforce.

To convert a unit-less duty cycle to time, we use a base
quantum, τ , which represents the average duration of an epoch
for enforcing the local duty cycles. Given the duty cycles of the ith
benchmark, Di

n, the module calculates the durations of subsequent
runnable and stopped states as Di

nτ and (1− Di
n+1)τ , respectively.

We use this particular implementation because it results in
an almost constant number of context switches per unit of
time across a wide range of duty cycles. Other implementations
may focus on capturing different workload characteristics, such
as burstiness (when servicing asynchronous client requests),
regularity (when processing a steady data stream from an input
device) or combinations thereof.

3.2.6. Feedback base periods (δ), dithering quanta (τ ) and control
peers (κ)

The choice of Showstopper’s parameters (such as the feedback
base period, δ, the dithering base quantum, τ , or the number
of peer control modules for duty cycle averaging) is mostly
an empirical process based on trial and error. We summarize the
basic guidelines we follow while searching for a set of parameters
that yields an acceptable stability of load control across the entire
set of experiments presented in this article.

Dithering quanta are chosen to be on the same order of
magnitude as scheduling quanta commonly used by contemporary
kernels, i.e., 10 s of milliseconds. (Historically, these quanta
have always been set slightly below the smallest time interval
distinguishable by most humans.) Our settings lean slightly
towards longer quanta in order to generate as few context-
switches as possible, minimizing the overhead induced by
Showstopper in comparison to a ‘‘naturally’’ occurring partial CPU
load. Additionally, we avoid setting a round interval duration (such
as 100 ms) in order to prevent undesired ‘‘harmonic’’ interference
with regular bookkeeping that may take place in the controlled
benchmarks or on the system at large. We repeat our experiments
with at least two dithering base quanta (107 ms and 53 ms),
obtaining practically identical results each time.

Feedback base periods set the tradeoff between stability of CPU
load observations and their responsiveness to load changes. In
general, the more CPUs a system has, the faster it accumulates
CPU load data (such as profiling ticks or microstate accounting
cycles) over time and the shorter its feedback base periods can be
without introducing an excessive amount of noise. Values too high
(e.g. units of seconds) would cause the controlmodules to oscillate
between 0% and 100% of duty cycle at a very low frequency,
due to the delay between the control modules’ actions and the
observation of their outcome. Values too low would supply the
control modules with random noise rather than consistent load
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observations. A value of 333 ms appears to be acceptable for all
experiments we run.

Dithering quanta and feedback base periods should be ‘‘on
par’’ with each other. Long dithering quanta justify long feedback
base periods, because decisions made on each of Showstopper’s
SIGSTOP and SIGCONT events impact a relatively long period of
time ahead; therefore the source of feedback information should
be stable and based on a longer observation. Short dithering quanta
(in general) require a faster response of the feedback module to
CPU load changes, in order to avoid slow (yet extreme) oscillations
in the control module. Although it is feasible to choose dithering
quanta in the millisecond range, the duration of feedback base
periods has a lower bound dictated by the pace at which the given
system can gather meaningful CPU load information (hundreds of
milliseconds in most cases).

The κ parameter of the control module should be increased as
long as it improves control stability on the particular workload
configuration. In our experiments, we set κ = 2 for the PI
controller and κ = 3 for the geom controller, independently of
the number of controlled benchmarks. Higher values of κ do not
bring any further advantage in terms of load control stability.

4. Experiment: load control accuracy

Our first experimental section focuses on the ability of
Showstopper to accurately maintain desired load levels. We use
selected benchmarks from the DaCapo suite as the controlled
workloads—the selection includes benchmarks with an average
iteration duration short enough (less than 10 s, approximately) to
obtain stable throughput estimates, and excludes those with built-
in time limits (such as tradesoap, tradebeans, and tomcat), which
tend to expire when the benchmark is throttled.

For the sake of brevity, we only present selected (represen-
tative) results for the avrora, fop, h2, luindex, sunflow, and xalan
benchmarks. These can be roughly classified into three categories:
fop and luindex have a low degree of multi-threading; h2 and
avrora are mildly multi-threaded (a single instance is unable
to saturate our machines); xalan and sunflow are highly multi-
threaded parallel benchmarks. Detailed benchmark descriptions
can be found in [22].

To measure the load control accuracy, we monitor system load
with a 500ms period using cpuload4 and calculate the control error
as the difference between the target load and the load reported
by cpuload at the same moment. The resulting error values fall
into the interval of [−1, 1], and are used to calculate a mean error
and a mean squared error metrics. Mean errors, denoted ∅e, are
reported as load percentage (multiplied by 100%), and indicate
control accuracy.Mean squared errors, denoted∅e2, aremultiplied
by 10000, and indicate control stability, or how much the
instantaneous load observations fluctuate around the target load.

4.1. Platform configuration

We present results of load accuracy experiments run on
a physical system denoted PM1. PM1 is an IBM System x3650 M4
server with 32 GB of RAM and one Intel Xeon E5-2620 processor
(6 cores, 12 logical processors) at 2.0/2.5 GHz, running Fedora 18
with kernel version 3.7.8 and OpenJDK 1.7.

In many performance-related experiments, the underlying
hardware platform is often configured to provide the most
stable performance results. This usually involves turning off

4 A tool we developed solely for efficient CPU load monitoring—the average of
collected load samples is identical to outputs from standard tools, e.g., sar and
mpstat.

many advanced features, such as symmetric multi-threading or
power and thermal management with advanced sleep states,
frequency scaling or boosting. This is not required by our
approach—to mimic a realistic production environment, we make
no hardware configuration adjustments and leave all advanced
features enabled.

However, when running the benchmarks, we take steps to
avoid start-up transients in the measurements. All benchmarks
are granted at least 3 min of warm-up time before load control
and load observations begin. We also configure the benchmarks to
store their data on a RAMdisk, to avoid disk contention and related
phenomena, because we only focus on CPU load.

4.2. Controller configurations

We evaluate four Showstopper configurations, corresponding
to combinations of the geom and PI variants of the controlmodule,
and the even and uneven variants of the spacemodule. To improve
resilience to fluctuations in the estimates of actual load, the PI
and geom controllers are configured with κ = 2 and κ = 3,
respectively.

The feedback and ditheringmodules are configured with a base
period δ = 333 ms and a base quantum τ = 107 ms, respectively.
Shorter base quanta yield a better apparent load control accuracy,
but increase the scheduling overhead. We emphasize that the
choice and configuration of the ditheringmodule should reflect the
workload Showstopper is supposed to mimic.

Where applicable, we also evaluate the two baseline methods
mentioned in Section 2.1. The first, here denotedN-bench, achieves
partial loads by executingN benchmarks in parallel so that the ratio
of the number of benchmarks to the number of processors equals
the target load. The second, here denoted CDC, achieves partial
loads by executing as many benchmarks as there are processors,
and enforcing a constant duty cycle equal to the target load,
without any feedback. These methods represent our baselines,
because without Showstopper, they would have to be used to
achieve partial loads.

In general, we denote the benchmark runs managed by
Showstopper as controlled and the runs using the baselinemethods
as uncontrolled.

4.3. Results: constant load traces

The first set of experiments evaluates the load control
accuracy with 3-min constant-load traces. The measurements
were performed for target loads of 25%, 33%, 50%, 66%, and 75%
on all platforms, but here we only present results for the PM1
platform, and the fop, avrora, and sunflow benchmarks.

To illustrate the difference between Showstopper and the
baseline methods, we plot the load observed during 1 min of
execution for target loads of 33% and 66% with N-bench, CDC, and
Showstopper, in Figs 6(a), (b), and (c), respectively. The results for
Showstopper correspond to the configuration with the PI control
module and the even space module.

The N-bench method is clearly inappropriate for heavily
multi-threaded benchmarks such as sunflow, which saturates the
processors completely with only 4 instances. The method works
better with benchmarks exhibiting low to mild multi-threading,
such as fop and avrora, but the observed load still exceeds the
target in both cases.

The CDC method appears to work reasonably well for fop and
avrora—there are no extreme deviations from the target load,
only signs of harmonic interference. In the case of sunflow, the
CDC method manages to exert some control over the benchmark,
but the observed load still significantly exceeds the target. This
is because the runnable periods of the benchmark instances can
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(a) N-bench with 4 and 8 benchmarks. (b) CDC with 12 benchmarks. (c) Showstopper with 12 benchmarks.

Fig. 6. Comparing observed vs. target loads of 33% and 66% on a 12-processor Linux system (platform PM1).

Table 1
Load-control accuracy for target loads of 25%, 33%, 50%, 66%, and 75% on a 12-processor Linux system (platform PM1).

Uncontrolled baseline Showstopper runs with feedback control
N-bench CDC geom, uneven geom, even PI, uneven PI, even
∅e ∅e2 ∅e ∅e2 ∅e ∅e2 ∅e ∅e2 ∅e ∅e2 ∅e ∅e2

25%

fop

−5.3 31.6 −0.13 4.67 −0.05 1.78 0.68 6.5 0.008 1.98 −0.14 3.63
33% −6.79 53.8 0.03 6.26 −0.03 2.54 0.66 8.31 0.005 1.67 −0.15 5.25
50% −9.47 95.2 −0.13 7.54 −0.06 3.76 0.004 11.9 −0.08 2.82 −0.03 3.49
66% −8.74 81.3 −0.87 6.41 −0.06 3.32 −0.04 5.76 −0.003 3.07 0.05 2.74
75% −7.38 59.3 −1.57 6.68 −0.04 3.03 −0.08 3.79 0.002 2.04 0.02 2.56

25%

avrora

−20.8 433.0 0.94 4.72 −0.03 0.65 0.42 3.34 −0.003 0.47 −0.17 0.77
33% −21.7 472.0 1.39 7.36 0.01 0.46 0.05 3.11 −0.008 0.21 −0.12 0.56
50% −17.9 321.0 1.89 10.4 0.03 0.44 0.07 1.15 0.003 0.33 −0.003 0.2
66% −10.8 121.0 2.38 11.2 −0.03 0.36 0.003 0.19 −0.002 0.25 0.005 0.13
75% −9.77 97.5 1.55 6.35 −0.02 1.1 −0.02 0.33 0.006 0.74 0.004 0.2

25%

sunflow

−74.8 5600.0 −49.9 2620.0 −0.53 56.2 −0.06 5.38 0.66 21.3 −0.19 2.58
33% −66.6 4440.0 −18.7 375.0 −1.43 103.0 −0.06 7.28 0.72 31.7 −0.18 2.84
50% −50.0 2500.0 −15.3 266.0 −1.71 128.0 −0.03 13.9 −0.45 12.8 −0.16 4.0
66% −33.3 1110.0 −25.6 685.0 −2.21 205.0 −0.14 26.6 −0.64 13.5 −0.24 7.74
75% −25.0 625.0 −25.0 625.0 −1.91 188.0 −0.26 28.4 −0.05 60.0 0.04 11.3

overlap, using more processor capacity due to multi-threading
than the duty cycle might suggest.

In contrast, Showstopper can dynamically adjust the duty
cycle as the benchmarks change their behavior, still allowing
their runnable periods to overlap randomly, similarly to real-life
workloads. Consequently, the target load is achieved and sustained
with greater accuracy and without a systematic error.

For target loads of 25%, 33%, 50%, 66%, and 75%, we summarize
the results in Table 1. The mean error for the N-bench method
reveals a strong bias towards higher loads even for single-threaded
benchmarks, such as fop. The CDC method achieves reasonable
accuracy and stability with the fop and avrora benchmarks, but is
unable to accurately control the load generated by sunflow.

The Showstopper runs exhibit a considerably higher control
over the loads produced by the benchmarks, regardless of the
controller variant. The PI controller generally provides better
stability and usually slightly better accuracy, compared to the
geom controller.

For single-threaded and mildly multi-threaded benchmarks
such as fop and avrora, the uneven work distribution tends to
provide a slightly better accuracy than the even variant; however,
each of them corresponds to a different workload type (see
Section 3.2.4). The even variant brings the advantage of an equal
duty cycle for all benchmarks.

For the heavily multi-threaded sunflow benchmark, the geom
controller exhibits considerable instability with uneven work
distribution, and a slightly better accuracy with even work
distribution compared to the PI controller. However, the PI
controller exhibits superior stability overall, even though it tends
to get worse as load increases.

4.4. Results: variable load traces

The second set of experiments evaluates the load control
accuracywith one particular 1620-s trace, which records a series of
nine load averages over 180 s periods. We replay the trace in 1080,
540, 360, 180 and 90 s, and evaluate Showstopper using the four
controller configurations (see Section 4.2).

We do not evaluate the baseline load control methods,
because N-bench cannot be used with variable-load traces. The
measurements were performed on all platforms, but here we only
report results for platform PM1 for the sake of brevity.

4.4.1. Results for 12-processor Linux system (PM1)
To illustrate load control on a variable-load trace, we plot the

load observed while fast-forwarding a trace with the sunflow and
avrora benchmarks in Fig. 7. Showstopper was configured to use
the PI controller with even work distribution to control the load.
The top row shows the original trace replayed in 1080 s, while the
bottom row shows the trace replayed in 540 s, 360 s, and 180 s. The
target load corresponds to the center of the grey band.

The results for a variable-load trace follow the general trend
observed with the constant-load traces—controlling a heavily
multi-threaded benchmark such as sunflow is more difficult and
therefore the result is less stable. In contrast, the controlled load
produced by the avrora benchmark follows the trace very precisely,
without significant fluctuations.

For replay times of 1080 s, 360 s, and 90 s, we summarize the
results for the four Showstopper configurations in Table 2. Overall,
Showstopper follows the load trace accurately (mean error within
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Fig. 7. Comparing observed vs. target load while fast-forwarding a load trace on a 12-processor Linux system (platform PM1). The center of the wide grey band represents
the CPU load target.

Table 2
Error metrics of replaying loads on Linux using six different benchmarking times.

geom, uneven geom, even PI, uneven PI, even
∅e ∅e2 ∅e ∅e2 ∅e ∅e2 ∅e ∅e2

90 s

fop

−0.03 1.78 0.12 6.22 −0.02 1.57 −0.02 2.88
180 s −0.03 1.96 0.14 6.85 −0.007 1.8 −0.05 3.19
360 s −0.02 2.27 0.14 6.95 −0.02 2.06 −0.01 3.36
540 s −0.04 2.33 0.09 7.1 −0.005 2.4 −0.06 3.4

1080 s −0.04 3.09 0.13 8.87 −0.004 3.03 −0.02 3.46
1620 s −0.03 3.17 0.07 9.2 −0.06 3.53 −0.05 5.11

90 s

avrora

−0.009 0.47 0.09 0.96 −0.01 0.34 −0.04 0.31
180 s −0.01 0.5 0.19 1.09 −0.02 0.4 −0.06 0.36
360 s −0.009 0.59 0.12 1.12 −0.03 0.53 −0.05 0.42
540 s −0.02 0.81 0.16 1.29 −0.04 0.8 −0.08 0.79

1080 s −0.03 1.25 0.05 1.4 −0.06 1.38 −0.1 1.34
1620 s −0.05 1.44 0.15 2.81 −0.1 3.28 −0.14 3.3

90 s

h2

−0.15 11.2 0.2 6.24 0.07 10.6 −0.14 3.06
180 s −0.15 13.6 0.19 6.46 −0.01 3.23 −0.08 3.49
360 s −0.17 14.5 0.22 6.52 −0.03 3.93 −0.11 3.77
540 s −0.18 5.6 0.17 6.7 −0.01 4.23 −0.14 3.82

1080 s −0.08 5.96 0.19 6.78 −0.07 4.53 −0.13 4.13
1620 s −0.11 7.74 0.11 9.39 0.02 7.67 −0.23 4.67

90 s

luindex

−0.01 1.12 −0.006 1.15 −0.005 0.81 0.005 0.48
180 s −0.01 1.26 −0.006 1.27 −0.002 0.85 0.009 0.51
360 s −0.003 1.42 0.02 1.38 −0.009 1.27 −0.01 0.65
540 s −0.01 1.54 0.0007 1.41 −0.01 1.27 −0.002 0.76

1080 s −0.009 1.85 −0.002 1.44 −0.03 1.32 −0.03 1.16
1620 s 0.02 1.93 0.06 3.52 −0.04 2.41 −0.05 2.37

90 s

sunflow

−1.52 125.0 −0.14 17.6 −0.18 19.7 −0.08 10.3
180 s −1.61 130.0 −0.14 18.9 0.15 22.1 −0.36 11.7
360 s −1.56 134.0 −0.15 19.9 0.18 27.8 −0.14 8.09
540 s −1.63 136.0 −0.14 20.2 −0.003 31.5 −0.28 8.77

1080 s −1.68 146.0 0.007 21.6 −0.14 33.5 −0.33 9.32
1620 s −1.73 162.0 −0.15 21.6 0.2 45.4 −0.25 9.65

90 s

xalan

−0.18 6.91 −0.13 12.5 −0.24 5.38 −0.02 11.3
180 s −0.15 7.04 −0.14 13.6 −0.28 5.54 −0.18 6.53
360 s −0.26 7.16 −0.13 14.1 −0.23 5.78 −0.16 6.67
540 s −0.2 7.43 −0.12 14.8 −0.4 6.98 −0.24 6.87

1080 s −0.11 7.9 −0.12 15.1 −0.009 8.61 −0.28 7.81
1620 s −0.16 7.92 0.06 23.0 −0.06 8.61 −0.32 8.92

3% from zero), while exhibiting high stability (low mean squared
errors).

In the case of the h2 and luindex benchmarks, the stability
decreases with increased replay speed (shorter benchmarking
time). However, we observe no such trend for most of the other
benchmarks. Interestingly, the mean squared errors tend to be
higher overall for certain benchmarking times, such as 540 s. This
phenomenon may be related to undesired harmonic interference
among Showstopper’s processes and other system components
and is yet to be investigated.

Overall, we can conclude that the experiments demonstrate
a universally high load control accuracy,with some influence of the
controller configurations depending on the controlled workload.
As outlined in Section 3.2.6, Showstopper’s CPU load feedback is
more stable on systems with a higher number of CPUs. However,
Showstopper works on a variety of systems, including small ones.
Hardware configurations under test range from a uniprocessor
laptop made in 2003 and a dated dual-CPU desktop (used for
development and initial testing of Showstopper) to a 128-CPU
Power7 server. Showstopper’s modular nature and rich set of
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configuration options can be leveraged to quickly assemble and
fine-tune a load control mechanism suitable for a given situation
and purpose.

5. Experiment: throughput reconstruction

After establishing the accuracy of our load control tool, we
proceed to experiments that reconstruct the relationship between
utilization and throughput, discussed in Section 2.2. In these
experiments, we use the average throughput as the metric of
interest, defined as the number of iterations completed by all
running instances of a benchmark per second, averaged over the
observation periods.

5.1. Platform configuration

To provide sufficient platform heterogeneity, we present
throughput reconstruction results obtained on two different
physical systems. The first system, PM1, is described in Section 4.1.

The second system, denoted PM2, is an IBM Power 750 Express
server; we use a dedicated logical partition comprising 8 Power7
processor cores (32 logical processors) at 3 GHz and 64 GB of RAM,
running IBM J9 VM (build 2.6, JRE 1.7.0) on AIX 6.1.

5.2. Reconstructing the dependency of throughput on load

Since the dependency of throughput on load is non-trivial and
not necessarilymonotonic,we infer it point-by-point bymeasuring
the average application throughput and average observed load
while enforcing a broad range of constant partial loads.

We experiment with the four Showstopper configurations from
Section 4.2 and compare the results with baseline results obtained
using the N-bench method and a variant of the CDC method,
referred to as 1CDC. The 1CDC method only spawns a single
benchmark instance, which provides a more appropriate baseline
for the heavily multi-threaded benchmarks, such as sunflow and
xalan. The N-bench method is used with low and mildly multi-
threaded benchmarks, fop, avrora, h2, and luindex. For each
benchmark, the baseline method capable of covering the widest
range of partial loads is chosen: 1CDC combinedwithmildlymulti-
threaded benchmarks generally fails to induce high CPU loads,
even at a 100% duty cycle, because it cannot surpass a maximum
load dictated by the level of parallelism in the benchmarks. N-
bench combined with heavily multi-threaded benchmarks fails to
induce low CPU loads, because it always yields a 100% CPU load for
any number of benchmarks.

The purpose of the baseline experiments is to verify that their
load-throughput dependency estimate is aligned closely enough
with the estimate obtained using Showstopper’s feedback control.
This confirms that the use of Showstopper’s feedback control does
not distort the dependency estimate in a significant way.

We use the same platform configuration as in Section 4.1.
Measurements are performed during 3-min benchmark runs after
3-min warm-up periods to reach steady state execution.

5.2.1. Results for 12-processor Linux system (PM1)
The results for a 12-processor Intel-based system running

Linux are shown in Fig. 8. The throughput observations for
the four Showstopper configurations and for the 1CDC method
correspond to target loads from 8.33%, with increments of 8.33%.
The observations for the N-benchmethod correspond to runs with
1–12 benchmarks.

The relation between the observed average load and the
average throughput is often non-linear and clearly application-
dependent. For heavily multi-threaded benchmarks, such as xalan

and sunflow, there is an almost linear dependency between load
and throughput.

The fop, luindex, sunflow, and xalan benchmarks exhibit
certain sensitivity to Showstopper configurations, with some of
them deviating from the baseline. Interestingly, the controllers
with uneven work distribution tend to provide results closer
to the baseline. The PI controller with even work distribution
generally performs the best with respect to load control; the
choice of controller does not have much impact with respect
to throughput estimation, as long as uneven work distribution
is used. This can be explained by the similarity of the uneven
work distribution to the N-bench baseline for low to mildly multi-
threaded benchmarks. Additionally, compared to the even variant,
which always interrupts the execution of all benchmarks, the
uneven variant only interrupts the execution of one benchmark
at a given time. The differences in context-switching overhead
disappear with avrora, which has an exceptionally high rate of
inherent context switching.

5.2.2. Results for 32-processor AIX system (PM2)
The results for a 32-processor Power7-based system running

AIX are shown in Fig. 9. The throughput observations for the four
Showstopper configurations and for the 1CDC method correspond
to target loads from 8.33%, with increments of 8.33%. The observa-
tions for theN-benchmethod correspond to runswith 2–32 bench-
marks, with increments of 2. In contrast to Linux, the AIX operating
system provides two load metrics, physical and logical, both sup-
ported by Showstopper.We report results based on the logical load.

With the exception of the h2 benchmark, the relationship
between load and throughput is similar to the Linux system
(platform PM1). The h2 benchmark behaves very differently on
the AIX platform, with the throughput observations collected
using Showstopper significantly deviating from the N-bench
baseline, regardless of the configuration. We are investigating this
phenomenon; so far we only note that the behavior of throughput
as a function of load can exhibit significant platform dependency.

The throughput observations collected with Showstopper
configurations using the unevenwork distribution tend to provide
results closer to the baseline, compared to the even variant. This
is in line with the observations on the 12-processor Linux system
(platform PM1).

5.3. Reconstructing throughput for fast-forwarded load traces

Besides constructing the dependency between utilization and
throughput using point-by-point measurements, it may be useful
to reproduce an entire throughput trace in an experiment. Here,
we go beyond examining the ability to reproduce a variable load
trace, which was already shown in Section 4.4, and test whether
it is possible to reproduce a faster version of a throughput trace
to reduce the experiment time. Specifically, we compare the
application throughput estimates for a trace replayed at original
speed and for its fast-forwarded variants.

We first illustrate the key idea of trace-based throughput es-
timation on the variable-load trace shown in Fig. 7. While pe-
riodically observing the average throughput of a benchmark or
an application, we replay the trace at original speed using Show-
stopper, producing a series of throughput observations. The re-
sults for avrora and fop, with Showstopper configured to use the
PI controller with even work distribution, are shown in Fig. 10.
The shape of the resulting throughput traces is determined by the
benchmark-specific dependency of throughput on average load.
For avrora and fop, these are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respec-
tively.

To estimate throughput corresponding to a load trace in a more
efficient manner, we use a fast-forwarded version of the original
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(a) fop. (b) avrora. (c) h2.

(d) luindex. (e) sunflow. (f) xalan.

Fig. 8. Dependency of application throughput on partial load for 6 benchmarks on a 12-CPU Linux system (platform PM1).

(a) fop. (b) avrora. (c) h2.

(d) luindex. (e) sunflow. (f) xalan.

Fig. 9. Dependency of application throughput on partial load for 6 benchmarks on a 32-CPU AIX system (platform PM2).

trace to obtain results in a fraction of the original trace duration.
To determine whether we can rely on such estimates, we evaluate
different variants of the trace in Fig. 7, using the four Showstopper
configurations on the two physical machine platforms. Ideally, the
throughput estimates for all trace variants should be similar.

5.3.1. Results for 12-processor Linux system (PM1)
Results for the 12-processor Linux system are shown in the left

part of Table 3. We observe that in most cases, the differences
in throughput between the original trace and the fast-forwarded
variants are negligible. When Showstopper is configured to use
uneven work distribution, the throughput estimates for the fop
benchmark increase by almost 20% as the benchmarking time
decreases, regardless of the controller used.

Nevertheless, in general, the results for the Linux system indi-
cate that fast-forwarding load traces provides a viable approach
to efficient estimation of application throughput corresponding to
given load traces.

5.3.2. Results for 32-processor AIX system (PM2)
Results for the 32-processor AIX system are shown in the right

part of Table 3. We observe that fop, h2, and avrora appear to
be more sensitive to fast-forwarding, with fop being the most
prominent case, regardless of the controller and work distribution.
In contrast to results from the 12-processor Linux system (PM1),
the throughput estimates for the benchmarks mostly decrease
with decreasing benchmarking time.
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(a) avrora throughput.

(b) fop throughput.

Fig. 10. Throughput estimates for avrora and fop corresponding to a variable-load trace from Fig. 7 replayed on a 12-processor Linux system (platform PM1) at original
speed.

Although a more careful tuning of Showstopper’s configuration
maybeneeded on theAIX system, our approach remains viable and
reasonably accurate for all benchmarking times except the shortest
one.

6. Experiment: workload pinning

This set of experiments represents a major study of the impact
of (1) CPU utilization, (2) workload type, and (3) CPU pinning
on performance interference between colocated workloads. The
complexity of the experimental setup reflects the number of
factors (including different virtualization environments) varied
during this experiment. For this reason, we start our description of
the experimental setup with a base experiment that we develop
into a complete experiment run that takes into account all the
factors.

6.1. Experimental setup

The base experiment is designed to evaluate performance
interference between a pair of colocated workloads. We execute
each workload in a separate virtualized environment (VE) sharing
the same physical machine, and measure the performance of the
workload executing in one VE (the foreground workload) while
varying the workload type and load intensity in the other VE (the
backgroundworkload).

We use Showstopper to control the execution of the back-
ground workload so that it follows a predefined CPU utilization
trace which performs a sweep over a range of partial CPU loads
from 5% to 95%. The foreground workload is not controlled in
any way, and we measure its performance (throughput) at peak
CPU utilization. To analyze the impact of CPU pinning on the per-
formance interference between the two colocated workloads, we
repeat the base experiment with different CPU pinning configura-
tions. Additionally, we perform the whole set of experiments us-
ing two different Linux-based VEs—a full-fledged virtual machine
(KVM), and a resource isolation framework (LXC).

We focus solely on scenarios with no obvious competition
for CPU resources (in terms of time, preemption and CPU
overcommitment), so that the observed performance interference
can be attributed only to the contention inherent to the hardware
under test rather than to preemption5 and time sharing. In

5 Time sharing is easy to predict, model and avoid, unlike other types of
contention, exposed and explored by our study.

particular, the total number of CPUs in the KVMs is equal to the
total number of physical CPUs and the LXCs are pinned to disjoint
sets of CPUs, the disjoint union of which comprises all CPUs of the
physical server.6

6.1.1. Workload selection
We experiment with a broad variety of workloads targeting

the JVM. We choose the JVM as an application platform for
workloads under test because of its popularity in many areas,
ranging from cell phones to cloud services. The set of workloads in
our study is based on 10 different benchmarks—six from the well-
known DaCapo suite [22], and four from the extended ScalaBench
suite [33]. Even though workloads from both suites execute on the
JVM, the Java and the Scala workloads exhibit different memory
usage patterns, contributing to workload diversity. This choice
of workloads results in 100 possible combinations of foreground
and background workloads. For brevity, here we only present
25 possible combinations of 5 workloads (avrora, h2, luindex,
scalac, specs), chosen to represent a diverse set of workload types.
Benchmarks with short iteration times are preferred—because we
estimate application throughput from iteration durations, shorter
iterations yield more precise throughput estimates over short
periods of time (units ofminutes) andmake changes in throughput
easier to observe. For complete results, we refer the reader to
extensive supplementary material,7 which also provides the high-
level power and performance metrics together with additional
low-level metrics and hardware counter observations.

6.1.2. Platform configuration
As the physical machine, denoted PM3, we use a Dell M620

server with 128 GB of RAM and two Intel Xeon E5-2680 processors
(8 cores each, 32 logical processors altogether) at 2.7/3.5 GHz,
running the Fedora 20 Linux distribution on the physical machine,
on the KVM virtual machines, and inside the LXC containers. The
software environment includes the 3.14 Linux kernel series and the
OpenJDK 1.7 JVM. As before, we enable all power and performance
management technologies common in production environments.

6 We use the term ‘‘CPU’’ in a way common for the Linux kernel and performance
monitoring tools, i.e., a CPU is an entity capable of executing a thread. The hardware
platform used for our experiments has two CPUs/threads per core, eight cores
residing on a chip, and two chips in total.
7 http://d3s.mff.cuni.cz/resources/colloc2014.
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Table 3
System-wide average throughput (iterations per second) on the Linux system (left) and on the AIX system (right). The left column displays the benchmarking time.

Throughput: Linux system Throughput: AIX system
geom, uneven geom, even PI, uneven PI, even geom, uneven geom, even PI, uneven PI, even

1620 s

fop

131.0 120.0 130.0 130.0 172.0 169.0 173.0 170.0
1080 s 142.0 122.0 138.0 134.0 174.0 167.0 172.0 169.0
540 s 148.0 123.0 146.0 132.0 170.0 164.0 171.0 165.0
360 s 151.0 128.0 150.0 133.0 168.0 160.0 167.0 161.0
180 s 153.0 122.0 152.0 142.0 162.0 147.0 162.0 149.0
90 s 154.0 125.0 153.0 136.0 155.0 134.0 154.0 135.0

1620 s

avrora

5.93 5.51 5.91 5.64 4.95 4.71 4.9 4.78
1080 s 5.98 5.52 5.9 5.62 4.95 4.66 4.9 4.74
540 s 5.88 5.55 5.92 5.68 4.93 4.78 4.9 4.75
360 s 5.85 5.52 5.78 5.5 4.75 4.42 4.85 4.58
180 s 5.85 5.65 5.85 5.6 4.7 4.8 4.65 4.8
90 s 5.9 5.7 5.9 5.6 4.4 3.4 4.2 3.2

1620 s

h2

5.84 5.83 5.83 5.58 6.25 6.55 6.39 6.12
1080 s 5.89 5.93 5.77 5.54 6.97 6.45 6.43 6.02
540 s 5.68 6.08 5.72 5.5 6.58 5.65 6.28 6.07
360 s 5.78 6.08 5.72 5.48 5.72 6.02 7.38 5.62
180 s 5.8 6.0 5.55 5.45 6.7 5.2 6.4 4.95
90 s 5.5 5.9 5.7 5.4 5.9 3.7 6.0 4.2

1620 s

luindex

90.2 78.3 89.7 78.0 93.1 88.0 92.9 89.8
1080 s 90.1 81.9 90.1 78.1 92.5 87.6 92.3 89.5
540 s 89.8 77.9 90.3 77.5 91.6 86.4 92.6 88.3
360 s 89.6 76.5 89.8 77.2 91.2 86.5 91.4 87.9
180 s 89.8 77.4 89.8 77.5 91.0 86.0 91.2 86.8
90 s 89.4 76.9 90.0 84.8 90.5 85.2 90.7 84.9

1620 s

sunflow

3.45 2.82 3.38 2.84 5.49 5.14 4.87 5.94
1080 s 3.46 2.82 3.42 2.88 5.54 5.08 4.86 5.93
540 s 3.45 2.85 3.35 2.85 5.45 5.15 4.92 6.0
360 s 3.5 2.78 3.32 2.78 5.62 5.05 4.85 6.1
180 s 3.5 2.65 3.35 2.6 5.4 4.9 4.9 5.95
90 s 3.5 2.8 3.4 2.9 5.4 5.6 4.9 6.3

1620 s

xalan

13.0 10.1 12.4 10.6 12.7 11.2 12.9 13.6
1080 s 12.0 10.3 12.8 10.6 12.8 11.0 12.7 13.6
540 s 11.7 10.2 12.9 10.4 12.9 11.1 12.4 13.5
360 s 13.1 10.2 12.5 10.2 12.9 10.7 12.6 13.1
180 s 12.4 10.2 12.5 10.2 12.8 10.6 12.4 12.7
90 s 11.8 10.0 12.3 10.1 12.4 10.7 12.2 13.1

In particular, all load and throughput observations are performed
with frequency scaling, CPU low-power states and TurboBoost
turned on.

6.1.3. CPU pinning configurations
The colocation of two VEs opens a large space of possi-

ble CPU pinning configurations. We differentiate between four
configurations, referred to as ‘‘neutral’’, ‘‘per-chip’’, ‘‘per-core’’,
and ‘‘per-thread’’. These configurations are derived from the
NUMA topology of our Dell M620 server, and are illustrated in
Fig. 11(a)–(d). The numbers reflect the numbering of logical CPUs
used by Linux. The background color shows which of the two VEs
can execute on the particular CPU.

The ‘‘neutral’’ configuration (Fig. 11(a)) does not enforce
an explicit pinning of virtual CPUs to physical CPUs, but each VE
is allowed to use at most 16 CPUs at a time. The operating system
kernel is free to schedule the virtual CPUs (processes in the host
system) to arbitrary physical CPUs and migrate them as it sees fit.
This configuration is available with KVM-based VEs only, because
the number of CPUs available to an LXC-based VE can only be
limited by explicitly pinning the VE to a set of CPUs.

The three remaining pinning configurations can be used with
both KVMand LXC. The ‘‘per-chip’’ configuration constrains each of
the two VEs to a separate NUMA node (Fig. 11(b)). The ‘‘per-core’’
configuration forces the two VEs to share chips, i.e., each of them
is pinned to four cores of each of the two chips (Fig. 11(c)). Finally,
the ‘‘per-thread’’ configuration forces the two VEs to share cores
and chips, i.e., each of them is pinned to one CPU (SMT thread) of
each of the 16 cores (Fig. 11(d)).

6.1.4. Putting it all together: An experiment run
Each of the two colocatedVEs runs a set of processes of the same

type, i.e., JVMs running the sameDaCapo or ScalaBench benchmark
repeatedly. Thenumber of processes is equal to thenumber of CPUs
available to a VE, i.e., 16. The two VEs combined can therefore hog
all CPUs of the physical system. To control the CPU load induced by
the background workload, we throttle the background workload
using Showstopper. Running in the same VE as the controlled
workload, Showstopper modulates the workload’s execution to
achieve and sustain a predefined partial CPU load, regardless of
the multi-threaded nature of the workloads and dynamic changes
in their behavior. We measure the throughput of the foreground
workload under 19 different background CPU loads, ranging from
0.05 to 0.95 with an increment of 0.05.

We illustrate the output obtained from our experiments on
an example with specs in the foreground and luindex in the
background. Fig. 12 shows the results for the two colocated
KVM-based VEs under four CPU pinning configurations. Each plot
represents an experiment run with the displayed pinning config-
uration. The broad ‘‘staircase’’ line corresponds to the target CPU
load (left y-axis) in the background VE, enforced by Showstopper.
The grey lines overlaying the target load trace show the ob-
served background CPU load.8 The black lines show the through-

8 We always report the observed CPU load values rather than Showstopper’s
load target, although both values are expected to be in close correspondence. Load
control may be prone to oscillations in certain configurations, especially for low
target CPU loads and multi-threaded workloads; however, Showstopper handles
most situations with reasonable stability and precision.
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(a) The ‘‘neutral’’ ‘‘pinning’’: No constraints (KVM only). (b) The ‘‘per-chip’’ pinning: One guest per NUMA node.

(c) The ‘‘per-core’’ pinning: guests share chips. (d) The ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning: guests share cores.

Fig. 11. Pinning of LXC and KVM guest VEs on a dual-socket x86_64 server. Squares represent logical CPUs (as numbered by the Linux kernel). Vertical black lines separate
CPUs sharing the same core. Thin gaps separate cores within the same chip. A thick gap in the middle separates the two chips. Background colors distinguish the two guest
VEs.

Fig. 12. [s] → [1], [s] → [s−1
] Time line of specs throughput (right vertical axis) depending on luindex load (left vertical axis) under ‘‘neutral’’, ‘‘per-chip’’, ‘‘per-core’’,

‘‘per-thread’’ pinnning of two colocated KVM VEs.

put of the foreground workload (right y-axis),9 corresponding to
the background CPU load represented by the grey lines. Because
the ‘‘staircase’’ load trace is symmetric, averaging over its ‘‘steps’’
yields 38 [load, throughput] value pairs per experiment. The sym-
metry of the trace makes it possible to detect long-term per-
formance changes of workloads or the execution environment.
Under a steady performance, ‘‘steps’’ with the same background
load yield the same foreground and background throughput.

Because some of our Java and Scala-based workloads require
a long warm-up period (sometimes even 10 min) to reach steady
state performance, we exploit the ability of Showstopper to follow
predefined load traces to elide long warm-up periods preceding
each partial load experiment. The ‘‘staircase’’ trace allows us to
take all throughput and performance measurements under 19
background load levels for a particular workload pair in a single
experiment run, preceded by only one warm-up period. This
approach significantly reduces the duration of our experiments.

For the large volume of experimental results, we choose amuch
more condensed form of presentation in the following sections,
showing only the average CPU load and average throughput values
for each ‘‘step’’ of the ‘‘staircase’’ trace. The duration of a step is
3 min. The first and last 30 s of each step are excluded from the
average load and throughput computations to ensure that various
transient fluctuations around the step boundary are not included
in the average values.

9 For Fig. 12, we compute throughput estimates for adjacent intervals of 6 s
as follows: All per-interval estimates are initialized to zero. To each estimate, we
add 1 for each workload iteration that starts and also ends within the interval.
For an iteration spanning multiple intervals, we add values that sum to 1 to
the intervals’ throughput estimates, according to the fractions of the iteration
overlapping the intervals.

The results and conclusions in this section stem from a set
of more than 1000 long-running experiments based around the
‘‘staircase’’ artificial load trace followed by Showstopper. We
first investigate the dependency of foreground and background
throughput on background load in Section 6.2. We define a per-
formance interference metric to describe the interference between
colocated VEs in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 analyzes the overall sys-
tem throughput. Section 6.5 concludes with energy efficiency.

6.2. Background load and foreground throughput

In a scenario without explicit competition for CPU time, we first
explore whether (and to what extent) the varying CPU load in the
background VE impacts application throughput in the foreground
VEwhere aworkload runs uncontrolled, using all the assigned CPU
resources.

Fig. 13 shows how foreground throughput depends on back-
ground CPU load in two colocated KVMs for all 25 possible pairs
formed by the 5 selected workloads. Each row of plots shows how
a particular foreground workload interacts with different back-
ground workloads represented by columns. Each plot displays the
results of four experiments, carried out under the ‘‘neutral’’, ‘‘per-
chip’’, ‘‘per-core’’ and ‘‘per-thread’’ CPU pinnings. Two data sets are
plotted for each experiment, corresponding to the two symmetric
parts of the ‘‘staircase’’ trace (triangles pointing downwards
and upwards , respectively). In an ideal case, the two data
sets should overlap. Certain flawed benchmarks are prone to per-
formance degradation over time, especially fop—its performance
steadily decreases during all experiments.10 The symmetry of the
‘‘staircase’’ trace helps us reveal such issues.

10 Shown in our supplementary plots.
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Fig. 13. [1] → [s−1
] KVM: Throughput of the foreground (uncontrolled) workload depending on the CPU load induced by the background (controlled) workload; ‘‘neutral’’

, ‘‘per-chip’’ , ‘‘per-core’’ and ‘‘per-thread’’ CPU pinning.

The key lesson learned from Fig. 13 stems from the ordering
of the CPU pinning configurations in terms of performance.
The ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning outperforms other configurations in
amajority of cases; only avrora and h2 are sometimes an exception,
especially under high background loads. The ‘‘neutral’’ (unpinned)
configurationmostly yields the second best performance, showing
that the default kernel scheduler uses CPUs efficiently, even with
no precise knowledge about the workload colocation. The ‘‘per-
chip’’ and ‘‘per-core’’ pinning configurations provide a stronger
level of resource isolation (maintaining a steady throughput in face
of changing background load), yet exhibit the lowest throughput
altogether. The results for LXC are similar in most cases; only the
behavior of avrora differs (see footnote 10).

According to low-level hardware performance counters, the
‘‘per-thread’’ pinning has certain unique characteristics. With
decreasing background load, the absolute number of cache misses
mostly increases for all three levels of caches. However, the cache
miss rate mostly decreases for the L1 cache, remains steady for the
L2 cache and increases for the L3 cache. Moreover, the number of
pipeline stalls decreaseswith the decreasing background load. This
confirms that the ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning enables the foreground
VE to benefit from additional pipeline and cache resources
(e.g., twice the L3 cache capacity compared to the ‘‘per-chip’’
pinning) whenever the background VE is less active. Therefore the
‘‘per-thread’’ pinnning yields a performance advantage, despite
the increased NUMA inter-node and L3 cache traffic that can be
attributed to the spreading of the foregroundVE across bothNUMA
nodes and all cores. The ‘‘per-core’’ configuration exhibits weaker
performance than ‘‘neutral’’ and ‘‘per-thread’’, yet a much smaller
impact of background load on foreground throughput. The ‘‘per-
chip’’ configurationmostly yields a very small negative (somewhat
counter-intuitive) dependency of background load on foreground
throughput and provides the strongest level of resource isolation
overall.

We also test the impact of Showstopper’s configuration
(e.g., time quanta used in its duty cycle enforcement strategy) on
our results. The data presented in this article are gathered using
a configuration that sets the runnable and stopped periods of

the controlled processes to fractions of a 107 ms time quantum,
i.e., a duty cycle of 50% corresponds to alternating of 53.5 ms long
stopped and runnable periods. When repeating our experiments
with different Showstopper configurations, we still obtain almost
identical results. For example, results of the entire set of 25
workload combinations repeated with a base quantum of 53 ms
(instead of 107 ms) can be inspected in our supplementary plots.

Motivated by Fig. 13, we ask two additional questions: (1) Does
the improved foreground throughput in certain pinning configura-
tions comewith a performance penalty in the background (a lower
throughput at the same CPU load)? (2) How does background
throughput depend on background CPU load? Fig. 14 answers both
questions. Rows represent background workloads under coloca-
tion with various uncontrolled foreground workloads represented
by columns.11 Fig. 14 confirms earlier observations that the depen-
dency of throughput on CPU load (in the same VE) is non-linear in
most cases [10]. Obviously, the ‘‘per-thread’’ configuration comes
with a performance penalty for the background VE, while provid-
ing a significant performance improvement to the foreground VE.
The performance penalty is relatively strong for background loads
around 0.5, yet almost negligible for both high and lowbackground
loads.12 It appears to be weaker for LXC than for KVM, stronger for
luindex and the Scala benchmarks and almost negligible for h2 and
avrora. The latter correlates with the fact that ‘‘per-thread’’ is not
always the foreground performance winner for avrora and h2, as
shown in Fig. 13.

In Section 6.4, we investigate whether the foreground perfor-
mance improvement related especially to the ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning
can outweigh the background performance penalty, i.e., whether
unusual pinning configurations can indeed provide a noticeable
overall performance advantage over more common choices.

11 The data stems from the same set of experiments as in Fig. 13.
12 The LXC counterpart of Fig. 14 in supplementary plots shows that LXC exhibits
a behavior similar to KVM.
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Fig. 14. [1] → [s−1
] KVM: Throughput of the background (controlled) workload depending on the CPU load induced by that workload; ‘‘neutral’’ , ‘‘per-chip’’

, ‘‘per-core’’ and ‘‘per-thread’’ CPU pinning.

6.3. The performance interference metric

To (crudely) represent the performance interference between
the background CPU load and foreground application throughput
by a single numeric value, we introduce a ‘‘performance interfer-
ence metric’’ based on correlation. The metric not only provides
a clear summary of the plots in Fig. 13, but also allows us to present
more results in a compact form.

Our metric is based on correlation between CPU load in the
background VE and throughput in the foreground VE. For each set
of 38 average load and throughput pairs (one pair per ‘‘staircase’’
trace ‘‘step’’) obtained from an experiment, we derive two linear
models from the two symmetric halves of the ‘‘staircase’’ trace,
producing two pairs of slope and intercept values. Our performance
interference metric is defined as −100 slope

intercept . We thus obtain two
metric values per experiment and present their arithmetic average,
also reporting on their similarity and statistical significance.

The formula −100 slope
intercept is based on the following intuition:

The intercept value represents a hypothetical maximum fore-
ground throughput with an idle neighboring VE. We normalize
the slope by the corresponding intercept, obtaining a ‘‘normalized
slope’’ comparable among different benchmarks with different it-
eration durations. Finally, we multiply by −100 to obtain a ‘‘slow-
down factor’’ resembling a percentage, with values up to 100.13
Negative values of our metric represent a (counter-intuitive) fore-
ground speed-up with increasing background load.

Admittedly, the dependency of foreground throughput on
background load is in general non-linear, especially for most
colocationswith avrora in the foreground and also for the ‘‘neutral’’
pinning configuration. However, we use the slope and intercept
values merely for the sake of our metric rather than in their
rigorous statistical sense. Our metric helps us, among others, to

13 We may (rarely) obtain values over 100 when the linear model overestimates
the slope. This phenomenon sometimes coincideswith a strong sensitivity of avrora
to background load on KVM, contrasting with avrora on LXC.

illustrate the negative dependency of foreground throughput on
background load under the ‘‘per-chip’’ pinning, as well as other
phenomena that may not be immediately obvious from the plots.
We are aware of cases where the linear model does not fit with
a strong enough statistical significance and we report them—
in a certain sense, the cases where the linear model does not
fit confirm the fundamental motivation behind our experiments,
showing that there is often no simple (linear) model describing
partial load scenarios.

Table 4(a), (b), (c) and (d) show our performance interference
metric for KVM experiments under the four pinning configura-
tions, as presented in Fig. 13. Table 5(a), (b) and (c) correspond to
the LXC experiments under the three pinning configurations avail-
able with LXC.

To facilitate the comparison of results and identification of
patterns among them, we set the background color of the table
cells based on their content (the interference metric value).
Lighter background represents a lower value of the performance
interference metric in the particular table cell, i.e., the darker
the cell, the stronger the negative impact of background load on
foreground throughput. Values reported for avrora are excluded
from the color ranges (in all tables) to provide a broader color
range for the less extreme values. The background colors are
bound together in such a way that all the four tables with KVM
results (4(a), (b), (c), (d)) share a common color space and the
same holds for the three tables of LXC results (5(a), (b), (c)).
This makes all the pinning configurations easily comparable in
terms of performance interference: Tables with the ‘‘per-core’’ and
‘‘per-chip’’ configuration contain values close to zero, even mostly
negative in the ‘‘per-chip’’ case. The ‘‘neutral’’ and ‘‘per-thread’’
configurations, by contrast, yield high values of the performance
interference metric (corresponding to dark cell background).

As already mentioned, we report on the statistical significance
of our metric, focusing on two criteria, namely (1) whether the
two metric values obtained from the two symmetric stages of
an experiment are close enough, i.e., whether the angle between
the two normalized slope estimates differs by less than 3°, and
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Table 4
Performance interference metric on KVM.

(2) whether the linear model is statistically significant, as reported
by the R tool, i.e., whether both slope and intercept values for both
halves of the ‘‘staircase’’ trace are estimated with a p-value below
0.05. When both criteria fail, the corresponding number is typeset
in italics. Failures of only the first (symmetry) or the second (p-
value) criterion are represented by sans-serif and standard font,
respectively.14 Results for which both criteria are met are typeset
in bold.

6.4. Throughput of the entire system

We show in Section 6.2 that certain CPU pinnings can improve
the foreground throughput for a majority of partial CPU loads.
However, we also reveal (and show in Fig. 14) that the foreground
throughput improvement comes at the cost of a background
throughput degradation. This leads to an obvious question
whether the former can ‘‘outweigh’’ the latter, i.e., which pinning
configuration is actually more performance-efficient overall.

We inspect the ‘‘overall system throughput’’ only in configura-
tions where the foreground and background workload are of the
same type and the system-wide throughput can therefore be sim-
ply summed. Inspecting heterogeneous workload combinations
would require an (inherently inaccurate) throughput normaliza-
tion.

For the five ‘‘symmetric’’ workload combinations, we first
show the total amount of work accomplished by the entire

14 Failures in both criteria occur in the supplementary plots. Failures in the
symmetry criterion are mainly due to flaws in benchmarks, e.g., in fop.

Table 5
Performance interference metric on LXC.

system on each ‘‘step’’ of our ‘‘staircase’’ trace. This time line
is shown in Fig. 15, separately for KVM and LXC, but with
a common vertical axis range and scale for an easy performance
comparison between KVM and LXC. We can see that the ‘‘per-
thread’’ pinning often exhibits a performance advantage under low
background loads. Under high background loads, the ‘‘per-chip’’
or ‘‘neutral’’ configurations sometimes yield a better performance.
Furthermore, the throughput with LXC is higher than with KVM in
all cases but avrora.

Fig. 16 shows the overall throughput data normalized against
the commonly used ‘‘per-chip’’ pinning configuration (so that ‘‘per-
chip’’ corresponds to 100%). Clearly the relative performance of
the ‘‘per-core’’ pinning configuration varies with background load,
but mostly stays close to the ‘‘per-chip’’ performance. On the
other hand, the ‘‘per-thread’’ and ‘‘neutral’’ configurations tend to
outperform the ‘‘per-chip’’ configuration with background loads
below a certain threshold (around 50%), performing slightly worse
once the background load surpasses the threshold. As usual, avrora
exhibits strong irregularities that cannot be easily interpolated
from measurements taken with idle and fully loaded neighboring
VEs.

In summary, pinning ‘‘per-chip’’ when the background VE
is loaded and ‘‘per thread’’ otherwise can potentially improve
overall performance in this particular situation. We observe that
the default Linux kernel scheduler (the ‘‘neutral’’ configuration)
exhibits decent performance across a broad range of situations,
yet performs worse than the ideal combination of ‘‘per-chip’’ and
‘‘per-thread’’. The ‘‘per-core’’ pinning yields inferior performance
in most cases, with a rare exception of avrora on LXC.

6.5. Energy efficiency

Having explored the performance implications of CPU pinning,
we now focus on its power implications, i.e., we investigate
whether a CPU pinning that exhibits better performance requires
more power and whether CPU pinnings differ from the energy
efficiency standpoint.
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Fig. 15. [s] → [s−1
] Time line of absolute system throughput along the ‘‘staircase’’ load trace for 5 symmetric workload colocations under the ‘‘neutral’’ , ‘‘per-chip’’

, ‘‘per-core’’ and ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning.

Fig. 16. [s] → [%] Time line of relative system throughput along the ‘‘staircase’’ load trace. Data from Fig. 15 are normalized against the ‘‘per-chip’’ pinning for each
‘‘staircase’’ step. Throughput values for the other pinnings (‘‘neutral’’ , ‘‘per-core’’ and ‘‘per-thread’’ ) are shown in percentages of the ‘‘per-chip’’ value . Notice
that the vertical axis range and scale is not equalized in this case. LXC throughput values follow the axis labels on the right.

We sample the power input of our server (in watts) once per
second and for our long-term power consumption computations,
we simply consider each sample to be a value in Ws (watt-

seconds). Fig. 17 shows a time line of instantaneous power readings
and average values computed for each step of our ‘‘staircase’’
trace, illustrating the variance of the power readings. For the
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sake of brevity, we only present these values for two symmetric
colocations that induced the lowest and highest variance in power
consumption over time (luindex and specs).

Fig. 17 aligns the pinning configurations (4 for KVM and 3
for LXC) side-by-side with the same range and scale of the ver-
tical axis, so that power consumption under different pinning
configurations and VE types can be compared. The power con-
sumption time lines are very similar in both shape and average
values for other workload colocations, both ‘‘symmetric’’ and
‘‘asymmetric’’. Surprisingly, LXC exhibits a slightly higher average
power consumption in most cases.

We compare the energy efficiency of KVM and LXC pinning
configurations in terms of the number of workload iterations
accomplished per watt-hour. Fig. 18 shows the energy efficiency
and augments the throughput data in Fig. 15 by taking power
consumption into account. Fig. 19, a power-aware counterpart of
Fig. 16, shows the relative energy efficiency, normalized in such
a way that ‘‘per-chip’’ corresponds to 100%.

We conclude that in colocation scenarios with partial CPU uti-
lization, a carefully chosen CPU pinning configuration can increase
the overall system performance and also enhance its energy effi-
ciency. With the setup studied in this article, both improvements
canbe achieved at the same timebydynamically choosing between
the ‘‘per-thread’’ or ‘‘per-chip’’ pinning according to the CPU load
in the background VE. The Showstoppermethodology provides the
necessary means to explore a variety of partial CPU load scenarios
and to tailor dynamic CPU pinning to a particular workload and
platform.

7. Experiment: virtualization overhead

In the concluding experimental section, we use the fact that
Showstopper supports both virtual and physical machines to
examine the impact of virtualization on benchmark throughput at
different partial loads. Specifically, we compare the virtualization
overhead associated with the flexibility of KVM to the bare-metal
mode of operation represented by the LXC resource containers.

Virtualization overhead strongly depends on both CPU pinning
and workload combination. To illustrate this dependency in detail,
we abandon the realm of ‘‘symmetric’’ workload combinations and
focus instead on the ratios between the KVM and LXC foreground
throughput while running the same workload combination
under the same pinning configuration. Obviously, this limits our
comparison to the three pinning configurations common to both
KVM and LXC.

Because the performance ratios may also vary strongly with
changing background load, we compute the ratio between the
foreground application performance for each ‘‘staircase’’ step
separately and present the minimum, median and maximum of
such values, yielding three values for each workload combination.
Table 6(a), (b) and (c) show these results. This approach gives
a concise overview of how the virtualization overhead depends
on workload combination and, perhaps more importantly, to
what extent the overhead can vary with a varying background
load. Table 6(a), (b) and (c) follow the ‘‘heat map’’ form already
used in Section 6.3, which facilitates the comparison of values
and identification of patterns in the data. The lighter the cell
background, the stronger the slowdown induced by KVM in
comparison to LXC. Surprisingly, we can also observe speedups
in case of the avrora benchmark—avrora may sometimes perform
better under virtualization (KVM) than on bare metal (LXC),
especially for the ‘‘per-chip’’ pinning.

It appears that h2, scalac and specs are more affected by
virtualization overhead than other benchmarks, especially under
the ‘‘per-chip’’ and ‘‘per-core’’ pinnings. The ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning,
on the other hand, makes the choice of the background workload

Fig. 17. [s] → [W] Time line of system power consumption along the ‘‘staircase’’
trace for two symmetric workload colocations (luindex/luindex and specs/specs)
combined with the KVM and LXC pinning configurations. Displayed are power
readings taken every second and averages over each ‘‘staircase’’ trace step .

much more influential in terms of virtualization overhead—
horizontal patterns in the heat map are far less pronounced in
the ‘‘per-thread’’ case. The behavior of avrora is irregular with
(mostly) speed-ups under the ‘‘per-chip’’ pinnning, a strong slow-
downunder the ‘‘per-core’’ pinning and amixture of both extremes
under the ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning.

8. Discussing related work

As a load control tool, Showstopper is directly related to work-
load generators employed in benchmarks and related frameworks
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Fig. 18. [s] → [(Wh)−1
] Time line of absolute energy efficiency along the ‘‘staircase’’ load trace for 5 symmetric workload colocations combined with the ‘‘neutral’’ ,

‘‘per-chip’’ , ‘‘per-core’’ and ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning.

Fig. 19. [s] → [%] Time line of relative energy efficiency along the ‘‘staircase’’ load trace. Data from Fig. 18 are normalized against the ‘‘per-chip’’ pinning for each
‘‘staircase’’ step. Energy efficiency values for the other pinnings (‘‘neutral’’ , ‘‘per-core’’ and ‘‘per-thread’’ ) are shown in percentages of the ‘‘per-chip’’ value .
Notice that the vertical axis range and scale is not equalized in this case. LXC energy efficiency values follow the axis labels on the right.

in performance evaluation experiments. Unlike commonworkload
generators, Showstopper requires other software to implement the
workload, which it then controls to achieve particular partial load.

Showstopper can therefore complement many workload genera-
tors [34] or benchmarks [22,35] that do not support partial loads
themselves. From those that do support load control, Showstopper
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Table 6
KVM throughput as a fraction of LXC throughput (minimum, median, maximum).

differs both in the ability to run arbitrary benchmarks and in the
load control accuracy, as illustrated in Section 4. Of the existing
load generators, some can only control a limited number of bench-
marks [31,36], while others do not use feedback and therefore
cannot support arbitrary workloads [21]. Similar differences also
distinguish Showstopper from the load control support present
in the process scheduling modules of some operating system
kernels.

When it comes to a dynamically-changing partial load, to the
best of our knowledge there are no tools that can reproduce a
load trace using arbitrary workloads and at the same time provide
similar flexibility in the configuration of the feedback-control
algorithm. The partial-load generator closest to Showstopper is
KRASH [37], which can generate a controlled system load and
replay load traces. However, KRASH provides only a subset of
Showstopper’s flexible functionality, for example there are no
counterparts to Showstopper’s space and dithering modules.

The importance of analyzing systems in partial-load conditions
is illustrated by works of other researchers—Sueur et al. [38]
used the Siege tool (a HTTP server stress tester) and a modified

version of SPECjbb2005 (an EJB benchmark) to analyze the CPU
power consumption under partial loads on multiple CPU types.
Load generators and load control mechanisms in [39] mimic
a production environment of telecommunication servers not only
in terms of CPU load, but also in terms of cache misses. Partial load
conditions and the associated utilization traces have been widely
used as input to a variety of resource management policies aiming
at power consumption optimization, efficient virtual machine
provisioning, and workload placement.

Various energy management studies use utilization to esti-
mate [15] and control [40–43] power consumption and cooling
demands using strategies like dynamic frequency scaling and pow-
ering down of unnecessary servers. When consolidating virtual
machines in a data center environment, resource utilization is
a crucial parameter for virtual machine placement policies [14,44].
Resource provisioningpolicies [45,46] are validatedusing a request
workload generated directly from utilization traces collected in
production systems.

Pertinent to our methodology is the question of whether an
accurate reproduction of load translates into other performance
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metrics. Here, particularly encouraging are the results from the
power management domain, which indicate CPU utilization is a
very accurate predictor of power consumption [47]. Obviously, for
applications whose performance is bound by resource contention
outside CPU, reproducing CPU utilization is not necessarily
sufficient—in such cases, existing studies [48,49] can help estimate
the extent of resource sharing influence.We believe such influence
needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis in any experiment
with Showstopper.

The deeper question of relationship between resource utiliza-
tion and application performance metrics is studied extensively in
performance evaluation research. Model-driven approaches, such
as queueing models, can accurately capture the application and
system performance of modern multi-core systems hosting mul-
tiple applications [24,25] by means of detailed workload profil-
ing. Among other works, Pacifici et al. [50] estimate CPU resources
utilization for web servers using linear regression models. Wood
et al. [26] have developed a regression-based model to capture the
differences in resource demand of an application on native and vir-
tualized hardware. Here, we believe our background throughput
observations in Section 6 also contribute important insight in the
complex relationship between utilization and throughput, which
is often simplified in performance modeling studies.

The influence of workload colocation on both energy efficiency
and system performance involvesmany interacting aspects, which
are difficult to capture in a holistic manner—the research advances
therefore often tackle selected aspects individually, some of which
we discuss next.

The basic tension between energy efficiency and system
performance motivates workload consolidation methods that
guarantee preserving the same quality of service between isolated
and colocated deployments. Song et al. [30] present an analytical
queueing model that estimates the number of servers required to
execute consolidated workload while preserving the same request
drop rate as isolated servers would have. In the same vein, Verma
et al. [29] observe that colocating workloads with coinciding
peaks increases the risk of performance anomalies and develop
an algorithm that strives to avoid such situations in consolidation.

Workload consolidation presents the opportunity to cast the
relationship between efficiency and performance as a profit
optimization problem. Chase et al. [1] provide one of the early
examples, pitting the revenue expressed in terms of customer
utility functions against the cost of resources. Among more
recent research results, Ishakian et al. [51] show that expressing
application resource requirements in terms of flexible preferences
rather than fixed demands can reduce consolidated resourcewaste
by up to 60%. Another economicallymotivated research direction is
represented byWang et al. [52], who develop a model for properly
attributing costs in consolidated workload scenarios.

The inherent complexity of the workload placement decisions
is targeted by research that seeks a practically reasonable combi-
nation of decision variables and constraints. Beloglazov et al. [53]
show that a bin packing heuristic can reasonably minimize energy
consumption under known processing requirements and dynamic
voltage scaling. Li et al. [54] solve a similar problemwhere the pro-
cessing requirements evolve over time, Dong et al. [55] extend the
solution to include the impact of network traffic.

Besides illustrating the variety of concerns, the works men-
tioned above also support an important general observation—the
existing research makes optimal workload consolidation tractable
by limiting the set of considered interactions. Particularly useful is
the assumption about processor utilization being mostly additive,
i.e., assuming that colocating n workloads with individual proces-
sor utilizations u1 to un results in an overall processor utilization
of

n
i=1 ui. This and similar assumptions are known to be approx-

imate, and are investigated for various shared resources, such as
processor caches and energy budget.

In the area of workload consolidation, the impact of processor
caches was studied by Govindan et al. [56], who provide amodel of
cache sharing overhead calibrated onmeasurements. More studies
model cache sharing behavior in varying detail [57–59].

In other research focusing on the energy budget, Raghavendra
et al. [60] explain why coordinated power management is
necessary and investigate a wide range of coordinated power
management scenarios, Sarood et al. [61] show how using more
computers with limited power can benefit energy efficiency of
certain workloads, and Subramaniam et al. [27] use power limits
to improve energy proportionality.

In context of the growing number of possible resource interac-
tions impossible to evaluate comprehensively using resourcemod-
els, it is essential that we perform experiments evaluating the
impact of the distance between theoretical assumptions and the
real system behavior on our research results—and this is where
we believe our contribution connects to the existing research
activities. We document the connection on recent research re-
sults, focusing on two aspects of the evaluation that we readily
support—workload variety and interaction variety.

A large share of results onworkload consolidation relies on sim-
ulation for evaluation [2,29,51,53–55,60,62,63]. Coarse granularity
simulation often uses processor utilization log replay to approx-
imate realistic workloads, assuming additive character of pro-
cessor utilization. When considered, power usage is modeled for
example as a function of utilization [29,51,53,60] or frequency [54].
Here, our work can contribute to a more realistic evaluation with
an empirical model for deriving processor utilization and power
consumption under workload colocation conditions—as we show,
true utilization and consumption values on contemporary plat-
forms can substantially differ from the results of existing models.
More rarely, full system simulation is used for evaluation [2]. With
full system simulation, the observations collected using our work
may be difficult to attribute to the system elements tracked by the
simulator.

As an alternative to simulation, many results on workload
consolidation are evaluated using experimental measurements
[3,4,8,16–20,30,56,64–68]. We should first observe that in these
results, information about certain platform configuration aspects –
such as how the frequency scaling mechanism was configured – is
often not reported. More than half of the 14 studies examined used
platforms that support frequency scaling (8 positive, 4 negative,
1 unclear, 1 disabled). Less than half of the studies (5 positive,
8 negative, 1 unclear) were conducted on platforms that support
hardware threads. Only three platforms supported frequency
boosting (3 positive, 9 negative, 2 unclear).15 Additionally, more
than half of the studies only used full utilization workloads
(8 positive, 6 negative). Only one of the studies [19,68] might have
used the full combination of hardware threads, frequency scaling,
frequency boosting and partial utilization workloads together.
In this context, our work highlights the potential impact when
advanced hardware mechanisms are used with partial utilization
workloads. Showstopper can conduct evaluation experiments
that consider these factors together. Sensitivity of workloads to
a variety of virtualized environments [69] and performance-driven
utilization control [70] are further examples of emerging research
directions that can benefit from a systematic approach to partial
load and feedback control provided by Showstopper.

15 Intel first introduced frequency boosting in 2007 as Dynamic Acceleration and
later in 2008 as Turbo Boost.
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9. Conclusion

Motivated by thewidespread use ofworkload colocation,which
leads to partial utilization of shared resources, and by the lack
of a methodology to reproduce partial utilization conditions in
experimental environments, we develop Showstopper—a novel,
portable, and lightweight tool which controls the execution of
multiple processes so as to follow a predefined CPU load trace.

In contrast to the existing practice of implementing workload
intensity control in a workload-specific harness (or not at all),
Showstopper provides a workload- and platform-agnostic way
to achieve and sustain arbitrary partial loads by dynamically
adjusting the duty cycle of controlled processes based on system
feedback.

In our evaluation of load control accuracy onmultiple platforms
with six DaCapo benchmarks, Showstopper was able to sustain
partial loads within 5% of the target load in 80% of all experiments
on all platforms, and in 90% of all experiments on physical Linux-
based machines. In general, the accuracy tends to get lower
on virtual machines and with difficult-to-control heavily multi-
threaded benchmarks.

The accurate load control provided by Showstopper was used
to infer the relationship between benchmark throughput and
a range of partial loads, showing that this relationship is often
platform-dependent, non-linear, and even non-monotonic. Our
methodology thus provides an accurate empirical alternative to
operational analysis and similar methods used to relate resource
utilization and application throughput.

Showstopper allows exploring resource sharing phenomena in
detail and under many different scenarios, providing useful data
for practical tasks such as system dimensioning or identification
of performance anomalies in virtualization solutions. Moreover,
Showstopper can reduce experiment time by replaying utiliza-
tion traces at higher speeds. We show that in most cases, fast-
forwarding a trace does not have a significant impact on the
average system throughput, which enables obtaining measure-
ments at a fraction of the original trace duration.

Further experimental study based on Showstopper illustrates
the impact of workload type, partial background CPU load, and
CPU pinning configuration on performance interference between
pairs of colocated computationally-intensive workloads. If we
only consider experiments in which the background workloads
operate at a 5% and 95% CPU utilization, the study confirms results
obtainable by traditional benchmarking approaches, in particular
the presence of a significant performance interference under heavy
background load, depending on the combination of the foreground
and background workload types.

However, two other factors controlled in our experiments – the
range of partial CPU loads and the CPU pinning configurations –
provide the most interesting insights, especially concerning the
impact of CPUpinning configurations onperformance interference.
This suggests that CPU pinning can be used in a dynamic fashion in
response to system utilization. On a system with light background
loads, the ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning configuration enables more effi-
cient utilization of resources, leading to better performance. On
a heavily loaded system, the ‘‘per-chip’’ pinning configuration im-
proves CPU resource isolation, leading tomore stable performance.
Surprisingly, the ‘‘per-thread’’ pinning configuration appears to be
the most predictable across diverse workload combinations.

Besides providing particular novel results, our experiments
demonstrate that Showstopper is suitable for conducting large-
scale experiments that provide tight control over resource
utilization. Showstopper maintained controlled experimental
conditions while running benchmarks with no built-in workload
intensity control, and despite using advanced power management
features that typically interfere with performance experiments.
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10. Related Work
Research papers based around Showstopper (Part II, Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9)
cite literature relevant to each set of Showstopper experiments presented. In
this chapter we focus on and summarize research work related closely to the
Showstopper tool set. No attempts are made to avoid or repeat resources cited
in our research papers. References are grouped by topic areas close in scope
to Showstopper, such as workload generators, scheduling and load limitation
algorithms, workload modelling and load prediction, commonly available software
tools capable of sustaining partial processor loads in a controlled manner and, last
but not least, experimental work that could potentially benefit from a combination
with Showstopper.

10.1 Generating workloads

Load generators and load control mechanisms presented by Jagemar et al. [21]
mimic a production environment of a telefommunication-related server, not only
in terms of processor load, but also in terms of time distribution of cache misses.
A special single-purpose load generator and control mechanism has been devel-
oped; the intention here is to mimic the foreseen behavior of applications under
development (not yet ready for testing). Showstopper is designed to control arbi-
trary processor-intensive workloads and is not bound to any particular platform
or application type.

Pedram et al. [29] present “WorkloadGen”, a flexible workload generator sup-
posed to stress a remote system (connected over a network) by generating a se-
quence of tasks with varying memory, processor and I/O intensity. A combination
of multiple generators is envisioned to create a more realistic scenario similar
to a web server. No attempts are made at sustaining a controlled partial re-
source utilization — only the types and distributions of requests are configurable.
Showstopper focuses on processor load only, runs locally and contains controller
mechanisms to achieve and sustain a required processor load; it can also replay
load traces varying over time.

Le Sueur et al. [23] analyze processor power consumption based on clock
frequency, load and (the availability of) low-power C-states on multiple processor
types. To induce a partial processor load, the Siege tool [1] (a stress tester
for HTTP servers) and workloads based on SPECjbb2005 [3] (a standard EJB
benchmark) are used. Showstopper is capable of sustaining an arbitrary partial
processor load without modifications to complex benchmark suites.

An application of control theory (almost) orthogonal to Showstopper is pre-
sented by Park et al. [28]. A feedback controller is used to find a balance between
progress and resource utilization of batch jobs (long-running HPC workloads)
so that they meet their deadlines; opportunistic resource over-subscription and
other optimization techniques are also used. A Showstopper experiment strives to
provide a precisely controlled (and potentially quickly changing) load based on
benchmarks rather than on workloads operating in production. Showstopper is
not intended for controlling jobs on production systems or for deadline-driven job
control where partial processor loads are not the main objective.
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10.2 Scheduling and utilization constraints

Ghazzawi et al. [19] analyze multiple control-theoretic approaches to real-time
scheduling based on multiple performance goals, especially in mid-size clustered
environments. Both PID and more sophisticated model-based control mechanisms
are analyzed, numerous algorithms are compared in simulation and various rec-
ommendations are made in terms of which control algorithm to choose for a par-
ticular scenario (controlled quantity, number of processors etc.). Showstopper is
a load control mechanism, not a scheduler, and does not strive for any real-time
guarantees; however, we validate our tool set on real hardware rather than in
a simulator.

Buyya et al. [12] propose techniques for SLA-aware power-saving in cloud data
centers and analyzes mutual dependencies of energy consumption, utilization and
the number of SLA violations. Utilization thresholds are enforced through VM
placement control and after-the-fact analysis of observed data. Showstopper can
help enforce utilization thresholds and measure the corresponding quantities in
a fine-grained and reliably reproducible fashion, refining the crude granularity of
moving entire virtual machines in order to follow load thresholds.

Pacifici et al. [27] propose a method of estimating processor resource needs of
a web server based on high-level observations, such as processor utilization and
application throughput, and present a profiling and prediction framework using
a linear regression model (with numerous improvements) to find a fit between
utilization readings and throughput values. This work also inspects phenomena
related to networking and parallel processing of streams of requests. Showstopper
facilitates application throughput profiling based on a known processor load,
whereas [27] attempts to predict the processor load from the request rate.

Wang et al. [35] present a power-aware processor load control approach for
distributed cloud environments and evaluate it on a physical testbed. Besides
processor load, this approach also explicitly considers frequency scaling and other
parameters. Multiple control algorithms (including model-based predictive con-
trollers) are used. The goal of our work is to infer performance metrics from
processor load (controlled by Showstopper), whereas [35] takes workload charac-
teristics as an input and controls the processor load (approximately) by virtue of
processor frequency scaling, analyzing also throughput and power consumption.

Shih et al. [32] present a machine allocation strategy for Hadoop clusters
that can handle a variety of hardware configurations. The allocation strategy
is partially based on a static knowledge about the available hardware (such as
the numbers of cores), but also exploits dynamically updated load information
that assists in selecting the most suitable machine for a given task. Showstopper
might be useful for testing and debugging of these resource allocation strategies
by virtue of generating highly accurate partial loads upon demand. However, [32]
considers multiple types of resources, whereas Showstopper modules implemented
thus far focus on processor load only.

Motivated by the deficiencies of open-loop real-time schedulers (i.e., schedulers
without feedback), Stankovic et al. [33] propose a control loop scheduling algorithm
called “FC-EDF”. The proposed scheduling algorithm is based around a PID-
controller controlling multiple workloads and adjusting a workload’s share of
processor load according to deadlines guaranteed by SLAs. Unlike our work, [33]
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describes a scheduling algorithm that considers SLAs and dynamically changing
workload types, but fails to describe the execution environment (kernel, user space,
simulation, other) and evaluation methodology.

Lu et al. [24] evaluate the “FC-EDF” algorithm [33] on a simulator of a unipro-
cessor soft real-time system. “FC-EDF” is compared to multiple other real-time
scheduling algorithms. Showstopper is supposed to follow a load trace on a multi-
processor system, whereas “FC-EDF” was mainly validated in terms of meeting
SLAs on a uniprocessor simulator. As a side note, Showstopper can and does work
on uniprocessor systems. Yet presumably, the flexibility of a space module is of no
use in such cases and control algorithms only need to compensate for background
load noise, not for varying levels of multi-threadedness in the controlled processes.

10.3 Performance prediction and modelling
Artificial neural networks and linear regression models are used to predict consoli-
dated application performance by Kousiouris et al. [22]. This work also presents
numerous experiments related to processor scheduling on large multi-core systems
and explores critical performance characteristics. Further contributions include
a workload generator capable of achieving constant processor loads and alternat-
ing between workloads at a given scheduling granularity. The entire mechanism
is (presumably) only Java-based. Showstopper can vary partial processor loads
over time and consists of native libraries and binaries independent of the Java
environment.

A model of power consumption based on resource utilization is presented by
Choi et al. [15]. Applications are crudely classified as “CPU-saturating” and “non-
CPU-saturating” and consolidations of these applications are explored in terms of
power consumption (estimated and measured). However, no attempts are made
to analyze power consumption under partial processor loads.

Govindan et al. [20] present a model (and a prediction algorithm) for estimating
performance degradation related to processor cache sharing. A special type of
workload called SCL (synthetic cache loader) is used to induce a well-defined cache-
related behavior. Performance degradation in colocated applications is observed,
but no experiments are made with partial procesor loads, which are more common
on production systems than processor hogging. Showstopper is oblivious to cache
sharing effects and does not (yet) implement the capability to spawn and control
combinations of workloads; it is supposed to replay a load trace using a set of
workloads of the same type. However, we do use a colocation of two workloads,
one unthrottled and one controlled by Showstopper, throughout our study of
performance interference between virtualized environments in [2015a-ccgrid] and
[2016a-fgcs].

Zhu et al. [37] present an interference model to predict performance degradation
related to memory and cache bandwidth for consolidated applications in cloud
environments. The interference model is then used to optimize existing resource
provisioning metrics. Validation of the model is based on the SPECWeb2005
benchmark [4] and a suite of micro-benchmarks with no processor load control
mechanism.

Ansaloni et al. [10, 9, 8] and Chen et al. [14] present a practical implementation
of a queueing theory-based tool to predict consolidations of multiple applications
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based on resource demand profiling. The approach is validated by measurements
based around consolidated DaCapo [11] benchmarks. Showstopper can mimic the
effects of application consolidation by allowing an application to only consume
a certain fraction of the entire processor load; comparing such results to the actual
consolidation may shed more light on the impact of processor resource sharing
on application throughput. Unlike Showstopper-based experiments, research into
model-driven workload consolidation cited above also considers disk bandwidth
sharing, using a simple queuing model.

10.4 Commonly available partial load tools

cpuloadgen [6] is a processor load generator written in C. It provides trivial
drhystone and whetstone computations and can achieve a particular duty cycle.
Feedback control is not implemented and there are is no way to control arbitrary
existing workloads instead of the default built-in ones.

stress [7] is an uncontrolled multi-purpose load generator supposed to stress
a number of different hardware subsystems (processor, I/O, network, etc.), possibly
in parallel. The tool is intended for fault detection and stress testing of hardware
components and power source units; workloads are built-in and somewhat trivial.
As far as processor load is concerned, stress does not enforce a duty cycle and runs
a required number of processes unthrottled. (Such processes, called “processor
hogs”, compute square roots of pseudo-random integers.)

The cpulimit [5] tool can control the load of a given process and its child
processes, using a feedback controller similar to Showstopper’s geom module to
sustain a given partial load in face of changes in the workload’s behavior. Unlike
Showstopper, cpulimit only monitors the load induced by the controlled process,
not the overall system load. (The source of load monitoring data is not adjustable
without source code changes.) Additionally, cpulimit can only spawn and control
one workload instance (i.e., either a single process or a process group forked
from the process) at a time. The equivalent of dithering roughly corresponds to
Showstopper’s averageq, with a few differences, such as a fixed time quantum, the
absence of signal delay compensation (Section 3.2.6), etc.

Likely one of the most advanced items of related work, closest to Showstopper
in design and purpose, is Krash, presented by Perarnau et al. [30]. Krash combines
control groups in the Linux kernel with advanced control theory. It is designed as
a kernel-based framework for processor load limitation, with load trace replaying
capabilities. Unlike Krash, Showstopper is a non-intrusive and portable user space
tool set that does not rely on a particular kernel and runs solely in user space.
Besides portability, avoiding kernel-based load control mechanisms also grants
Showstopper the ability to replay highly irregular and quickly changing load traces
with without an overhead of reconfiguring resource control groups tens of times
per second. Additionally, Krash only appears to have1 one built-in implementation
of trace, feedback, control, space and dithering (where the last two are implicitly
provided by Linux), without alternatives or extension points.

1Unfortunately, the Krash tool is no longer available for download.
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10.5 Research areas where Showstopper can help
Zhang et al. present a set of performance interference experiments with Hadoop
virtual machines as their workload of choice [36]. Performance interference between
background (deadline-driven) and foreground interactive (response time-driven)
workloads is evaluated. Processor load limitation in Xen virtual machines is gov-
erned by Xen’s priority level configuration. In this particular case, Showstopper
could make the experiments more exhaustive by virtue of generating precisely
defined partial loads in a way easier to control and configure than Xen’s priority
levels, a somewhat coarse-grained mechanism when it comes to throttling. Show-
stopper limits processor load on a per-process level rather than on the virtual
machine level.

Subramaniam et al. develop a power constraint framework and explore its
effects on application performance [34]. They also estimate the dependency of
throughput on power consumption and evaluate system power consumption under
selected partial processor load conditions achievable by conventional methods, i.e.,
using workloads that do not saturate all processors. Showstopper could induce
a broad range of stable partial processor loads for more precise experiments. Addi-
tionally, Showstopper could be also modified to sustain a particular system power
consumption level, as already outlined in Section 3.3.2. It would be interesting to
compare Showstopper-driven power capping to hardware power capping based on
processor frequency and throttling mechanisms. On a similar topic, Fukazawa et
al. explore the impact of processor power capping on a computationally intensive
magnetohydrodynamic simulation software [18]. This research direction could also
benefit from Showstopper as a power-capping mechanism.

Workload generators aimed at energy efficiency measurements with respect to
various memory access patterns and other workload characteristics could benefit
from an additional “load dimension” to their workload configuration. Showstopper
can readily provide the additional dimension. A framework called SWEEP,
presented by Dubois et al. [16], could be made more versatile by virtue of using
Showstopper, perhaps with highly customized dithering modules.

There is a vast body of research aimed at virtual machine live migration and
its performance. Chanchio et al. present a new KVM migration strategy and
compare it to other known approaches, both recent and traditional [13], aiming
at a practically feasible migration strategy for virtual machines running memory-
intensive workloads. In experiments of this nature, Showstopper-driven workloads
generating a precisely controlled partial load in migrated virtual machines could
enrich various migration strategy testbeds. The key benefit would be a comparison
of migration strategies under a broad range of partial load scenarios, allowing
for migration performance evaluation in realistic conditions similar to production
workloads.
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11. Conclusion
Partial processor load is a very common condition [2016b-tnsm]. Systems de-
signed to process randomly distributed incoming requests in due time, without
an inordinate risk of getting overloaded and unresponsive, are mostly designed
with partial processor load in mind. Even deterministic data data processing
may yield partial processor loads, possibly due storage and network bandwidths
limitations or due to a lack of multi-threading in the particular workload.

However, partial processor load is surprisingly poorly understood, especially
in terms of its relationship to application throughput and resource efficiency and
in terms of performance interference among workloads with varying processor
demands. Little is known about the impact of partial processor load, virtualized
environment type, workload type and processor pinning configuration on power
consumption and power efficiency of server systems. The lack of understanding
of these important aspects of system design and hardware provisioning stems
from the prohibitive difficulty of setting up experiments that operate under
partial processor loads. Instead, most benchmarks assume the form of stress
tests. Consequently, important system design details, such as processor pinning
configuration or maximum acceptable processor load, are often determined using
rules of thumb rather than firm evidence backed by load experiments. Furthermore,
processor load isolation mechanisms in contemporary operating systems mostly
lack the option of hard performance capping in absence of competing workloads,
making a partial load scenario hard to set up without embarking on a complex
coding project.

We contribute Showstopper, a model that describes partial processor load
scenarios and a tool set designed to make partial load experiments easy. Show-
stopper can instantly achieve and sustain a predefined partial processor load or
replay a load trace, using arbitrary existing processor-intensive benchmarks. To
carry out a partial-load experiment, Showstopper does not require any preliminary
programming effort. Neither does it require kernel modifications or special kernel
configurations. Showstopper readily operates on Linux and AIX and can be easily
ported to virtually all POSIX-based systems.

After a careful evaluation of Showstopper’s load control accuracy, mainly using
complex multi-threaded workloads behaving in ways hard to predict, we focus
on experiments prohibitively hard to stage without Showstopper. We measure
the dependency of throughput on various types of partial processor load for
a set of DaCapo [11] and Scalabench [31] benchmarks, showing a few surprising
effects and discovering possible performance regressions. We also provide a large
study of workload colocation scenarios, observing the response of a fully utilized
virtualized environment to a varying processor load in a neighboring virtualized
environment colocated on the same hardware [2015a-ccgrid] [2016a-fgcs]. Apart
from a comparison between two different virtualization technologies and among
power consumption characteristics of various workload colocations, we also put
common rules of thumb related to processor pinning under a thorough test. Our
results demonstrate that a seemingly non-standard processor pinning configuration
can improve the overall system throughput as well as power efficiency whenever
one of two colocated virtualized environments becomes underutilized. That said,
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processor pinning configuration should no longer be a static design attribute based
on rules of thumb — especially large-scale deployments can benefit from dynamic
pinning adjustments based on a careful analysis of performance interference and
power consumption characteristics of workloads.

11.1 Future work
Extending Showstopper beyond the realm of partial processor load in order to
combine partial loads on multiple system components and their traces is a planned
future research direction. However, it turns out that in the areas of networking and
storage, bandwidth and rate limitation is already available in existing operating
system kernels. Showstopper’s functionality in these areas would therefore focus
on leveraging existing operating system functionality to replay storage or network
bandwidth traces rather than on low-level manipulation with process state.

Another useful Showstopper extension would be a sixth module class, ab-
stracting the executor functionality away from the very specific concept of sending
SIGSTOP and SIGCONT signals. The new executor module would become an ab-
stract interface that could be implemented to support various different types of
load control actions. For example, instead of manipulating process state, Show-
stopper could observe a load metric on a server system and vary a remote load
generator’s request rate in order to sustain the required load. This would make it
possible, for example, to reconstruct a server system’s request frequency based
solely on load traces, while avoiding artificial interruptions in the server process’
operation. Delays induced by the current SIGSTOP and SIGCONT approach may
invalidate experiment results in distributed client-server benchmark setups where
response time matters.

The possibility to rapidly develop control methods other than process state
manipulation could significantly simplify the design of distributed Showstopper-
based benchmarks. The option to let Showstopper throttle a client load generator
while measuring processor load on the server side is yet another way of generating
partial server loads without explicit throttling, i.e., without introducing potentially
unrealistic delays into a server’s response time. Experiments of this kind would
be feasible even without the envisioned abstract executor module.
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ing performance interference among applications running
in colocated virtual machines, we demonstrate how Show-
stopper enables systematic and reproducible exploration of
the platform- and application-specific relation between CPU
load and application performance.
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[2015a-ccgrid] Andrej Podzimek, Lubomír Bulej, Lydia Y. Chen, Walter Binder,
and Petr Tůma. Analyzing the impact of cpu pinning and partial cpu
loads on performance and energy efficiency. In Cluster, Cloud and Grid
Computing (CCGrid), 2015 15th IEEE/ACM International Symposium
on, pages 1–10, May 2015.

Abstract: While workload collocation is a necessity to in-
crease energy efficiency of contemporary multi-core hard-
ware, it also increases the risk of performance anomalies
due to workload interference. Pinning certain workloads to
a subset of CPUs is a simple approach to increasing work-
load isolation, but its effect depends on workload type and
system architecture. Apart from common sense guidelines,
the effect of pinning has not been extensively studied so
far. In this paper we study the impact of CPU pinning on
performance interference and energy efficiency for pairs of
collocated workloads. Besides various combinations of work-
loads, virtualization and resource isolation, we explore the
effects of pinning depending on the level of background load.
The presented results are based on more than 1000 exper-
iments carried out on an Intel-based NUMA system, with
all power management features enabled to reflect real-world
settings. We find that less common CPU pinning configura-
tions improve energy efficiency at partial background loads,
indicating that systems hosting collocated workloads could
benefit from dynamic CPU pinning based on CPU load and
workload type.

[2015b-spe] Aibek Sarimbekov, Lukas Stadler, Lubomír Bulej, Andreas Sewe,
Andrej Podzimek, Yudi Zheng, and Walter Binder. Workload charac-
terization of jvm languages. Software: Practice and Experience, 2015.

Abstract: Originally developed with a single language in
mind, the JVM is now targeted by numerous programming
languages—its automatic memory management, just-in-time
compilation, and adaptive optimizations—making it an at-
tractive execution platform. However, the garbage collector,
the just-in-time compiler, and other optimizations and heuris-
tics were designed primarily with the performance of Java
programs in mind. Consequently, many of the languages
targeting the JVM, and especially the dynamically typed
languages, are suffering from performance problems that
cannot be simply solved at the JVM side. In this article, we
aim to contribute to the understanding of the character of
the workloads imposed on the JVM by both dynamically
typed and statically typed JVM languages. To this end, we
introduce a new set of dynamic metrics for workload char-
acterization, along with an easy-to-use toolchain to collect
the metrics. We apply the toolchain to applications written
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in six JVM languages (Java, Scala, Clojure, Jython, JRuby,
and JavaScript) and discuss the findings. Given the recent-
ly identified importance of inlining for the performance of
Scala programs, we also analyze the inlining behavior of the
HotSpot JVM when executing bytecode originating from dif-
ferent JVM languages. As a result, we identify several traits
in the non-Java workloads that represent potential opportu-
nities for optimization.

[2016a-fgcs] Andrej Podzimek, Lubomír Bulej, Lydia Y. Chen, Walter Binder,
and Petr Tůma. Robust partial-load experiments with showstopper.
Future Generation Computer Systems, 64:15–38, 2016.

Abstract: Concurrent execution of multiple applications
leads to varying partial utilization of shared resources. Un-
derstanding system behavior in these conditions is essential
for making concurrent execution efficient. Unfortunately, an-
ticipating behavior of shared resources at partial utilization
in complex systems is difficult, realistic experiments that
reproduce and examine such behavior are therefore needed.
To facilitate experiments at partial utilization, we present
a tool that accurately controls the processor utilization of
arbitrary concurrent workloads, either establishing constant
partial load or replaying a variable load trace. We validate
the ability of the tool to enforce the configured partial uti-
lization on multiple platforms, and use the tool to collect
novel information on system behavior at partial utilization
levels. In detail, our experiments show how to examine the
complex relationship between utilization and throughput,
useful for tasks such as performance debugging or system
dimensioning, and we show this relationship for the DaCapo
benchmarks. Further, we show that CP pinning (a technique
used to improve workload isolation) can benefit from dynam-
ic response to system utilization, improving system efficiency
with partial utilization. Finally, we show that the overhead
of virtualization also changes with partial utilization and
CPU allocation.

[2016b-tnsm] Robert Birke, Andrej Podzimek, Lydia Y. Chen, and Evgenia Smirni.
Virtualization in the private cloud: State of the practice. Transactions
on Network and Service Management, 2016.

Abstract: Virtualization has become a mainstream tech-
nology that allows efficient and safe resource sharing in data
centers. In this paper, we present a large scale workload char-
acterization study of 90K virtual machines hosted on 8K
physical servers, across several geographically distributed
corporate data centers of a major service provider. The study
focuses on 19 days of operation and focuses on the state of
the practice, i.e., how virtual machines are deployed across
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different physical resources with an emphasis on processors
and memory, focusing on resource sharing and usage of phys-
ical resources, virtual machine life cycles, and migration
patterns and their frequencies. This study illustrates that in-
deed there is a huge tendency in over-provisioning CPU and
memory resources while certain virtualization features (e.g.,
migration and collocation) are used rather conservatively,
showing that there is significant room for the development of
policies that aim to reduce operational costs in data centers.
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